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SENATE, No .. 1913 

STATE OF NEW JERSEY 

JNTRODTTCEn .JtTNE IR. 1984 

By Senators GAGLIANO, HAGEDORN, DIFRANCESCO, FORAN, 

SAXTON, DUMONT, DORSEY, HURLEY, GARIBALDI, 

CONNORS, BUBBA, BASSANO, EWING and BROWN 

Referred to Committee pn State Government, Federal and 

Interstate Relatfons and Veterans Affairs 

AB ACT cone.erning housing, establishing a Commission on Housing 

Needs Assessment, and making an appropriation. 

1 BE IT ENACTED by the SetW.te OM General Assembly of the State · 

2 of New Jersey: 

1 1. This act shall be known and may cited as the "Housing Needs 

2 '.Assessment Act." 

1 2. The Legislature finds and determines the following: 

2 a. The New Jersey Supreme Court, through its rulings in South 

3 Burlington County 'NAACP 11. )fomzt Laurel- 67 N, J. 151 (1975) 

4 and South Burlington County NA.A.OP v. ltfount Laurel 92 N. J. 

5 158 (1983), has determined that eYery municipality in a growth 

6 area has. a constitutional obligatioll · to provide. a realistic <ippor-

7 tunity for a fair share of its region's present and prospective needs 

8 for housing for low and moderate income families. 

9 b. In the second Mount Laurel ruling, the Supreme Court stated 

10 that the determination of the methods for satisfying this consti-

11 tutional obligation "is bett.er left to the Legislature," that the 

12 Court has. "always -preferred legislative to judicial action in this 

13 field," and that the judicial role in upholding the Mount Laurel 

14 doctrine "eould decrease as a reslllt of legislative and· executive 

15 action." 
16 e. In recognition of the fact that "In 10me eases, the provilion 

17 of a realistic opportuni~ (to construct a fair ahal'e of lower income 
18 housing) might result in tht> immediate construction of lower in-

. Maner.,.._~ hi la.Jieo .., 11 - --• 
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19 come housing in such quantity u would radically transform the 

20 municipality overnight," the Supreme Court pro"\'ided trial courts 

21 sith "the discretion, D11der thol!e · circmnstances, to moderate the 

22 •pact of tiuch ho11Sing by allo:-ing even -the present need to be 

23 · phased in over a period of years.'' 

24 d. The Supreme Court -has 1Ulbowledged--that the determination 

25 of fair share "takes the most time, produces the greatest variety 

26 of opinions ~d • engenders cioubt as to the meaning and wisdom· of 

f:l Mount Laurel," and requires "reaolution of three separate issues: 

28 identifying the relevant regioDt determining its present and pros-

29 peet:ive housmg needs, and allocating those needs to the munici-

30 .itlity or municipalities involved." 

.31 "e. The appropriate- procedure for developing and implementing 

32 the determinations, definitions,· and standards set forth by· the 

33 Supreme Court involves a cooperative and determined t!ffort on the 

34 part of the · State and its municipalities which effort shall result 

35 in a determination of the future housing needs for all of the resi

~- -dents of. this State, consistent with entironmentally sound, well 

37 planned and balanced community development, and the efficient use 

BB of the resources of the State and its municipalities. 

39 f. During the period necessary to undertake a study of future 

40 housing needs, existing court determinations regarding fair share 

41 allocations should be implemented on a phased-in basis, in order 

· 42 that the allocation can be examined and reassessed in light of the 

43 'findings of the cooperative study effort by the State and its mu

.U nicipalities. 

1 3. As used in this act: 

-2 a. "Commission" means the Commission on Housing Needs 

3 Assessment.created pursuant to this act. 

4 b. "Application for development" means the application form 

5 &11d all aceonipanying documents required by ordinance for ap-

6 proval of iL subdivision plat, ait.e plan or plannea residential de-

7 velopment, conditional use, zoning variance, or direction of the 

8 Ullll&]lce of a building permit punuant t.o sections 25 and 27 · of 

9 P. L. 1975, c. 291 (C. 40:550-& and C. f0:55D-a6). 

10 c. · "Balanced housing · opportunities" means the . a'f&ilability 

11 . within a •region, for l&le aud rent, • of an adequate mix of types . 

12 of dwelling units to meet the housing needs _of penons of whatever 

.13 4Doome, age, or family. aize, who are working or residing, or who 
14 • reasonably might 11eek t.o work or l'Nicle, in the .region. 

15 d. "Comm~sioner" means the Commissioner of -the Department 

16 of Community Affairs. 
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e. "?Junicipal regional housing factor" means the number and. 

whenever the commission determines necessary and feasible, types 

of dwelling units, and practicable hou~ing goals, recommended 13)· 

the commission to·each municipality pursuant to this act. 

f. "Developer" means any · person, association;. <lorporation .. or 

public agency seeking to construct, reconstrnet or rehabilitate, or 

eeeking to . sponsor the construction;. reconstruction or rehabilita

tion; of any building or structure which is to be sold or rented, or 

offered for sale or rental,. as dwelling units for one or more 

persons or family units. 

g. "Dwelling unit" means any building or structure, or any room, 

rooms, apartment or suit~ereof, for sale or rent, which is occu

pied, or intended, arranged'\)r designed to be occupied, for eating. 

sleeping and dwelling purposes by one or more persons or by a 

family, but shall notinclude any building or structure defined as a 

"hotel" in section 3 of the "Hotel and Multiple Dwelling Act" 

(P. L.1967, e. 76; C. 55 :13A-3). 

h. "Ho11Sing element" means the plan prepared by a mmricipality 

pursuant to this act for implementing its muuicipal regional hous

ing factor, which shall thereafter ccmstitnte the housing element 

of its.master plan pursuant to ·section 19 of P. L. 1975, ·c. 291 

( C. 40 :55D-28). . . 
i"Housing · needs" means the nmnber and types of safe and 

unitary dwelling units necessary to meet the msting and projected 

demand for adequate housing from all segments of the population 

within convenient access to places of employment and nee~ssary 

commnnity facilities. 

j. ''Housing survey" means the comprehensive housing survey · 

conducted by a municipal planning board in accordance with 

this act. 

k. "Larid use. regulations"· meam the master plan; official map 

ordinances, zoning ordinance, subdivision ordinance, planned resi

dential development (IY'()jnanoo, site plan ordinance, or other land 

uae regulations of a municipality. . . . . 
L "Local body'' means the governing body, the nnmicjpal plan

ning board, or thuoning board of adjuatment, aa the C!88e ma.y be, 
which has the authority for making a given hmd use decision within 

a municipality. 

m. "Region'' means a geographical area af <lOIIIJDonalify as mea-

1ured by such factors as · phylical .features, •pheres af et-anomic 

activity, market al'eas, employment centers aud movement of goods, 

services and people. 

n. "Types of dwelling units" means the various structural types 

or density levels of dwelling units, and the various levels of pur-
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61 chase price or rental eosts of dwelling units. 
1 4. 1 A .municipality which is under a court order issued between 
2 January 1, 1983 and December 31, 1986, inclusi,e, to permit or· 

3 provide for the construction of a number ofdwelling units to meet 

4 its constitutional obligation to provide a realistic opportunity. for 

5 a fair share of present and prospective needs for low and moderate 

6 income housing, shall not be required to permit or provide for 

7 · the construction of more than 10% of the units within the two0year 

8 period commencing with the effective date of this act or within 

9 two years of the date of the order, whichever ia later. 

• l 5. There is established in, but not of, the . Department of Com-

2 mmiity Affairs, a•,..member Commission on. Housing Needs 

3 ABSessment, which shall consist of the Commissioners of the De-
4 partments of Communit~· Affairs, Environment.al Protection, 

5 Transportation and Labor, or their duly designated represe11tatives, 

6 and 11. persons appointed by the Governor with the advice and 

7 consent of the Senate, of whom five shall hold an elected municipal 

8 office, three shall represent organiz11-tions with aii interest in housing 

9 planning matters, and three shall be citizens of the State. Not 

10 more than six of the appointees shall be members of the same 

ll political party. 

12 The appointed members shall serve for terms of four years, ex-

13 cept that an elected official shall se?'\"e only 1rhile. the official con-

14 tin~es to hold the office held at the time of appointment, and except 

· 15 that of the members first appointed, three shall serve for terms of 

16 two years,. four for terms of three years, and four for terms of 

17 four years. All members shall serve until thf!ir respective successors 

18 are appointed and shall qualify. Any vacancy shall be tilled in the 

19 same manner as the original appointment, but for the remainder 
20 of the unexpired term only. 

21 The members of the commission shall serve without compensation 
22 but shall· be eligible for reimbursement. for reasonable expenses 
23 incurred in the performance of their duties. 

1 6. The commission ahall organize u soon aa practicable after the. 
2 appointment of· its members. and ahall elect· a chairman · and vice 

3 chairman from among its appointed members, who ahall serve in 

4 that capacity for a term of two years. It ahall. be the reaponsibility 

· 5 of the Department of Community Affairs and of • the Office of 

6 Planning in the Departmei,it of the Treasury, established pursuant 

7 to the "State Planning Act," P. L. , c. (now pending 

8 before the Legislature as Senate Bill No. 1464 of 1984) to provide 

9 auch housekeeping, clerical, technical and professional assistance 

10 a11d services to the conunis~icr, as the commission may require. , 
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7. It shall be the duty of the c~munission to ascertaiu the housing 

needs of the State for the period ending December 31, 1986 and 

every six years thereafter. On Jurie 30, 1987 and every six years 

thereafter, the coinmissi.:>n shall, upon completion of the process 

described in this act, prepare and distribute guidelines de1b1ing 

the regions of the . State, the housing needs of each region, · and 

mggested methods which have been ,mccessful or are considered 
. . . ·~· . ·, 

potentially mceessful as a means of providing reasonable oppor-

tunities for the construction of aufficient bouaing of such type and 

character· to meet their ahare of the regional need for · 1ow and 

mo4,erate income housing. . . . . 

fffl.The · commission shall·· distribute the 1iret regional houaing 

guidelines to the clerlt of each county and municipality withinnine 

months after the .e:ffectfre date of this act. Tl1e guidelines shall 

constitute each region's recommended share of the commission's 

assessment (If the existing and projected bouaing needs and prac

ticable housing g~als .of the State. The guidelines shall identify 
. . . . . 

the numerical housing needs, present and projected, of each region 

of the State and may suggest staging plans for implementing tl1ose 

needs through -the use. of existing and new housing. The guidelines. 

shall also recommend practicable housing goals for each region 

for the prescribed period and shall include all relevant information, 

data and n1ethodologies used by the commission· to determine . the 

State's housing needs and goals and to derive the regional housing 

guidelines. 

9. In addition to any other duties and responsibilities prescribed 

by this act, the commission shall, in accordance with the provisions 

of the "Administrative Procedure Act," P. L .. 1968, c. 410 (C. 

62:14B-1 et seq.) : 

a. Within 120 days after the effective date of this act, adopt rules, 

regulations, standards or guidelines relating to: (1) the setting 

forth of regional houaing guidelines, and ( 2). the form· and content 

of the housing survey. 

b. Within one year after the. e:ffeetive date of this act, establish 

guidelines for municipal housing elements to be prepared in accor

dance with this act, based upon the provisions of aection .19 of 

P .L. 1975, c. 291 ( C. 40 :66D-28). 

10; It shall be the duty of the co1nmisaion to: .. 

a. Identify and delineate growth areas in the State and determine 

their impacts on regional housing needs. 

b. Identify areas of criticalhousing n.eeds thr~ughout the State, 

as evidenced by the existence of (1) a significant net deficit within 

a given region or part thereof between housing 11eeds and the 
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7 existing availability of sufficient, suitable housing opportunities, 

8 including existing as well as replacement housing, for. those persons 

9 who r,side or wo;k, or might reasonably seek to reside or '\\'Ork, 

10 in: the area,and (2) a high development poteutial for the area as 
11 identified by subsection d. of thiueetion; 

12 c. Prepare guidelines for determining feasible and desirable 

13 density levels, or the dwelling unit or other developmental capacity, 

14 of different types of locations, and recommend levels and· staged 

15 distributioDS of long-range growth, u may be consistent with 

16 State,_ regional and, insofar as possible, munici~ .Jand use· and 

17 · grqwth plans and policies, .and as would lll!IB11N! more efficient uses 

18 or1'e resources of the State, ineluding but not limited to, Statewide 

19 transportation systems, water resouroes, and sewage treatment 
· 20 facilities. 

21 d. Identify and delineate, in: accordance with State, regional and,· 

22 insofar as possible, municipal land use ·plans. and policies, geo-

23 graphical areas with. high development potentW based upon prox-

24 imity or accessibility to employment and population centers, and 

25 the availability of vacant, developable or redevelopable land, and 

26 of recreation, school, transpQrtation~ parking, water supply, sewage 

27 and waste water treatment, and other public facilities and open 

28 - spaces adequate to meet, consistent with environmental standards 

29 and considerations, the projected densities for the areas. 

. 30 · e. -In accordance with State, regional, county and, insofar as 

31 possible, municipal land use plans and.policies, identify and estab-
32 lish regional developmental strategies, eonsistent with sound plan-

33 Ding principles, for geographical areas in the State the preservation 

34 or controlled development of which is conducive to conserving 
35 and strengthening natural, historic, agricultural, aesthetic and 

S6 social resources and for avoiding State and regional patterns of 
37 development which UDDecessarily lessen. the ueful and beneficial 

38 differences among municipalities· and communities of the State. 
39 f. Recommend to the Governor and the Legislature means for 
·.O better eoordinated public or publicly uaiated housing programus 

'1 well as improved and better eoordinated · policies and programs 

4:2 of all departments; agencies or other in:strm;nentalities of the State 

43 relating thereto to better effectoate the objectives of this act. 

· '4 g, Make available to municipalities, through the Department of 

45 Community Affairs &J)d the Office of . Plan.uing, Ulformation, data 

46 and assistance pertaining to the implementation of this act and 

47 .. the goals established hereunder, including the provision of various 

48 adopted municipal land use regnlations, housing surveys, and hous-

49 in:g elements which may serve ai; models and guides for mnnici-

00 palities and encourage innovative and flexible land use policies; 
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51 h .. Within six months after the effective date of this act and 

52 annually thereafter, assess and report to the G.overnor and the 

53 · Legislature on the progress and problems associated with the 

54 implemen~tion of the objectives of this act, and from time to time 

55 make recommendations to effectuate the attainment of.the housing 

56 · goa:ls of the State and the objectives of this act. 

1 11. In accordance with the standards and requirements specified 

· 2 in rules and regulations adopted by.the commission, each mUDicipal . 

3 planning board shall, within 12 months of the effective date of this 

4 act, complete a comprehensive smvey of its housing :needs. The 

fi _mnrey ahall include a statement · of the objectives and· standards 

~ upon which the mUDicipality bases its master plan, zoning ordinance 

7 and developmental re~tions. The statement may include . · a 

8 description of those particular emitonmental, agricultural; historic, 

9 aesthetic and social aspects of .the municipality which the munici-

10 pality deems worthy of preservation, and a report 011 what ap-

11 provals of development applications and variances grauted by the 

12 mUDicipality over the immediately preceding five years might have 

13 complied with these objectives and standards and with the munici-

14 pality's goals for preservation. 

15 The housing survey shall contain a description of: 

16 a. The.quantity and quality .of the current housii1g stock within 

17 the municipality, including data. on the types, distribution, location, 

18 costs, vacancy .. rates, conversion rates, rehabilitatiou needs and · 

19 replacement rates of existing dwelling units. 

20 b. The availability of adequate and suitable ]and for development 

21 or redevelopment . 

22 c. The geographical proximity and accessibility of prospecth-e 

23 housing site locations to public tr11,nsportation, major employment 

24 centers and high growth areas. 

25 d. The availability and capacity of· existing and planned com-

26 munity facilities, including but not limited to water and sewerage 

27 facilities, of the municipality .to accommodate various types of new 

28 or rehabilitated dwelling units within a preseribed time interval. 

29 ~ The relative fiscal capacity of the· muni~ipality to :undertake 
30 any necessary capital .improvements and to· provide necessary 

31 public services to any new or rehabilitated housing. 

32 The municipal planning board shall transmit its draft. of the 

33 houing survey to the governing body of the municipality, which 
S4 · shall, within 30 days of the receipt thereof, transmit its approved 

· 35 version of the smvey to the conunission. 

1 12. _The commission ·shall review the municipal homing ~y 

. 2 and shall, within 60 days of the receipt thereof, recommend to 
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3 . the municipality a numerical assignment representing the muuici-

4 pality's regional housing factor. The regional housing factor shall 

. 5 represent the housing impact on the municip~lity of development 

6 trends outside the municipality as well as the number of low and 

7 moderate income dwelling units necessary to expand and improve 

8 the distribution of balanced housing opportunities within the region 

9 and to avoid or abate excessive concentrations of low and moderate 

J.O income, or subsidized, dwelling units. The regional housing factor 

11 shall be based upon the municipal housing survey and the descrip-

12 tions and statements set forth therein. 

1 13, A municipality may prepare a housing element to meet its 

2 regional housing factor and .make appropriate changes, if neces0 

3 sary, in its land use regulations. 

4 The governing body of the municipality may request the com-

5 mission to review and certify its land use regulations and housing 

6 element adopted or prepared pursuant to this act. 

1 14. Upon receipt from a municipal governing body of a request 

2 for certincation, the commissiou shall within 60 days thereofre,·iew 

3 the land use regulations and housing element and set forth in 

4 writing its determinations to the municipal governing body. 

5 The commission shall certify the rE;gulations and housing element 

6 if it finds that the commission'!! recommendation for the munici-

7 pality would be adequately satisfied, or, if not, that the municipality 

8 has provided reasonable· statements of the public benefits to be 

9 derived by its deviation therefror,.i. 

10 If the commission shall deny certification, it shall in its written 

11 determinations set forth its reasons for denial and the changes or 

12 amendments in the land use regulations or housing eleme11t which 

13 it deems necessary for certification. The n1unicipal governing body 

14 may make the changes or amendments set forth by the commission 

15 and resubmit the regulations and ho1lBing element for certification, 

16 or it may request a hearing on the original regulations and housing . 

17 element. If a hearing is requested, the commission shall within 30 · 

18 days of receipt of the request hold a public hearing at which any 

19 member of the municipal governing body or planning board ma:r 

20 aubmit additional information pertai.niDg to.the regulations or the 

21 housing element or.to the request for certification. Within 15 days 

22 following the conclusion of the hearing, the eomnrission shall pro: 

. 23 vide the municipal governing body with its 1Pritten determination 

24 to certify or deny certuication, or of any further changes or amend-

25 ments necessary for certification .. If eertifi(lation is denied, the 

26 governing .body may at any time thereafter make any changes or 

27 amendments set forth by the commission and resubmit the regula-

28 tions and plan for certmcation. 
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Failure of the com.mission to act to certify 01· deny certification 

within a time prescribed by this se~tion sh.all constitute certification 

of the regulations and housing element as last suhmitted, unless 

the commission and m.tµ}i~pal govenril!g body agree to an extension • 

ofthetime. 

.At any time during the certification review process set foril1 

in this section, the municipal governing body may request, and the 

commission may agree to, a IIUllpensiou of the tolling of the times 

apecilied above; Durilig the period of BUSpeI1Bion, the municipality 

and the commission may review, exehange a,nd d.iBCllSs drafts of 

amendments_ or changes in the rego)ations and housing element: 

A~e conclusion of the period of BUSpeniion, the times ahall com• 

men"'ce to toll and the -l~micipality way fonnally submit amend

ments or changes .. 

15. In any complaint or appeal filed pursuant to this act by a 

developer against a n1w1icipality having adopted de"elopment regu- · 

lations pursuant to the ":Municipal Land Use Law" (P. L. 19i5, 

. c. 291; C. 40 :55D-:,l et seq.) alleging that the denial or conditional 

approval of an applieation for development would :unreasonably 

or undµly hamper the attainment of . the number and types of 

dwelling units contained in the municipality's regional housing 

factor, if the municipalityhas adopted land me regulations and 

a housing element plan certilied by the commission, the developer 

shall have the burden of pro\ing to the satisfaction of a court of 

competent jurisdiction ~t the local agency's decision on the .de

velopment application is inconsistent with the certified land use 

regqlati_ons or houing ele!llent, and that the proposed development 

woµld directly help to meet the unrealized housing needs set forth 

in the mmricipality's regional housing factor. _ _ _ . 

16. If the court finds, in the case ofa denial or conditional aP". 

proval of a .development application by a municipality having 

obtained certification purSU1U1t to this act that the decision of the 

local body was unreasonable and· not consistent with local housing 

needs, the court may a. direct the local body to prepare and submit 

to _the court within 9() days, appropriate land 118e rego)ations and 

a housjng element or b. vacate the decision and direct the local 

body. to · iasue a necesaary permit or approval· to the_ applicant, 

ore.both. 

17. If the provisio11S of any section, aubsection, paragraph, or 

clause of this act shall be judged invalid by a court of compete11t 

jurisdiction, the order or judgmeJ1t aball affect and invalidate the 

remainder of the act and, to this end, no provision of this act is 

severable. 
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l 18. There is •ppropriated to the commission from the (;enere,l 

2 Fland tbe l1UD of f'JW,000.00 to carry out the purpoaes of this act. 
1 19. Thie let shall take effect immediately. 

STATEMENT 
Thia bill establishes a procedure for the determination of regional 

housing guidelines by . a State Oommiuion on Housing Needs 

.Aaeeamnent and for preparation by municipalities of l&nd use · 

regulations and housing elements for certification by the commis
aion. . It also provides that a municipality · under a eo'lirl order 

iuued between Jan~rr·l; 1983 and December 31. 1986 to permit 

the construction of cthg units shall not be required to permit 

the construction of more than 10%, of the units within a two-year 

period commencing' with the effective date of this act or .within 

two years of the court order, whichever is later. 
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INTRODUCED JUNE 28, 1984 

By SenatorE LIPMAX, STOCKMAN and LYNCH 

Referred' to Committee on State Government, Federal and 

Interstate Relations and Veterans Affairs 

.AN .AcT conceri1inp; housing. ame1!ding P. L. 1968, c. 49, a1id making 

an appropriation. 

BE IT ENACTED by the Senate a11d Ge11eraT .-lssPmbly of tli(· Stuff' 

of New Jersey: 

1. {New section) 'l'his act shall be known and may he cited_as the 

"Fair Housing Act." 

2. (New section) The Legislature fiuds that: 

a. The New Jersey Supreme Court, through its rnlings in S011fT1 

Bul'lin_qto11 County NA.,ff1P t'. .llou1if Lau,·el, 6i N. J. 151 (19i::i) 

and SO'Utli Budingto,i County NAACP v. }fount Lau,·eT, 92 N. J.158 

(1983). has determined that every municipalif:• in a growth area 

has a constitutional obligation to provide a 1·ealistic opportunity 

for a fair share of its region's present and prosp1>cti'\"e J!eed!> for 

housing for low and moderate income families. 

b. In the second Mount Laurel ruling, the Supren1e Court stated 

that the determination of the methods for satisfying this constitu

tional obligation "is better left to the Legislature," that the court 

has "always preferred legislative to judicial action in their field," 

and that the judicial role in ,-pholding the Mount Laurel doctrine 

"could decrease as a reBUlt of legislative and executive action"; 

c. The interest of all citizens, iJicluding low and moderate income 

fan1ilies in need of affordable housing, would be best sert·ed by a 

<'Omprehensi'\"e planning and implementation response to this <'Oll• 

stitntional obligation: 
ElcPLANATIO-Man• eacJ...s la ~.,.,_ .,,...eJI [dam] la 1hr aho,-. •m 

It .• ol -ed ud la l• t•ded 10 be -i11ed la the law. · 
Ma11..- pri• ted_ la Italia. :bs la aew _n .. r. 
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l9 . d. Tl1e1·e are a mimber of esse;;tial iugredie11ti- to a co~upre. 

io heush-~ plauning and implementation respo1,se, i11cluding the 

21 . e•tablislun~nt pf a· Statewide .fail' sl1are · 1wusing guidelines and 

22 .stand&l'ds, tbe cletenninaticm of fair a.hare at the· 111uuicipal le,;el 

· 28 and .the preparu.tio11 of ,i munidpal housing element, State review 

• 24 of the local fair sful.te; study arid housing element, and a continuhig. 

25. so~rce of State funding for. lo\\; ai1d DlOderate income housii1g to 

·26 . replace the federal houmng subsidy progr11ms whicl1 · ha,·e been 

·. 27 almost completely eliminated,. · · 

28 e. The State eau maximise the· nlunber of .loll· a,i1d moderate 

29 income units pro'rided in N~~-J~ by allowing Jts munici~litieS 

30 . to adopt m-yeaf phasi~g. adtedules . for. meeting·. their fair sl~re, 

3{ l!P long as the n,nmicipa,lities J)el'llllt the inm1ediate const~~tion pf 

·. 32 · a substa11tial amount of the fair share, and so lorig as the Legii:la, 

33 · ture funds a housi11~ sub•idy program'for each year of tlit- phasii'1~ 

34 schedule. 

1 3: · (New s~tion) As used in this act : · 

2 ·a, "Affordable lio11sing'' means )1ousing for ";hicli a household j,. 

· 3 not required to pay niore than 28% of its gros, houeehold ineo1111• · 

4 for principal, interest, taxt!ii, insurance and h~n1eowners feei; on1ot 

. 5. · more thau 30% of its gross houseb~ld income for rent aud utilities. 

6 · b. "Couucil" means tl1e Council 0~1 Affordable Hou"in~ t>stah-. 
. 7 iished in this act. · . · .. 

8 . . c .. ''Lo·w income hol1si11g" means housing &ffordahle to. and . 

9 OCCU:pied by, housel1olds "1t11 a gross homehold income equal to 

10 · · 50% or less of. the median gross household income for ho~sei1old:; 

11 of the .same size within the region in which the housing is iocated. -
.. 12 d; "Moderate income housing" means housing affordabie to •. and 

13 occupied by, hpuseholds with a gross h~useh~ld inco111~ equal to .· 
14 mote than . 50% but less th~n 80% of the median .· gross -household 

15 in~me for households. of the tl8.Dl~ ·~ within the regioil in -.·hich 

16 the housing is located. 

17 e. "Region" means the ~era! area which constitutes the housi.J1,t 
18 · · markef area of which a mmdcipality. is a part. · 
19 f. "Resolution ·or participation" JQeans a resoiution adopted by. a 

.. 20 ·•municipality .in which·the JQUDieipality chooaei to prepare a fair 

21 sbaJ"e study and housing eleme~t in e.eeordance with this act. 
· 22 g._ ''hchJsionary · d~elopmerit" .means a re.identi~t housing. 

23 develo~entin which at least 20~ of'tbe bousmg ilJ:iits are low·~~ 

J4 . moderate income housing; .. · . .·. ... . . . 

1 4. a. (Nff.seetion) Thereueetabli•hedin, l,utnoto'f, the Depart-. . ' ' . . . . . . . . 

· 2 ment of Community Affairs a. Coun~ pn Affordabl~ Housing to • 

3 CQnsist of seven members appointed by ~e •. Go".ernor with the 

./ 
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4 aMice and consent of the Senate, of whom hrn shall represent the 

5 interests of municipal goYernment, two sl1all rPp'resent the interests 

6 of households in need of low 1111d moderate housing and who shall 

7 ban an expertise iJ1 land UBe practices and housing issul's, and 

8 three shall represent the public interest, of whom one niay be a 

9 State official. Not more than four of the seven sl1all be members of 

10 tlle same political party. 

11 b. The members shall serve for terms of six years, except that of 

12 the 111embers first appointed, two ~11 serve.for terms of four years, 

· 18 two for terms of five years, and three for tenns of six years, a1id 

. 14 except that any State official shall serve only while the official 

15 . con&ues to hold the oJ,e held at the tim:e of appointment. .All 

16 members shall servellll(ittheir respective successors are appointed 

li and shall haw~ qualified. Vacancies shall be filled iu Uw sanw 

18 manuer as the original· appointinent,. but for the· remaiw1Pr oi' . .tl1c· 

19 m1expire<l tenil only. 

20 c. The members shall be compensated, except for any Statf• 

21 _ official, at the rate of $150.00 for each six-hour day, or prorated Por-

22 tion tl1ereoi ,or more orless than six hQlirs, spent in nttendauce ut 

23 meeting~ and consultations and all members shall be eligible for 

24 reimbursemeut for necessary expenses incurred in connection with 

25 the discharge of their duties. 

26 d; The Govemor sha1Lde8ignate a member to serw .as chai_rman 

. 27 throughout the meml~r•s term of office and until his successor sl1aU 

28 haYe 1,eeu appointed aud qualifiecl. -

2!l e. Any member nuiy be remoYed from office for misconduct in 

30 office, willful neglect of duty, or other conduct evidencing unfitness 

81 for the office. or for incompetence.· .A proceeding for· removal may 

32 he instituted h:-,· the Attorney General in the Superior Court. A 
33 member or employee of the council shall auton1atically forefit l1is 

84 office or employment upon comiction of any crim:e. Any member or 

35 employee of the council shall be subject to the duty to appear and 

36 . testify and to removalfrom his office or employn1ent in accordance 

37 with the provisions of P.L.1970, c. 72 (C. 2A:81-17.2a et seq.). 

1 5. a. (New section) The council may establish, and from time 

2 to time alter, such plan of organization as it may deem expedient, 

3 .and may inenr expenses within tltelimits of funds available to it. 

t, b. The council shall elect annually by a majorit:-,· of its members 

5 one of its members, other thall the eluiirman, to serv_e •s vices 

6 chairman for a term of one year and until his mccessor is elected. 

1 The vice-chairinan shallcarry out all of the responsibilities of the 

8 chairman .as prescribed in this act during the chairman's absence, 

9 disqualification Or inability to serve. 
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11 
12 

13 

14 
15 

16 

17 

18 
19 

20 

21 

22 
23 

. . . . . . 

d; · The.eounciiahall app~int and fu.. the salary ~f BJle:icecuti~(> 

: director ,·ho shall . se~;e · at . its pleasure. The cou1,eil . maY employ . ~ . ., . . . ' . . .. . . . . . . : ... 
BUeh other personnel as it deen1s necessar):. All emple>yees of the 

_ commission shall be in tbe uncl~sified · sefrice e>f the Ciyil Sep·icl! _· 

. and.shall lie d"1Ued confidential employees for the purposes of tJw 
· "N~: JerseyEmployer~Euiploy~- Relations Act';_: (P. L. ·1941, .c .. ·. · 

lOO; c. 3' :13A4 et seq'.). The council ma)· employ legal oounsei ·. 

who shall.represent it in any proceedµig to ~hich it is a party, a11d 

who. alwl.· reJJder .legal adviee to the eouncU .. The con~cil ~a)· 

.. eontraet for _the aer_viees of other prof e~ional, technical• aµd ope1·a- .. 

tional persouel and consultants ai may be.Ji~ry. to the per, 
foimanee ofJtad-.ities. Members ~d emplor~s .... u he enroUed 

in the Public Employees Retirement System of Ne~- J:ersey (P. L. 

1954, c. 84; C; 4:3:'.1,5A-l et seq;). 

1 . 6, (New section) It shiill be the duty of the council to ascertai11 

2 the housing needs of, and formulate a fair share plan for tbe distri-

3 bution of,iow and n1odel'.ate iii~me ho1U1ing DDiti; in the ,,.arious · 

4 regions of the State a& it shall de~eate . for the pe1iod e~ding . 

5 Dine 111onths after the effective date of t)1is act .and, every six yeari,: 

6 thereafter .. Tlle plan shall include, but need_ not be linuted to: 

7 . • a. Housiiig l'Jgions, :which ma~- be _different for plirposes of · 

8 present and prospective need; 

. · 9 b. An anal~~sis of the preseid and. prospectiv~ Jlefd for low and 

10 mC>Cieratf income housing in the State and in eaeb region and tiw . 

11 indigenous need:' 

1.2 . ·. c. Population and household projections: and 

· 13 d. Cnteria t'or allocating p1·esent and prospeeti:•.-e fair· share of 

14 the housing need ~OllJt tl1e municipalities i11 each . refcion . a1~d 

i5 guidelines for municipal adju!5tmentt1 b~ed upoi1 vacant laud. 

16 infrastructure considerations or other muuicipal. matters. 

1 7. (Ne-w section) Within Dine months aft~r the ~ffecth·e date of 

·. 2 · this act, the ciiuneil shall; in a_eeordance with the 11.Admini~trative · 

· 3 Procedure Act" P. L.1968, c. 410 (C. 52:14B-l et J!f!Q,), adopt rules 

4 and guideline• ~ting to the municipal obligatum to provide a 

.. __ · 5 "8listfo opportunity for a 7:DDDicipality's fair- ahare of _ low and 

6 moclerate income housing, in~uding sucb mat,te~ as L. the elimina-

7 . tion of enessive restrictioni and UJt.Ctions .which operate as 

8 barrie1'8 to the construction of low .&pd moderate incoine housing 

· 9 and b. tlflirmative meames '.which provide a. realistic possibility for 

'10 the coi1stJiletion.of I~\\. and moderate in~ho'llSiiig. In.adopting 

11 ·. these rales.and guideline-, the council. shall give appropriate weight 

. ·. 12 . to pertinent reieareh· center atodi~~ government reports and · . 

. 13 decisions of other brancheuf government; · . 
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K ();"ew .sec,tioi:) ""ithin thre<-' mo;ith,.- aftt•r tJw cff,·ctin clat,• 

of this 11t"t, ench niunicip:J.!ity v,)Jic:J; .so t-}1•,•i» .sli::H. liy u du}~· adopted 

resolutioll, 11otif~· th eou;;c•il oi' it~ purticipa!ioll iii Ow eoui:c•il's 

fair. share housing plan arn] Elmll. within six 11101,th~ iiff<>r th•~ 

couneil's a1Jo1itioll or it.s ruli.,,;, guideliae1< aml pluu, )1repa1·•· 1111,l filt

witli tl1e counci1 a lwusing elE>meut, uased on tlw couiwil'~ rulei,., · 

guidt-line~ aud pla;i. and any adopted wclinanc:.- reYi~ion,, w!iiC'h. 

impiement t1lf' housinp: element. 

9. (Xew sectioH} A 111unicipality's housing elemt>11t shall h .. 

designed • to · achieve the goal of access to affordable l1ousi11i.: to 

meet present and future ho11Sing .needs, with partir·ula1· ahentiou 

to low and moderate income housing, amt shall eontai1, at least: 

&· An inventory of the~unicipabt~·•s housi11g5toek byu;re, eomli

tion, purchase or rental ,·alue, occupancy cl1aractei-istir~, an:l typl', 

including. but .11ot necessarily limited to1 habitable iloor area ai111 

number of rooms, bedrooms and bath1·ooms, and intludii,g the 

nwuber of units .affordable to low .and moderate ii1come hQuseholcls; 

b. A projection ofthe munici.pality'1d1ousing stork, including tiw 

probable future coDstruction of low and 1uodel·ate income J1ousi11g. 

for the uext tl1ree, so. and twelve years, takiug info aeeow1t, but 

11ot necessarily limited to, construction permits issued, aJ>provals of 

applicatious for dfl•i>lopment and probable residential de,·1>lopmeut 

of lands; 

c . .An. analysis of tl1e municipality's demographie ch11rarteristics, 

iucludii1g, but uot uecessarily limitt>d to; household size. i,1rorn1• 

level, race, ethnicity aud age; 

d. .Au analysis of the e~sting and probable future employment 

charact<';istic~ of the mw1icipality: 

e. A:n analysis of demog1·aphir and l10usi11g proj<'dio11~ as puh~ 

lished ·by· the coUDcil; 

f .. Au analysis of the 111uuieipality's presei1t and pros})f>ctive fail
share for low and moderate income housing: 

· g. An analysis of the municipality'.s capacity to accommodate its 

present and prospective housing ueeds, including its fai.rahare for 

low .and moderate income housing; 

h. .An analysis demonstrating that the land use element · of tl1e 

municipality's master plan is suitable for t11e purpose of accom
modating its present and prospective fair share for Jo,,· and 

moderate· income housing: 

i. A determinatiollof ho,-r the municipality'" pt•eseilt a11d pros

pective fair share oflow and moderate income holUli.ng will be met, 

including. but not uecessaril~· limited to: 

( 1) .Affi.1'math'e measure!' and iiieenth·e zonin;i; dE>"i·ires designerl 

to ensure .construction of }ow and moderate income housing: 
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3i (2) Considt>utrion of thP landF tliat are most apprqpriate for 

38 eoni;:truction of )o\\' and moderate foeome housin~. iuclu<ling a 

39 spec-ifit con1>iderutio11 of lands of deYPloperi;: who han• exprPs11ed a 

40 eommitmPllt to pl'Ovide low and moderate im·m:ie Jiousin;;-: 

41 (3) The n1h1i11;um dei:sities necei;sary to ai;sure the ffono111ic• 

42 ,·iability oftbe inclui::iousry de,·elopmenti;: 

43 (4) Detem1inatkn: of the o,·erzoning necessary to ensure that the 

44 mwiicipalit)·'s fair share is achieved: 

45 (5) Detemiinatiou of measures that the muuicipality will take to 

46 ensure that low and moderate .income wiits remain affordable to 

47 low: and Ji1oderate income households over a 30-year period; 

48 (6) A plan for in~tructure expansion if necessary to ensure 

· 49 the constructiou of tJu,-inunicipalit~''s fair share of low and model'-

50 ate ineome housing: 

51 (7) Any plan foe municipality may wish to adopt wherehy l'esi-

52 dential. industrial or comrnercial de,·elopers are given, the rigl1t to 

53 J1igher densitieF or intensity of uses in exchange for tl1e eonstruc-tio1_1 

54 of a perc·entage of low and mod~rate income housiug or a 1n·o-ratu 

55 payment into a trust fund for .low and moderate income housi11g: 

56 and 

57 (8) An~- phasing @el1edule for constructioi1 of low and moderate 

58 i11c-0111e housing which the muuicipalit)· may 'l\•isl1 to adopt whicl1 is 

59 not more restriC'th·e thau the i,,chedule provided in seC'tion 22 of thi,;; 

60 act. 

l 10. (Kew section). Within 15 business days of the receipt of a 

2 municipality's l1ousin.!!: element, tlw council shall make a detnmimi- · 

3 tion as to whether the element is in eoinplianc-e witl1 the filiug 

4 requiremeuti:: of this aet. If the couucil detern1i11PF that the. filing 

5 requirements haYe been met. t11e com1cil shall provide the muuiei-

6 pality \\-ith a certification of filing. If the council finds. otherwise, 

7 it. ahall notify the municipality of an)· filing deficiencies. If, withill 

8 4.5 days of the eouncil's notification, the municipality ahall refile its 

9 housing element "-ith a correction of the deficiencies to the council's 

10 satisfaction, the council shall within 15 business days of the refiling 

11 issue a eertification of filing. 

1 11. (New section) A municipality which has received a filing 

2 eertificatiou may at any time during the six year period established 

.3 in section 6 of tliis act petition the eolllleil for a substanth-e eertifica-

4 tion of its element and ordinan~s. The municipality shall publish 

5 notice.of its petition in a newspaper of general circulation witl1i11 

6 the municipality and region and ahall make available to the public 

7 information on the element and ordinances in accordance with such 

8 procedures as the council shall establish. ~he council. shall also 
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establish a .procedure for providing publie notice of ea<'h pc:',i'.i,m 

which it receives. 

12. (New section) Unless an objectiou to the substautive certifica

tion is filed .with the council by auy perso11 within 45 days of the 

publication of the notice of' tl1e municipality's petitiou, tl1e cou1ieil 

ahall review the petition and shall issue a stlhstantin: certificatioi1 

if it shall find that : 

a. The muuicipality's fair sh&l'e methodology is consistent with 

the rules and criteria adopted by the council; 

b. An)' reductions in the municipality's fair share from the fair 

are number produced bt osfug the council's criteria which -are 

ba8!Jl on local muuicipal constraints such as lack of vacant develop

able land or public facilities are necessarj- and not fundamentally 

inconsistent with achievement of the region's housing needs: and_ 

c. The combination of thP elimination 0£ cost generating- features 

and -the aflirmative meusures in the housing element -aud impl!·

mentation plail make the construction of the n1unicipality's fair 

share of Jo,•: aud moderate illcome housing realistically posi;ihle. 

1.u conducting its review, tl1e council n1ay meet with the unniri

JJB.lity arnl may de11y tlie petition or condition its cei:·tification upo11 

cl1a11ges in the elemeut or ordinal1ces. If, ·within 60 da)·s of the 

council's denial or conditional approval; the municipality refile~ iti,; 

petition with rhanges satisfactory to the couucil, the cowidl sl1all 

issue a substantive certifiration. 

13. a, (New section) If an objection to the municipality's pPtitio11 

for substantive certificatio;1 is filed with the c.ouncil within tht> 

time specified in section 12 of this act or a request for mediation 

and review is ruade pursuant to sect.ion 14 of this act, the council 

shall conduct a mediation aud re,·iew process in which obj .. ctors or 

agg-riPved parties shall have the. right to present their objections 

in the forru of written submissions or expert reports. and u reason

able opportunit,· shall be given to the objectors and their experti; 

to be heard, hut the review process shall not be considered a con

tested case as defined in the "Administrative Procedure Act," P. L. 

1968, c. 410 (C. 52:14B-1 et eeq.). The mediation and re,-iew proees" 

shall comn1ence as soon as possible after the filing of the housing 

eleII1ent as provided in section 8 of this act. 

b. In mediation and re,•iew processes instituted in aceordanc1> 

with section 14. a. of this act, the council lhall attempt to mediate 

a resolution of the dispute between the developer aiid tl1e munici

pality, provided that .no agreement shall be entered by which a 

developer provides leas than 20% low and moderate income housing 

in the development. The mP.diation process shall commenc·P u soon 
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20 · a~ possible after tl1e time established in i;ection 8. of this act for the 

21 tiliug • of the housing elemeut. In the event that the mediation 

22 between the litigants is successful, the mw1icipa!ity shall haYe tlie 

23 option of choosing whether to al,m seek substantive certification a,, 

·· 24 pro,ided in section 11 or'this act. If mediation is not successful, 

25 the council shall promptly determine whether the municipality i:, 

26 entitled to substantive certification. 

· 1 14. a. (New section) Any court of competent jurisdiction shull 

2 have discretion to require the parties in any lawsuit challenging a 

3 municipality's zoni11g ordinances with respect to the opportunity to ' 

4: construct low or moderate income hollSing, which Ia,vsuit was in-

5 etituted either on or before June 1, 1984, or prior to six -mo11th~ 

6 prior to the effecth·e date of this act, to exhaust the mediation au<l 

· 7 review procedure established iu section 13 of this act. No exhaus-

8 tion of remedies 1·equirement El1all he 'imposed unles~ thr• muniri-

9 pality has tiled a timely resolution of participation. In exerci~i1w: 

10 its discretion, the court shall .consider: 

11 (1) Theageofthecase: 

12 (2) The amount of discovery and other pre-trial procedure~ that 

13 have taken place ; 

14 (3) Tl1e likely date of trial ; 

15 ( 4) The likely date by whicl1 administrative mediation aurl 1\,,·icw 

16 can be completed; a11d 

17 (5) "liether the transfer is likely to facilitate and expt>dite tlw 

18 provision of a realii;tir op11ortunity for low and moderate inrom,.. 

19 housing. 

20 b. Any person who has instituted litigation challenging n muui_ci-

21 pality's zoning ordi11ances with respect to .the opportunity to pro-

22 ,ride for lov.· or moderate income housing, which liti~atio11 wa~ 

23 instituted after Juue 1, 1984, or after six mo11tl1s prior to the effer-

24 tive date of this act, whicl1ever is later, shall file a notire to request 

25 mediation and re\"iew with the council within 60 days of the muuici-

26 pality's resolution of participation pursuant to section 8 of this act. 

27 If the municipalit)· filed a resolution of participation prior to tht> 

28 institution of exclUBionary zoning litigation againstit, a person "·ho 

29 brings ~ucl1 litigation shall exhaust the mediation and re\"ie,'" pi-o-

30 eeedings of the council before bein1t entitled to a trial on his 
( 

81 complaint. 

1 15. (New section) In any exclusionary zoning case filed again~t 

2 a municipality which has a nbstantive oertification and in whicl1 

8 there is a requirement to exhaust the mediation and re,iew proces~ 

-4 pursuant to l!ection 14 of this act, there lhall be a presumpti011 of 

5 validity attaching to the housing element and ordinanceF implP. 
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6 menting the housing element. To rebut the presumption. of validity, _ . 

7 the complaUl&Ilt &hall have the burde_n of proof to demonstrate that 

8 the housillg element. and -ordillances implementing the housing 

9 element do not provide a realistic opportunity for .. the provision 

10 of low and moderate illeome housillg. 

l ;16. (New section) If a municipality which has adopted a resolu-

2 ti.on of participation pursuant to section 8 of this act fails to meet 

S the deadlille for submitting the material required for filing eertifica-
. 4 tion, the obligation to exha118t administrative remedies contained 

5 in 111bsection b. of section 14 of this act automaticallf expires. The 

6 · obligation also expires if the council rejects the municipality's 

7 reqtiiit for filing or mbstantive. certification or conditions its 
~-- . "~ 

8 certification upon changls which ,re .not made within the period 

9. established. in this act. 

l 17. (New section) If the council ha11 not completed its.mediation 

2 and review process for a municipality within ane year of receipt 

3 of a request by a party who has illstituted litigation, the party may 

4 file a motion with a court of competent jurisdiction to be· relieved 

5 of the duty to exhaust 11.dministrative · remedies. In reviewing the. 

6 motion, the court shall consider any information received from the. 

7 council regardillg its expected timetable for completing the review 

8 process. If the court denies the motion, it may establish a reason-

9 able deadline for the· council's completion of . the process and 

10 relieve the party of the duty to exlulust if the deadlillds not met. 

l 18. (New section) The Pillelands Commission established pur-

2 9uant to thel'New JerseyPillel3nds Protection Act" (~. L, 1979, 

S c. 111) and the llackensack Meadowlands Development Commis-

4 11ion e11tablished pursuant to the "Hackensack Meadowlands 

5 Development Act" (P. L.1968, c. 404) shall have 60 days after .the 

6 enactment of this act to· elect• to admillister. this . act for munici

_7 palities which have atleast ~% of their area within the jurisdic-

8 tion of the respective commission; A commission which 10 · elects 

9 shall have the same responsibilities as· the council with respect to 

10 the munici~lities. wi~ its jurilldiction and .iian. coordinate its 

ll policies with lhe council, and municipalities which ehose to adopt a 

12 resolution of participation shall nbmit · their fair lhare plans and 

13 bo11&illg elements to their respective commission. The council ahaU 

14 retaill jurisdiction if a commiesion doeu1ot elect to admillilter this 

15 act. 
· 1 · 19. (New eection) There ia e1tabli1hed in the State General Fund 

' 2 an ·account en.titled the "Low and Moderate Income Houing Tnist · 

S Fund AOCOUllt." The treaaurer shall eredit · to this aecount aU 
, funda paid to the State Treasurer b7 each COUJlty treasurer pur-
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5 nant to P. L. 1968, c. 49 ( C. 46 :15-8). Funds in the account shall be 

: 6 maintained by the State Treasurer and may be held in depositories 

7 as the State Treasurer may select and invested and. reinvested as 

8 other funds in the custody of the State Trea~urer in the manner 
· 9 provided by law, provided that all revenues from 'investments shall 

10 be .credited to the fund. 
1 20. (New 1ection) Funds in the Low and Moderate Income Trust 

. . . 
2 Fond Account,Bhall be transferred to the council upon appropria-

3 tion from time to time by the Legislature, and shaU be used solely 

, by the council for awards of ,u;siitance loans or grants to or on 

6 bel:ialf of public or private housing projects which will provide 

6 affordable low and moderate income ho118ing in such inanner, but 

7 not limited to, as the following: · 
8 a. Rehabilitation of substandard housing units oceupied or to be 

9 occupied by low and moderate income households. pursuant to con-

10 tractual guarantees for at least 20 years following the awarding of 

11 the loan or grant; 
12 b. Accessory eonveraions for housing units occupied or to be 

13 occupied by low and moderate income households pursuant to con-

14 traetual guarantees for at least 20 years following the awarding of 

15 the loan or grant; 

16 . . . c. Conversion of nonresidential space to residential purposes pro-

17 vided at least 20% of the resulting housing units are occupied by 

18 low · and moderate income households pursuant to contractual 

19 guarantees for at least 20 years following the awarding of the 
20 loan or grant; 
21 d. . Inclusionary developments of which at least 20% of ·the hous-

22 ing units will be occupied by low and moderate income households 

23 for at least 20 years pursuant to contractual guarantees; and 

24 e. Shelters for. the homeless. 

25 The council Bhall ensure that a reasonable percentage of tbe 

26 loan or grant awards shall be made available to projects in those 
27 municipalities receiving State aid pursuailt to P. L. 1978, c. 14 (C. 

_ 28 52:27D-178 et eeq.) which have a disproportionately high amount 
29 of low and moderate income reeidents. 

80 The c,ouncil aha1l establiib rules and regulations governing the 

Sl qualifications of applicants,. the application procedures, and the 

. .82 criteria for a..,.rding grants anl;l Joans and the 1tandards tor 
S3 utabliahing the amount, terms and conditions ohach grant (>I': loan_;. 

'· l _ ·_ ·21. (New eeetion)·lf the Legisla~e does not- appropria~ to the 

· 2 CQuncil from the Low and M:oderate Income TrQst Fw;id in any one 

. ·3 of the m Ascal:,ears commencing with the fiscal year in w.luch this 

. .4 : act ii effective an amount 111bst.antially -eq"ili'1'1llent to the revenues 
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5 accruing to the fund in that fiscal year, then sections 15 1md 22 of 

• .6 ,this .aetahaU terminate on the last day of .that fiscal.year. 
1 22. (New section) A municipality which has ajudgment entered 

2 againstit after the enactment of this aet,.or which had a judgment 

· 3 · entered against it prior· to the enactment of thi~ act and from which 

4 · an appeaLhas been filed, shall upon municipal request not be re-

5 quired by any court to phase in the isS11&nce of building permits 

"6 for low and moderate income· housing in inclusionary developments 

7 at a rate greater than 25% aa 800n as possible but no later· than 

8 one year after entry of the judg-naent and 15% at l2 morith intervals 
.. 9 thereafter of the municipality's original · fair aha.re of low. and 

10 moderate income bousi:Qg. . 
. · .. ·.· .. ·. ·. .,~. . 

11 The court shall also mlplement a phase-in schedule for the market 

12 units in the inelusionary development which are not .. low and 

13 moderate income, gh'lllg due consideration to the schedule for low 

14 and. moderate income housing established in this sectiori .and the 

15 need to maintain the economic viability of .the development. . . . 

16 In entering the phase-in order, the court shall consider\yhetl1er 

17 it is necessary to enter a phase-in order for the construction of 
' . ' ' 

18 COJI1IDei'cial, .industrial and residential development in the munici-

19 pality ~ minimize an imbalance between available housing units and 

20 available jobs; or to prevent the sites which are the most appro" 

21 priate or the only possible sites for the construction of low and 

22 moderate income housing to be used for other purposes. 

23 The court may modify the phase-in schedule if it determines that 

24 the fair share number is so small that literal compliance "itl1 thi ~ 

25 schedule would. make the ccmstrnction of low '1Jld moderate i11come 

26 housing economically or practically unfeasible. A developIIlent '1:ith 

27 50 or fewer low. and moderate uicome. units shall not be required to 

· 28 adhere to any :phase-in schedule after receiving its building permit. 

1 23. (New section) The New Jersey Housing and Mortgage 

2 Finance Agency shalliidopt rules ~d regulatiQns to provide tliat 

3 atleast 59% of the proceeds of its tu exempt bond issues in the 

• tour years following the effective date. of this act shall .be used to 
.. 5 assist in. the financing of low ud moderate income housmg. 

1 24. Section 3 of P. L.1968, e.19 ( C. 46 :15-7) is amended to read 

2 as follows: 

3 3. In.addition to the reec,rding fees impoied by P. L.J~. e.123, 
··· 4 s. 2 ( C. 22A =~~1) · a fee is imposed 1lpOII grantors, at the rate of 

5 [$1.75] $9.50 for each $500.00 of consideration or fractional part 

6 thereof reei!ed in the_deed, w)li~ fee ahaU be collected by the county 
7 recording :officer at the be the deed ii offered tor reoo:rdin~. 

· 8 Every deed subject to· the. additional fee required by· this act, 

9 which is in fact recorded, ehall be conclusively deemed to have 
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10 been entitled to re~iding, notll'ith15ta,ndµig that th~ amount of the · 

.. 11 consideration shall have been incorrectly stated, or that the correct 

12 amount of ~ch additional fee, if "113', ishall not have been paid, ,-nd 

13 no neh def~t ihall in a,ny way affect or impafr the ;alidity of the 
14 title conveyed c,r '.rend.er the 8&1ile 1UlUUlrketable; buf_the pe:rio11 

15 - or person~reqllired to J)llyaaid.additionaUee at the·tuk of ret?9~~ 
· .16 ing •bll be ilnd renwn lliible to the comity recording offiC4'r for tl1e 

17 payment of the proper amOUJlt thereof. . . 

i · 25. Section 4 of P~ L.19f;S, e, 49 (C. 46:a:-B) ~ ainehded ~ read 

2 ufoUowa: . 
. ·. 3 ·. 4. The proceeds of the fees eollected by the . ecnmty recording 

4 oJlicer, -.. author~ •• ·t1ns act, Bhan be ~ted;for .and~~-·· 

5 mitted to the oounty treasurer~ An amount equal _ti) 28,6% of the 

6 proceeds from the first $1/15 for each $5()0.00 of c~,z~itleratio,i o,· 
7 fractional. f'att thereof recited ,,, the deed so coll~ed ihall be re-

8 .. · tained by the. county treasurer for the use of the ~unty and the 

. 9' ·&iance shall be paid to thti! State Treasurer for the use of the 

10 State. Payments ihall _be made to the State TreaB'lll'er on the tenth 

.· U day of each month following the month of collectiou. . . 

1 26 .. There is appropriated to th.e Council on .A,ff ordable Housing -

· 2 fl'Cml the ·General F'lµid the ~- of $250;000.00 to e:ff~te the .·· 

3 plirposes of this act. 

1 27. · This act shall take: effect immediately, except that. sections 

·· 2. • 19, 20, 24. aud · 25 ahall take effect oil the 30th day following enact
s ment. 

STATEME1'"T 

This bill provides a mechanism for impi~enting the .constitu

tiona:l obligation to provide a realistic opportunity for low . and . . . . . 

. 111odera,te in~me · housing as enuciated . in the Mount Laurel 

doctrine.· It establishes a Council on Affordable Housmg to set fair 

fha,re guidelines for municipalitie~ and to r~ew the h0118ing plans 
and. ordinances of those municipalities who elect. to participate in 

. the. council's fair share program. Those municipaliti~~ whose plans 

.. and ordinances are certified by the CODDcil are entitled to a pl'.Uump

. ·. •. tion of. 1iali.dity in any_ ~U8ionary zoning challenge .. Th~ council 
will also act as a mediator between .developers. ud ~pating 
1111Ulieipalities in ·an attempt to reach oukf-court ·1ettlements. · · 

·• The bill ·also provides for a m0year phase-in of. aily judgments 

requiring•& aaunicipality to issue building permits in inclUBionary 

. d~elopments. -. . .. . . . · · .. · . · .. 
. , The bill ., establiihes. a Low and l.l«lerate Income. Housing . ··. 
Tiust FQd with revenues derived from an incre-..e in ~ ~Y 

transfer tu from $1.75 to $3J;O per $50(1: 
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SENATE CONCURRENT RESOLUllON No. 24 

STATE.'OF NEW JERSEY 

PRE-FILED FOR lNTRODUCTION IN THE 1~ SESSION 

By Senators DORSEY, GAGLIANO, DIFRANCESCO, SAXTON, 

HURLEY, FORAN, HAGEDORN, OC>NNORS, BUBB.A, CARDI
N.A.LE, EWING, BASSANO, DUMONT, ZANE and GARIBALDI 

A CoN'cmmENT RESOLUTION proposing to amend Article VIlI of 

the Constitution of the State of Nev. Jersey by adding a 11ew 

Section VI., 

1 BE IT BESOLVED by the Betiate of the State of New Jersey (the 

2 General Assembly. coflCtlrri,i,g): 

1 1. The following proposed amendment to the Constitution of · 

2 the State of .New Jersey is agreed to : 

PBOPOSED .UONDKENT 

8 Amend Article VIII by adding.· a · new Section VI· to read as 

. 4 follows: 

BECTIO!v. VI 

5 The right of a municipality to determine through its eoning and 

6 planning ordinances ·the ea:tent of housing· ·opportunities to be 

7 provided to· meet. the Aeeds of persons of d;ivers.e financial means 

8 shall not be impaired by the Legislature, the Governor, "r any 

9 court, euept that each mut1icipality shall provide throug11 those 

10 ordiMnces · opportutiities for affordable· housing /or·. all . persoM 

11 residing i• the •unicipality afld for aU persot1s who tt>iU be 

12 employed in the mut1icipolity it1 co,ditiuit1g .. positions ·reiuOt1ably 

13 anticipated to result from .a,aing or plattfl.ing dde,-itlations ,node 

14, by the municipality ·on· (Ir after . the adoption . of this· amendtnetd. · 
1 2. When. this proposed amendment to th(! Constitution .is finally 

2 agreed to, pursuant to Article lX, paragraph l of the. Constitutio11, 

3 it shall be submitted to the people. at the next general election 

llaua- ......... Italia ~..., b--• 
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· 4 occurring more than three month,s aftel' the final agreement arid be 

5 published at least o~ce in at least one newspaper of each county 
6 . designated by the Pre~ident of the S~nate and th~ Speaker of the 

; Ge:ne~al 4s~zpbly and the Secr;ta;, of State, ~otleils than three. 

8. months prior to the general eleeti~ · ·• . . . . · ... · · . . 
l .· 3. l'hi• P~l)OS~d .. endmellt to. the Constitution ahaU~ 811~ . 
2 !Pitted to the ~eople at~ election in the following•manner .and 
S form: •' : . , · .... · ... ••· · . , ..•... · ·•.· .··•· ·.· .· ·. .• .. . · ·.· · · 
4 . . There shall be printed on each oli~ ballot to be uaed at the · 

5 general el~on, the foll~: · 

.· 6 .. a: ln every IIUlllicipa1ity in ~hich ~ting machineii ·~ not ued, · 
7 the follo'"8g legend ·~ immedia,ly precede the qu~sij~~: . 
8 .If you fe,vor the proposition printed beiow mak; ~ cros1((><), 

9 plus ,+) or check (v) in the square oppositri the word "Yes;" 
.10 If you are opposed thereto make a cross (X), plus (+) or check. · 
11 (v) in the square opposite the worduNoJ• ' 

r 
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12 b. In every municipality the following question: 

Yes.' 

No. 

Mt1:sictP.AL k10BT TO Zon Housmo 
0PPOBTU:SITIES 

Shall the amendment to the State Con-
1titution, prohibiting the Legislature, 
the Governor, and the courts from im
pairing the right of a municipality. to 
determine through its zoning and plan
ning ordinances the extent of housing 
opportunities to be provided to meet the 
needs of persons of diverse financial 
means, and requiring each municipality 
to provide through those ordinances 
opportunities for affordable houing for 
all per•ons residing who will be employed 
~e municipality in continuing posi
tions reasonably anticipated to result 
from zoning or planning determinations 
hereafter made by the municipality, be 
adoptedf · 

l.rnBPuTIVE STATEJOJJT 

If this constitutional amendment is 
adopted, the Legislature, the Governor, 
and the courts will be prohibited from 
restricting the discretion of a munici
pality · to determine through its zoning 
and planning ordinances the extent of 
housing opportunities to be provided to 
meet the needs of persons of diverse 
financial means, and each municipality 
will be required to provide through these 
ordinances opportunities for affordable 
housing for. its own residents and for 
those persons who will be employed in 
the municipality in continuing positions 
reasonably anticipated to result from 
zoning or planning determinations here
after made by the municipality. 

STATEMENT 

The purpose of this proposed constitutional amendment is 

upresaed in the interpretive •tatement. 





SENATOR WYNONA H. LIPMAN (Chairwoman): We would like to . 

begin · this hearing on Mount Laurel. Before I make a brief statement 

about why we are here, · I would like to introduce the Senate State 

Government Committee and our gues.ts. l will start, on my far dght, 

wi1:.h Assemblyman Schwartz, who is the sponsor of a Mount Laurel bill in 

the Assembly, because he has to leave. Assemblyman Schwartz has a 

brief statement to make. Then we . have Jim Carroll, who is a member of 

the Republican· Research Team; Senator Saxton, a member of this 

Committee; Senator Cardinale, a member of .this Committee r and, Joe 

Capalbo, to \ltlom you address all of your questions about this subject. 

He is the Committee Aide for the State Government Committee. I am 

Senator ·wynona Lipman, and ~.my left is Senator Stockman, who is Vice 

Chairman of the State Government Committee. Senator Codey cannot be 

with us today. Next is Miss Kathy Crotty, ~o is a member of the 

· Democratic Senate Sta ff. You' re for everybody, aren't you, Kathy? 

Next to Kathy is Glenn Moore, title is the .Assistant Research Director. 

These people . are going to serve as a resource for us today on this 

subject. 

Now, the Mount Laurel court decisions have mandated changes 

-- a change in zoning, a change in land-use planning, and a change in 

our conmitment to low- Bnd moderate-income housing. ·.· As the court said, 

"lf sound planning of an area allows the rich and the middle class to 

live there, it must also realistically and practically allow the poor 

to live there." The court also said that thismatter is better left to 

the Legislature, but there has been relatively no legislative action in 

this field. 

Today we will be discussing legislative action. We will be 

considering. two bills and one resolution Which are legislative 

responses to the Mount Laurel lI decision. Both Senate Bill 1913, 

sponsored by Senator Gagliano ... - Senator Gagliano, I didn't see you. 

There you are. As I said, the Senator is the sponsor· of _Senate Bill 

1913, and we will be hearing from him in just a little \ltlile. Senate 

Bill 2046 is my bill, and is an attempt to provide lmplementation of 

the court decision. As you know, I have my opinion as to titlich one of 

these bills is better, Senator Gagliano. SCR-24 was introduced by 

1 



Senator Dorsey. · Senator Dorsey, where are you? The Senator is not in 

the room at present? 

SENATOR GAGLIANO: No,· but he is in the building. 

SENA TOR LIPMAN: All right. SCR-24 ·proposes a constitutional 
\ 

amendment prohibiting restrictions on municipal zoning ordinances. 

While I cannot support this resolution, I believe Senator Dorsey has a 

right to argue his position. So, we are g:>ing to hear Senator Dorsey's 

position. Some of you probably agree with this resolution~ 

We, the Legislature, must a::t to resolve this issue, for if 

we do not act., the courts will act. The issue will not go away. We 

m.ust not·. only pass legislation, but we must develop a political 

consensus and a policy consensus. That .is why we are here, to begin 

the discussion which will lead to a consensus and to a legislative 

response to the Mount laurel court decisions. 

At this point, l would like the Assembly sponsor, Assemblyman 

Schwartz, to have a word. 

ASSEMBLYMAN DAVID C. SCHWARTZ: Thank you very much, Senator·Lipman. 1 

am delighted to be here. first, I would like to indicate the 

commitment of the Assembly's Housing and Urban Policy Committee, which 

I chair, to work with your Committee. Time did not permit us to have a 

joint hearing this morning in terms of scheduling, but I very much 

appreciate the .opportun.i,ty for me to be here. Our Committee will 

either join with you in September, or later in August, to have. joint 

hearings, or we will have our own hearings in September. But, we want 

to work with you, and I appreciate your offer. 

Secondly, I want to commend you, Senators, for doing exactly 

what Senator Lipman said in her ear lier statement, beginning the 

serious business of fashioning a legislative response. I am honored to 

be the sponsor in the Assembly of the compromise Mount Laurel bill 

which you have scheduled for consideration in the Senate. 

finally, I want to say on a substantive note that while al 1 

of these bills may have some. merit, and certainly I would concur with 

your indication as to which is the better bill of those you have before 

you, there still needs to be another bill introduced and I am going to 

introduce it. It might be useful for you to know about it. It is a 
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Mount . Laurel State-level housing assistance fund to begin to help low

and moderate-income families to · buy their first homes. I take the view 
' - . , . ' 

that planning and zoning are important and that the regulatory actions 

in your bill and 'mine are fair and 1mportant, but planning and zoning 

alone will not build houses. We· need a new State.:..level fund which 

will help people to buy their first homes, and which will help 
. . ' 

municipalities to· meet their Mount Laurel obligations without becoming 

overcrowded and overbuilt, a self-financing end fiscally-conservative 

fund which will become sel f~financing by stimulating new jobs and new 

tax rateables. 

I want to say ooambiguously that the federal government has, 

in substantial measure, . abandoned us in · this area. · We have 1ost, by · 

some reckoning, 75% of our rental essi~tance m:mey in New Jersey which 

used to come from the Federal gov~rnment, and we have lost a 

substantial portion of our Federal mortgage assistance thrust. But, if. 

the Federal government -- and I am not signaling out anyone or placing 

any blame, that is El fact in my judgment -- seems to have forgotten 

that home ownership remains a part of the American dream: · we in State 

government have an obligation to remember tl')at. It seems clear to me 
. . . 

that we need to help the municipalities, and help the families in New 
. . 

Jersey · who were supposed to . be helped by Mount Laurel, to buy the 

houses, the apartments, and the condominiums they want. 

I would · conclude that regulatory action is important-. Your 

bill, in my judgment, Senator-- Although I am the Assembly sponsor, 

there is no question that you have really taken the lead with your 

bill. Regulatory action is important, and I would again commend you 

for it. But, we are not going to meet our Mount Laurel. obligation with 

planning, zoning, and regulations alone. There needs to be a major new 

State-level fund created. I will introduce that legislation, .and I 

will look to your support as crucial in passing that bill. I know we 

have had previous conversations on that. With those bills in place, a 

regulatory , bill under your leadership, and a major new financing 

effort, I think we can go forward in fashioning the consensus a>out 

which you spoke and in housing the people of the State of New Jersey~ 

Thank you. 
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SENATOR LIPMAN: - Very good. Thank · you, Asse,mblyman 
I 

Schwartz. We are already receiving fan mail .on your proposal before it 

is even written. I_ hope you are going to stay with us for awhile. 

ASSEMBLYMAN SCHWARTZ: I sure will. 

SENATOR LIPMAN: In case you do not know him, I would like to 

-int~oduce Senator Dorsey, sponsor of SCR~24. .. l ~ntroduced you ear lier, 

Senator, but you weren't here. .l don't want you to speak_ right now. 

The members of the Conmittee get the.first chance. Senator Cardinale? 

SENA TOR CARDINALE: We are here today because the court has 

propounded an ideal in the course of its mandate. · It is an ideal that 

I tlJink we all recognize is beyond condemnation by anyone. It is 
' ,' . 

certainly a goal which everyone would like to see achieved.· But, as a 

pract;.1cal matter, this goal has never been achieved anywhere in all of 

the history of human society, and it is very unlikely that it ever will 

be. 

_ Efforts, particularly with government financing -- even in 

the State of New Jersey. -- that have been made toward this_ end have 
. . 

resulted in no better a si tuaticn than we have had in the past. The 

court was very right when it said that the matter is better left to the 

Legislature. 1 That is true, because the Legislature does not live· in ~n 

ivory tower, neither in New Jersey nor on Seventy-Ninth Street in 

Manhattan. 

It is . a shame that our Legislature has not asserted the 

rights of the people of this State, the right to a system of checks and 

· balances and the right to have mandates only by elected officials, who 

may not be elected at the next election if the people disagree. We do 

not have initi8ti ve and referendum in this State, and our Legislature, 

unfortunately, has abandoned· the rights of the people, even to the 

extent of not al lowing them to vote on these major changes in policy. 

We· have accepted, as a Legislature, that the court has imposed an 

obligation on us to do something. I don't believe I have . ever 

consented to live under a form of government where a court has the 

right ;.._ seven people -- to establish policy under which we all _ must 

live. Therefore, having· expressed all of these thoughts, i.t is my 

opinion that the only bill here which makes any kind of sense as a 
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beginning po.i.nt:is Senator Dorsey's SCR-24. · 
the right to make the determination. 

. That will give-_ the people.· 

. The people. may very _well make the· 
·. . . ~ 

determination~ if· they _ yote . _on it, .. that the_ court was right, that 

Senator Lipman 's way is a very good way to go, and. that we should 'have 

State planning. .Buf; l believe that right rests with the peopie ~ So, 

l think that ought. to be .our first order 'of, business.: . Than!< you. 
- .· -·. s(NATOR ,·,_ LIPMAN: : . Th~nk 'y_du, Senator.·· Cardinale.. Senator 

Sax~Drl does not wish- J:o make ii ,st~teinent at thi_s , time. .· How_ ,about 
. ' .. . . 

- you, Senator Stoc!<man? 

SENATOR STOCKMAN: I l:laci not. wished to, nor :intended to,·. but 
·:hearing. Senator ~rdinale, ) . _think.· in · fairne,ss, . ,~1u·haps -· there ought . to 

' be at least a counterbalance.'fO his c::0111ments at th~ start. ' ' 

I am-_ ~re to listen. and to learn, buf I can't .resist taking 

issue with Senator Cardin~le, who takes the opportunity to criticize 
: ' . ..,__. . . ' . . '.. . - . ' ·:.•·'\· . ' .. 

()ur Supreme Cou:,;-t. I just want to say that I don't think they live in 

an ivory tower. - I do not think we are going to solve the problem. of 

housing for the poor ·and · the ne~r · poor in New Jersey by debating . 

whether our Supreme Court liv~ in an ivory tower or not.' But., putting 

that behind us, l want to sa_y also that in an ultimate sense I try to ·• 

believe, .. an_d do believe~ that I am·. here not· bf!cause the S4preme, Court 

. , of New.·- Jersey decided a partic~lar decisi~n, ··but I am here because the_ 
majority of the people , in the Fifteenth Legislative District_ elected 

me. In that office I have several responsibilities, but one of --thein is' . 

to try to deal with the question of housing needs. .I am here today in 

that role of trying \o deal with this q~stion .oL housing needs_-. I am 

here to listen. 
. ,·.· 

Thank you -very much. . _ , 

SENATOR lIPMAN: Anyone else before· "'8 begin? - {no resi;,onse) 

All right~ We are now about to. begin th~~ headng. I think :we better 

·. approach it by hearing from··Senat_or Gag:Iiario;_ sponsor of .S;..191),_ which 

is the oldest bill • 

. SENATOR S. JllltAS GAGLIANO: .. Tha~k you very ,111\J~h. 

SENATOR LIPMAN:.' I didn't say :you :were the oltlest; ·. I said ' 

your bill was the _Qldest.> 

SENATOR GAGLIANO: l probably am. Do you want me te>. sit· way 
' ' 

-down here, Madam Chairman? 
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; SENAT°OR· LlPMAN: I 'cton:'t want' you to sit way down there; I 

wil:lh you would come up, here,· but! want yoJ to use a microphone • 

. SENATOR GAGLIANO:. ,I appreeiate the opportunity to' be here. 

Madain Chair~an and members of the Senate State Government Conmittee: I 

. am Senator ,S. Thom~·s Gagliano of ·the Tw~lfth Districf. My ·•district 

· inciudes centre~: Monmouth Co.urtty·.' ·.There are: 22fflunicip~lities fn the 
•. 'district,: and· a sub$tantial number:'.Qf· them are, ,or may be, subject to 

litigation under Mount Laurel Il:: . Parenthetical! y, in my private life; 

' I am a~ attorney and I repr~sent the Townshjp of Holmdel. Jhe Township''' 

of .Holmdel· is one .. of the municipallties· ,which .is currently being sued 

: under. Mount 'Laurel lI litigat:_ion~ . 
. - ' . ' . . . 

l have had an opportunity to review ·S-2046 and to compare. it 

with my. b;ll, S-1913. This statement will only, deal ·wlth the major 

areas of 5-2046 which need amending. l will not attempt, at this time, 

to discuss the many other amendments that are necessary -but . ~ich are 

~at major and can be ~dc;tresseo at yo~r next hearing on the b.i.11. . 

Parenthetically~ again, 'I am not g:,ing into too ,llll4Ch detail 
' with respect to my ow~ bill·, because J can' COUl'.lt and I, realize the 

numbers that the . majority party· has. I :want you to know, .Madam 

Chairman, ' that ,'I' ,intend to work ~ with you ' and ' the members' of this 

Committee, as well as with Assemblyman Sqhwartz, t~ try t,o come up ~ith 

legislation that will be_appropriate. 
. - ·. 

SENATOR LIPMAN: . Thank )'ou, Senator. 

SENATOR ·. GAGLIANO: . One, the membership of the . pr·oposed 

Council· on Affordable· Housing is inappropriate. · .· The Council . should 
' ' ' 

. include at least one maYot of :a .small~ to moderate~sized · conmunity, E! 

member of a similar nunicipal ~verning •. body, a county planning ·board 

representative, and a representative -of the building. industry. By the 

· way,- Madam Chairman and members; I will. be glad to discuss any of these 
• • • • •• > ' • • '. ·: ••• ' • 

points at any time, whether you .. want, to lnter:rupt or wait· until the 

end. 

Two, each ,IIIUl)icipality which is involved with Mouptlaurel II 

· housing issues' ·.should be permitted to prepare its own ·plan, submit the 

plan · to the .· · Council for . ~onsideration . and approval; obtain a 

certification that the·. plan ·' is . reasonable, and be able to adopt 
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ordinances implementing the plan and providing for construction of 

housif1g within a reasonable time thereafter. The requirements in the 

bill, as they are, are too compi:-ehehsive, quite onerous, and will only 

serve to complicat~ matters, not build housing.·. 

Three, the bill should provide for the staging of 

development, and the local planning board must be the key agency in the 

staging· process. Staging should apply in all cases, whether the 

housing is being provided .as a result of a court order, a settlement, 

or a certified plan approved by the Council. Staging should be set at 

not more than 16-2/3% per year so that the initial process would take 

six years to complete, with, the planning board granting approvals on 

the basis of such staging~ 0~ municipality's "fair share" should be. 
--=.-~ 

divided into three, six-year staging periods. Thus, Warren Township 

and by the way, that case has ·just been decided, and I have a copy of 

the opinion here in this red folder -- would provide its requirement at 

about 325 units per period to the year 2000. In this way, tl;le actual 

construction of low- and moderate-income housing will be encouraged in 

a reasonable planned pattern of growth into areas which can assimilate 

the growth without adverse effects on the environment or the 

infrastructure needed to support such growth. 

four, the bill, in its present form, tends to "punish" 
municipalities which are invoived in Mount Laurel 11 housing issues. 

The tenor of the language should be changed so that there would -be more 

of a spirit of cooperation than of punishmenL The thrust of the 

legislation should be to remove these issues from the court and place 

the Council in charge. Municipalities would save substantial legal 

fees and, at the same time, give their representatives a forum which 

. would include their peers. Upon completion of the procedure, a 

Certificate of Compliance .should mean that the municipality has met its 

burden of proof and that, absent clear and convincing evidence to the 

contrary, the municipality can proceed to implement the · plan with 

amended zoning ordinances and be free of costly litigation. 

Fi~e, I would suggest that it is inappropriate.• for the 

Hackensack Meadowlands Commission and the Pinelands Commission to ·· 

administe.r procedures under this legislation at this time. My 
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reasoning , for this . is that the . Council · · should . firsf establish 

. guidelines and.·. regulations and, : one~ they are . established, the 

Meadowlands and Pineiands Commissioners could use those as a basis for 

development · in their areas. . Otherwise,· we.· could be faced· with a 
situation . ~ere substantial and important parts of the State would not 

be operating unde!I' the same rules. As you know; we should do ,whatever 

we . can : t,o avoid inconsistent fUiings •.... Parenth~ti~al ly' ' I_ know :that 

.· .·.• froin tim·e · to time Senator . Dumont says, •~Whci .· seys we have to be · 

-consistent?i• but l thi~k in this instance we should be because both of . . . . . . . - ' . ' . . . · . 

. . those' are~ of 'the State could come up with different .rulings and 

different pattern1:1~ We tishould really establistl guidelin~s onc·e ancL for 

. all, and then ·discuss the idea of the Meadowlands and the Pinelands 

being involved~· 

Six, Section 9 should be completely . rewritten.. Instead of 

:using Section 9 in your biil; Senator, l suggest<that Section 11-of 

5-1913 would give .sufficient information to the Council for ··its. 

deliberations.· 

. . . . Seven, ·senate Bill 2046 provides a ·. funding mechanism by 

substantially increasing the realty transfer fee. ·. The bill provides, . 
··· in part: 

1. Urban communities should benefit from the proceeds of the 

bill; 

2. · Older., stock · housing should gain support . by '..use of 

.rehabilitation;. 

3. We should support accessory conversions; · 

4. ConversiQn of non-residential space to residential; and, 
5.. Shelters for the homdess~ 

A11:hough · I· have no statistics, it is my belief that. a 

substantial part of the realty transfer·. fee increase. would be .derived 

from transfers of real estate _in the suburbs. Therefore~ what S-2046 · · 

is atteinpt.ing to do is collect . noney W'lich originates :in the suburbs 

. and invest it . elsewhere' i.e. ' in the ur.ban areas. . ·,In my opinio~' th~s 

is an mfair proposal. · Certainly, suc,h expend.itures: should be deleted 

. · f~om -the.•. legislatiQn unless · substantial housing credits toward housing 

quotes in . the region are given· to those. mun.1.cipalities which are 
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required to comply with Mount Laurel II objectives. In that way, a 

substantial amount of rehabilitation could take place in urban areas 

and, at the same time, we would allow suburban municipalities to 

develop new housing at a more reasonable.pace. 

Eight, the goal, in general, has been stated to be that an 

immediate provision for housing will take place. It seems to me that 
. . 

any municipality W"lich has actually made housing starts, including low-

and moderate-income housing, should be given housing credits. Where 

housing is actually lrlder construction based upon amendments to zoning 

ordinances, there_ should also be protection fl"an fyrther litigation. 

Nine, instead of having "bonus density" as the nost highly 

favored . to provide Mount Laurel housing, legislation should give 

housing credits to the munic1palities which have amended their 

ordinances to provide for low- and moderate-income housing and, at the 

same time, provide infrastru~ture or other financial support for 

housing in the municipality. For example, if a municipality constructs 

an extension of a water main to a Mount Laurel II development at a cost 

of, say, $500,000, then a credit toward the total number of units 

required should be established and awarded to that town. In this way; 

actual. housing construction could start sooner and the "bonus density" 

theory of five to one could be. substantially reduced. 

Ten, in general, the tenor of the· legislation should 

establish a positive approach so that municipalities which do comply 

and which actually provide housing and infrastructure support for 

housing will be able to control the densities in a nore reasonable 

manner than on a five to one builders' bonus basis. 

tleven, it'. is anticipated, by me, that the State Planning 

Commission will be convened pursuant to Senator Stockman 's bill within 

a short period of time. The preparation of a new guide plan for the 

State of New Jersey will be one of its responsibil~ties. lhe Council 

provided for in this legislation must. be directed to work closely with 

the State Planning Conmission so that the guidelines established by 

each of them wil 1 be consistent and best serve the people of the State 

of New Jersey. In any event, the State Planning Commission must, in my 

opinion, shrink the area encompassed by the Development Guide Plan or 

risk substantial overdevelopment of our. State in the years ahead. 
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While I recognize there may be · a · need for funding assistance 

in order to make the basic principles viable, I am not, and I repea,t 

"not," endorsing the proposed increase in the realty transfer fee. 

I thank you, and I am here to answer any questions you may 

have. 

SENATOR LIPMAN: Senator, I certainly can't discuss all of 

your points, but I would like to say that I completely agree with you 

on point Number Eleven. I think that is an oniission in 5-2046 that the 

Council on Affordable Housing . should tie in very closely with the 

planning group which is to be established with Senator Stockman's 

S-1464. I couldn't agree with you more. I do not want to discuss each 

point and argue t.hem with you at present; let's just say that I agree 

somewhat with Assemblyman Schwartz that even the realty transfer fee is 

not enough to establish low- and moderate-income housing in the areas 

where this housing should be established. That is one of the 

mechanisms. I think Assemblyman Schwartz has mentioned some of the 

other ideas he has lt>out financing this housing. 

SENATOR GAGLIANO: I am not familiar with those; maybe he has 

mentioned them to you. 

SENATOR LIPMAN: He just thought of them; he announced them 

this morning. 

SENATOR GAGLIANO: I know, but I don't think he announced the 

types of· funding he wants to support. The only thing that was before 

me when I reviewed your bill was the increase in the realty transfer 

fee. I just want to give you this. As I said, I have no statistics, 

but in terms of the number of recorded documents, and that is deeds and 
mortgages-- Those documents generally, that is the deeds-- It is the 

function of a deed to collect the realty transfer fee. I think you 

should know that the rumber one county for collecting realty transfer 

fees is Bergen County; number two is Ocean County; and, number three is 

Monmouth County. I don't know ,the numbers after that, but I wanted to 

point this out to you, which I think proves my point that what this 

bill does, the way it is designed right now, is take money from the 

suburbs and put it into the cities, with no credit whatsoever for what 
---. 

would happen to that money in terms of helping to prevent 

overdevelopment in the suburbs. 
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SENA TOR LIPMAN: Senator Stockman wants to answer you about 

the suburbs and the cities. 

SENATOR STOCKMAN: No, not necessarily, but I want to say 

this... Senator Gagliano has been a leader in the area of trying to .find 

a resolution. frankly, I am very impressed with his statement .to this 

Corrmittee this morning. I think a number of the suggestions. he makes 

-- I can't speak for the principal sponsor of the bill but I know she 

will look carefully at them -- are very meritorious. I, for one, very 

much appreciate Senator Gagliano's participation. I think he 

recognizes,. and I certainly believe, Senator, that your ,point Number 

Seven is probably the crux, if one polnt is the crux of the struggle we 

are into in this very diff'fcult question, of whether there is some 
C 

. reasonable way to balance off the question of what Assemblyman Schwartz 

recognizes, what I recognize, what Senator Lipman recognizes, and 

. what others recognize, . which is that it appears pretty strong that 

. there ties to be some fiscal mechanisms of support to make this whole 

thing work if that is going . to happen, and if those· res01,Jrces are 

going to come from particular areas, whether that will, consistent with 

the Constitution, justify some balance in terms of that housing. 

It is a very delicate, a very difficult issue. I think you 

expressed it very clearly in your point Number Seven. I think that is 

the one that is really going to be the most challenging to resolve 

among all the parties and interests. So, I just wanted to make that 

position known. 

SENATOR GAGL !ANO: Thank you, Senator Stockman. This may be 

one of the few times we have agreed. 

SENATOR STOCKMAN: l 'm not sure how much we really agreed on, 

but I, certainly--

SENA TOR GAGLIANO: (interrupting) I think we agree that I 

brought the point out, and you agreed that it is a point c,f concern. 

(laughter) 

SENATOR LIPMAN: Senator; I also think we may be in agreement 

about the two districts· you point out in Number five -- the Pinelands 

Corrmission and the Meadowlands Commission. l think there. is a 

difference in inte~pretation. I was under the impression that the 
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Council would set guidelines first. l mean, th~t is how I interpreted 

it. It is hot clear. 
. . 

. SENATOR GAGLIANO: 

. . . 

l d,on't think it read$ that way, or .at 

least I didn't read'it that way • 
. SE:NAlQR .. LIPMAN: .. · .. It. is not clear here, so that. is ,a point we. 

' · have to $traighten out., . ·_ ·. ·· .. ·· .• •. ·. . .. ··- · 

SENATOR GAGLIANO: The bill the way it is now, ~s· lrea~ it, 
· .. -gives juri.sdiction cfirectly· ~ 'th~ Meado~la~da and t.he f>inelands. 

. . SENATOR LIPMAN: After tht?)' have the prop~r guidelines • 

. SENATl)R GAGLIANO: . Well,' I cfidn't :read it that way. 

SENATOR LIPMAN: Th~( if3 the way l~ead it~ . But, we tlave to 
make that·Clear. 

SENATOR 
I don't w1:1nt to-- . . . . .·· .· 

GAGLIANO:· ·. (interrupting) : Madam Chairman and . 

members, last night as lw1:1s prep13ring my c~ments, I came up .with· this 

little sketch and, thanks_ to staff, . .we resk~tched i,t. · It reminds me of 

· ··. ·something J<ids might do, but l had in my mind -- . and r will give you a 

copy· o'r · it -- that -the whole . procedure could be greatly ~implifi~d. 

Wh~t _· I am s~ying about you,:. b111 and mine, to ·a certairi extent,. is_. 

that they are too .complicated •. What 1 'm saying ~re (Senator Gagliano 

hold~ up sketch he is _ refer.ring to) is that, the municip~lity or the· 

town creates a .proposed houslng plan. I mean, there are a lot of us 

who do ·. not agree .. with M_ount laurel · .11 ; · we . all understand that • 

. However, tt"let is the law .of the land at the mment and . we have :to live 

with that law • 

. SENA TOR . STOCKMAN: . . When you say "we, II are you including the 

gentleman to your right? 

SENA TOR GAGLIANO: 
' . . •. . 

.. The gentleman to- my .. rig~t, Senator 

Dorsey? · ~ will'have to speak for himself, which he does very w·eu. 

SENATOR STOCKMAN: All right. !'couldn't ·resi~t that. 

SENATOR GAGLIANO: • But, really/ there are a lot of people who 

. . do not agree ·with it, obviously, but we·. have to live wittJ the proposai. 

. . . . as it is. now and try to make the t>est of it. '. Okay? I. feel we will try 

to make the best . of it., 

Over here, on the left:hand side of · th.e paper . _(again 

. referring · to · sketch) . the municipality · or tQwn ,::re11_tes . its housing 
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plan. Leave that to the municipality in the first instance.. Remember, 

there is something that was never mentioned that I can recall in the 

Mount Laurel 11 decision, and that is that the New Jersey Constitution 

provides that zoning is 

only to the Legislature. 

that is beside the point. 

in · the .hands of the •municipalities, subject 

The courts have sort of forgotten that, but 

The town creates a housing plan,. that plan 

is submitted to the Housing Council, and the plan is considered. Jhis 

is after they have established their guidelines. They review it, they 

comment on it, and they hold public hearings, or negotiations if 

necessary. They make amendments, or they remand it to the town if they 

are not happy with it after all of. that. 

Once the plan is 'li,roved, you heve a certified plan. That 

certified plan includes allocations, housing credits, andwhatever else 

might be done in that municipality. The town adopts ordinances to 

implement the plan and you have housing. I think we could do all of 

this in a rather short period of time. I have said on here that it 

could be done in a total of nine nx:mths, the point being that if we, as 

in your bill, Senator, require these municipalities to put all of the 

information in their proposed plans that you want, this could literally 

take a year, and more. Really, what you are doing is setting up that 

municipality for a law suit. _You are just inviting litigation because 

the town is required to come up with all the statistics which someone 

can use to go after them with. The towns will not want to do that. 

So, I don't think you need •all that information. I think 

some plans may be very simple. There are situations, as I mentioned in 

my direct testimony, where towns wiil be able to come up with 

infrastructure and other nnneys, money for other developers, and things 

like that. Those should all be provided with housing credits, as I 

have said. That is all I have. 

SENATOR LIPMAN: Assemblymen Schwartz? 

ASSEMBLYMAN SCHWARTZ: I would like to respond to one major 

point that Senator Gagliano made regarding the transfer of dollars from 

the Council on Affordable Housing to any entity, whether it be urban or 

suburban, or people, low- or. moderate-income families~ living either in 

urban or suburban areas. There is nothing in Section·. 20 or any other 
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section of your bill, or my bill, that would require the Council to 

transfer to urban areas any percentage of dollars from the real estate 

transfer fee, or any other source, greater than that collected in the 

cities. There is nothing in this bill that, in effect, requires the 

Council to have a redistribution of income so that more money is 

flowing to the citi.es then the cities ere entitled to as a function of 

the. collection of revenue. Ther.e is nothing in this bill that requires 

anyone in the suburbs to feel that they ere going to be ripped off. 

There is nothing .in this bill of that rieture. 

The question that Senator Gagliano raises of housing credits, 

and I commend him for raising it, may be useful to consider or it may 

not be useful to consider. How.ever, it is not useful to consider it as 

a function for. paying back to the suburbs something that was taken from 

them, because nothing in this bill requires the Council to give 

anything to a city in a larger percentage than was collected in 

revenue. 

SENATOR GAGLIANO: But nothing prevents that, Assemblyman 

Schwartz. Nothing prevents it. The basic setup of that Council, in my 

opinion, would be tilted toward the urban areas. · And, the bill says 

that the Council should keep in mind -- I can't remember the exact 

language -- those municipalities ~ich are eligible for urban aid. So, 

that being the case, and the urban aid municipalities are all listed in 

Judge· Serpentelli 's decision -- not all, but rost of them, or many of 

them -- the legislature is saying, "Give it to the urban conwnunities 

which .are otherwise entitled to urban aid." 

ASSEMBLYMAN SCHWARTZ: 1 don't agree with that 

interpretation. I think it is just the opposite, if I may say so. 

In terms of drafting -- I had a little to do with this section -- I 

think it is just the opposite. There is a recognition · in this 

legislation that real property is, in fact, bought end sold in the 

cities. 

SENATOR GAGLIANO: There is no question about that. 

ASSEMBLYMAN SCHWARTZ: There should not be a net outflow from 

our already impoverished cities to the Mount Laurel co11111unities. I 

don• t think you need to fear -- maybe we ought to tighten up the 
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language -- that the intent of this legislation is .to get a net out flow 

of dollars from the suburbs to the cities. 

I would also point out that the legislature is considering 

the Urban Housing Act, Assembly Bill 974, wbich is ready for final 

action .in the Assembly and which will be coming, I'm sure, to this 

Committee. This bill pledges some $20 million for urban housing. So, 

although this language might need to be tightened up, insofar as it is 

useful, I want to give you my personal assurance that this bill is .not 

intended to set at war our suburban and our urban communities -- just 

the opposite. It is intended to make sure that there be neither a net 

outflow from suburban communities to the cities, nor, for sure, a net 

outflow from our impoverished cities to the suburban conrnunities. 

SENA TOR GAGLIANO: Madam Chairman, in my testimony I was 

reflecting upon my reading of the legisl'ation. That is the way I read 

it. I am from Monmouth County; I was born there. l represent 22 

communities which I would consider suburban conrnunities for the most 

part, not all of them, and that is the way I read it could come out. 

There is no limitation that says the Council would have to put a nickel 

back into the suburbs, and yet it says, "Remember the urban aid 

communities," and we remember them all the time. Millions and millions 

of dollars of our State budge_t go into the urban aid communities, and 
we all know that. We don't mind that, but I am not going to sit by and 

have a piece of legislation adopted where we are not protecting the 

suburbs, and the suburbs are being asked to put up ",,most of the dollars. 

SENA TOR LIPMAN: Senator, I d.on 't want to get into a 

discussion right now. That is why I gave it to Senator Stockman about 

who has the advantage here, urban or suburban. But, I have to remind 

you that the flow of r ederal funds has been cut off to urban areas for 

housing and they feel that very clearly. Wel 1, it has stopped 

everywhere; I understand that. It is a small stream now. But, there 

is nothing I would like tp see nore than my urban area rehabilitated, 

let me tell you. I am looking forward to this act from Assemblyman 

Schwartz which provides nnney for low- and nnderate-income housing in 

urban areas. 
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SENATOR GAGLIANO: Madam Chairman, I agree with what you say 

100%. I think it is extremely important for this Legislature to 

address the question of rehabilitation of existing housing stock. One 

of .the problems with Mount Laurel II is -- and you know, it is in your 

bill -- whether intentionally or not, it is taking the people and the 

money and moving them out, which I feel .will create more problems in 

. terms of coming up with r~habilitation mney for the cities. , 

SENATOR LIPMAN: Who started the argument though, Senator? 

It was the court, wasn'.t it, in the Mount Laurel decision? 

SENA TOR GAGLIANO: There is no question about that. Now we 

have to make the mst of .it. 

SENATOR LIPMAN: All right. 

SENATOR DORSEY: (Senator Dorsey not sitting near microphone, 

so transcriber unable to hear every word.) I think Senator Stockman 

should have asked this question of Senator Gagliano, because Senator 

Gagliano has 22 towns and I think they would like to know whether he 

now endorses the decision of Mount Laurel. 

SENATOR GAGLIANO: Who, Senator Stockman? 

SENATOR DORSEY: He should ask you that question. 

SENA TOR LIPMAN: We are going to hear from Senator John 

Dorsey now. Senator Dorsey is sort of an authority in this field, 

since he is a municipal attorney. He is the sponsor of Senate 

Concurrent Resolution 24. ~enator Dorsey? 

SENATOR ~HN H. DORSEY: Thank you, Madam Chairman. Thank you for 

introducing me when I was outside the room today. Thank you for 

calling my bill for consideration. Thank you for having--
SENATOR LIPMAN: (interrupting) Senator, you have to sit 

. someplace where· the hearing reporter can .record what you are saying. 

SENATOR DORSEY: Madam Chairman, I will not spend a great 

deal of time discu·ssing your bill or Senator Gagliano 's bill in order 

not to be terribly argumentative and, also, because I think both of 

those measures are, in essence, . legislation seeking to develop a 

· mechanism by which, whatever the obligation is u,der Mount Laurel II, 

it will, in fact, be carried out by perhaps a better method than it is 

being carried out at the moment. At the moment, it is being carried 
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out totally through litigation such as that brought by Mr. Eisdorfer 

for the Deputy Public Advocate, which he has pressed so successfully in 

Morris County, end in which he has beaten me. into submission in 

connection with several towns which I represent. . 

I think a more important ·issue, end an issue which was 

highligh'-ad by something you just said,. Madam Chairman, is whet should 

the Mount laurel II obligation be in each of the municipalities within 

the State? As you recently said, the argument between urban and 

suburban hes, in essence, been caused by the decision rendered by the 

Supreme Court, not by anything you or I have done to the disadvantage 

of. our respective districts. 

SCR-24 seeks to address the issue of, what will the Mount 
:;"' 

Laurel II obligation be in the future? I will leave to legislative · 

statute how that obligation will be best carried out in the future. 

Indeed, if SCR-24 should become law, I, too, may be able to agree with 

either of the mechanisms proposed by either you or Senator Gagliano. 

I want to point out that the Mount laurel II cases, at least 

generally, arose out of a very distinct feeling that certain so-called 

suburban -- I really think in Mount laurel II it was almost rural 

municipalities -- were. reutilizing their planning and zoning powers as 

tools to encourage industrial commercial development, doing so for the· 

benefit of tax rateables, and doing so by achieving those benefits. 

while not achieving or satisfying the obligation that should be 

concurrent in terms of providing housing, particularly for those who 

would be attracted into their municipalities for work purposes. At 

this point, I do not entirely disagree with the manner in which those 

cases first arose. However, it is now a year and a half since Mount 

laurel II. Mount laurel II has, in fact, been further defined in 

recent decisions, and perhaps the most important one and the most 

aggravating one .in terms of what the effect of the Mount . laurel II 

obligation will be, is , the Warreri Township case where Judge 

Serpentelli wanted the three Mount laurel lI judges to define the 

manner in which the municipal share -- the region and the allocation -

would be allocated in the future by accepting and, . in essence, 

institutionalizing, at least at the moment unless the appeal by Warren 
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•. Township is successful -- and I'm sure the Public Advocate will not 

permit that to happen -- a method which I believe to be terribly 

unfair, a method which I do not think achieves anything for your 

district, Senator Stockman's district, or, in fact, the urban areas. I 

think he ~s only going to cause future heartaches in the. disassociation 

of citizens within the so-called suburban areas which are directly 

affected. 

Let's be fair, and let's be honest about this. This 

decision, the obligation w-iich it creates, and the litigation w-iich is 

occurring have had rio effect at this point in forcing any obligation . 

upon urban areas. No one is bringing those types of suits out of or in 

connection with urban areas, and all of the litigation has arisen out 

of or in connection with either suburban or relatively rural areas of 

the State. 

Now, SCR-24 does not seek, as I assume you might think, or 

Senator Stockman might think since it is sponsored by me, to eliminate 

the Mount Laurel II obligation in its entirety. The purpose of it is 

to recognize at first the obligation of the municipality to provide · 

housing opportunities for its so-called indigenous poor. Although some 

municipalities may not like to hea.r that, I can say that even in the. 

suburban areas of Morris County, that is an obligation which was 

recognized even before Mount laurel II. It was an obligation in which 

suburban municipalities were attempting to achieve low-income housing, 

subsidized housing for, particularly, their senior citizens who fall 

into the category of indigenous poor. 

SCR-24 would also recognize the,obligation of a municipality 
to provide so-called low- and moderate-income housing for those 

affected by zoning decisions which a municipality would make in the 

future to attract industry, commerce, and jobs. It would provide that 

if a municipality makes those policy decisions and effectuates them by 

way of changes in its planning and zoning and by encouraging the 

development of industry and commerce for that purpose, it must provide 
. \ . . 

housing for those people. What it does not provide, and w-.at it seeks 

to eliminate in terms of the Mount Laurel II obligation as it is 

presently being determined, is something that is referred to basically 

as the "present need." 
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Now, let me discuss something with you for just a moment to 

see if you can put into perspective how the allocations, which are so 

horrendous in terms of most of the municipalities that are presently 

involved. in litigation, .are rising •. Municipalities c1;1nnot a.rgue about 

the indigenous poor; there is a formula to determine what housing units 

that projects. Most of the municipalities in the battles over region 

and allocation have accepted the concept of a commuters' shed. The 

purpose of the so ... called commuters' shed is to create a region .which 

would represent the region in which persons would come to work in a 

particular municipality, and then to produce from that region the 

number of housing ooits that would be deemed necessary by future 

development. "~ 

Those two are, in essence, provided for in SCR..-24. The third 

region is a different kind of region. 'The third region which has now 

become institutionalized as a result .of the Supreme Court decision, but 

perhaps even more basically institutionalized because of the efforts of 

the Public Advocate and Judge Serpentelli 's decision, is the creation 

of what amounts to a totally artificial region. This is a region which 

is referred to as the region for projecting present need, and a region 

which is based upon a grouping, developed by DCA years ago, of counties 

together -- and I don't think that many of us in this room would think 

that these counties have any great common interest -- into various 

regions in the State. The one that is most important in the 

Northwestern section is, I believe, Region 11, which is a composition 

of seven counties, or maybe it is Region 7, with a composition of 

eleven counties. Steve Eisdorfer is not going to correct me -- he is 

just looking down at me -- because he knows which region it is. 

Based upon that region, we are having allocations made to 
( 

these suburban municipalities based upon nothing which they have done 

-- not based upon their indigenous poor, and not based upon whet they 

are doing now that they are aware there is a Mount Laurel II obligation 

to provide housing -- but simply based upon what exists, and what 

exists primarily through no fault of theirs or because. of any evil 

reason on their part in having attempted to prevent housing to occur. 

r or instance, Morris County is lumped into a region which includes the 
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most densely developed urban · areas of the State, including Essex, 

Hudson, Bergen, Passaic, etc., etc., not withstanding, for instance, 
. . 

that in the City of Newark, according to a report in.The New York Times 

on Sunday, there is a 34% vacancy rate in units · in the Housing 

Authority, or those owned or operated by the Housing Authority of the 

City of Newark, and. there is $56 million available for the renovation 
. ,, . -. 

of those units. lhe populations in those areas are included in this 

, formula. Hence, we are having allocateo to these municipalities· a 
. . 

totally erti ficial number, a rumber not related to what they have done 

or have not done in terms. of . creating jobs and employment · in their 
. . . 

municipalities, and a number which is, for all practical purposes, 

being utilized by developers to create a leverage in order to get 

zoning that they particularly want. I think it is fair to say that, 

with perhaps few exceptions, none of these developers are, in fact, 

looking to create Mount laurel housing. It simply becomes a necessary 

'evil which they are required to provide in order to achieve the zoning 

density that they want for their own profit motives. Of course, in 

many instances today and in the future, municipalities wiH settle with 

a developer end give him the density or the zoning that he wants, and 

perhaps it. will be much less than he would have . gotten had the Mount 

laurel 11 case been litigated to its end, and it may very well provide 

no Mount laurel housing uni ts at all. · 

It seems to me that with the obligation as it presently 

exists · in the. law we have really reached the point of absurdity. We 

· have reached the point at which attempts to carry this·· out in either 

the courts, or indeed, by legislation are really punitive against these 

municipalities. The extent of the formulas which have come out from 

Judge Serpentelli, Carla Lerman, etc. is. unfair~ Even the Public 

Advocate, who in the litigation in which he is involved is recognized 

as . the fiduciary of those who are designated as low- and 

moderate-income persons seeking housing, is, with some significant 

frequency, entering into settlements with various municipalities · at 

allocations significantly less than those .which are allocated by way of 

the formulas. I think this indicates the extent to which even the 

· Public Advocate would have to acknowledge that there are problems with 
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these formulas which are being used and which are resulting in the 

so;..called Mount l~urel 11 obligation. 

I think we should point out, as Senator Gagliano touched upon 

.in his pr,esentation, that ther.e sho1,Jld. not . .be .any .thought . thet .the 

Mount laurel I I obligation is going to create any housing in t.he urban 

areas and, secondly, what it is probably going to do · is 
\ 

counterproductive to the policies ~ich we have effected and have tried 

to carry out, i.e., not depopulating the urban areas, but trying to 

rehabilitate those areas. Keep i,n mind that the housing that may occur 

if the Public Advocate's settlements, the Public Advocate's judgments, 

and the_ private developers' judgments are successfully carried out, is 

not subsidized housing. It is. not the kind of housing which one thinks 

of ,as subsidized housing in which, uid~r Title 8, a tenant receives a 

monthly supplement for payment of rent: or an individual receives a 

supplement to pay his mortgage. That doesn't happen. Tlie most that an 

individual gets who is going to buy a Mount laurel II housing unit in 

the suburbs is a reduced price, a reduced size home, and certain 

reduced amenities. However, ' he must pay his down payment and he. must 

forever continue to make. his mortgage payments monthly without subsidy 

or his rent payments without subsidy. That means that if this housing, 

in fact, is designated for ·ar:id is sought out by members of the urban 
' 

population _.:_ and under the agreements one is required to advertise 

such housing in the urban areas -- it will be attracting some·. of the 

real backbone, I think, of the urban areas, the middle class, the 

working middle class which, in effect, can afford housing. 

Therefore, it seems to me that part of the Mount laurel I I 

obligation which is sought to be eliminated by SCR-24 is. not only to 

the advantage of the municip~lities, but is also certainly not 

detrimental to the urban areas. If their problems are to be corrected 

and adequate housing is to be provided there, it is to be provided by 

money, not by a Mount Laurel II obligation. Secondly, the Mount Laurel 

Il obligation will do nothing more than continue the so-called suburban 

sprawl and will, ultimately, ·require additional infrastructure in the 

spreading out further and further, a policy wh.ich I thought had been 

abandoned long ago. 
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I would Hke to take just two minutes ioore. I think it is 

important to note, as Senator Gagliano did, that under our 

Constitution, before the discovery of the equal protection clause by 

Chief Justice Wilentz, it was always understood that.the zoning power 

was one to be exercised and regulated by the Legislature. The 

legislature has, for et least 50 . years in this State, allocated that 

. power end, in essence, a certain anount of local self-determination to . 

local municipalities. This decision seeks to wipe that out. This 

decision. seeks to change what has not only been law, but custom and 

tradition. I believe. it is rather essentia1 in society that people 

should have some opportunity to make those kinds of determinations and 

that .no municipality in the State should have its zoning and, 

ultimately, its development and its composition determined by a formula 

which is plugged into a computer. In essence, every municipality in 

the State, in some way, becomes·stereotyped and developed accordingly. 

Although I have no emotional quarrel this morning with the 

legislation submitted to finalize, formulize, and provide the mechanism 

for dealing with how the Mount Laurel II obligation is administered, I 

think there is a great need to set that obligation straight, to have 

the Legislature exercise its authority to preserve some of our 

traditional qualities, and not d~ irreparable harm to the suburban 

and/ or the urban areas. On that basis, I would urge the amendment. 

Thank you. 

SENATOR LIPMAN: Thank you, Senator Dorsey. We very much 

· appreciate your presentation which was well-documented and well thought 

out. Senator Cardinale? 

SENATOR CARDINALE: Senator Dorsey, I wonder if I may impose 

on you to expand · a bit on the section of your testimony dealing with 

the 34~ vacancy rate which is apparently occurring now in 

publicly-funded, l believe, housing, which has been constructed in 

urban areas within. the region to which you referred. Could you tell us 

a little bit more about it? In. particular, how was it planned? Why 

is it vacant? Could you advance an opinion as to whether or not that 

housing if it were placed in. a suburban area would still be vacant, or 

perhaps some of the reasons why it might not be vacant if it were 
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placed in a suburban area? 

question? 

How would that impact on the entire 

SENA TOR OORSEY: Senator Cardinale, I must confess that my 

knowledge is based upon what I assume to be a very reliable source, The 

New York Times. It de.alt extensively, in the issue of July 22, with 

the Housing Authority i_n the City of Newark. I am prepared to stand 

corrected by Senator Lipman because I am sure her knowledge is much 

greater than mine. The article dealt at great length with criticism by 

Councilman Sharpe James . and other Councilmen of the City of. Newark 

relative to a teview·and investigation of .the operations of the Newark 

Housing Authority by, I believe, Councilmen of the City of Newark and, 

also, by officials of HUD, wtt.P came in and made a physical inspection 

and an audit, as I understand it, at the request of the Council. 

The figures were very illuminating to the fact that the Housing 

Authority-- I can't tell you exactly, but they have thousands of L11its 

and 34'8 of those · units are vacant right now. This compares with a 

vacancy rate of ·2% elsewhere in the country. Apparently the Housing 

Authority of the City of Newark has purposely sought to depeople a 

number· of these buildings, notwithstanding that, according to the 

article, they have available to them some $68 million in modernization 

funds, $54. 7 million of W'tich has never been committed to nodernization 

purposes to do whatever should be done to rehabilitate and utilize 

those particular facilities. 

Now,. I have two further points. I am not an expert i_n the 

Carla Lerman formula and, therefore, Mr. Eisdorfer will beat me into 

the ground. But, it is my understanding, and this much I do know, that 

the pop1.dation of the City of Newark, as well as the population of the 

City of Hackensack and the population of the City of Paterson are all 

included in this artificial region which has been calculated by DCA and 

which is now being utilized by .the courts to determine what _the present 

need is in downtown Oradell or downtown Boonton Township in Morris. 

County. This seems particularly unfair. 

You must ISlderstand, those of you who are great adherents to . 

the concept of Mount laurel II, that the people in the City of Newark 

for whom this housing was created and to which we have committed 
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billions of dollars over the years, both State and federal funds, are 

probably not ever going to be able to take advantage of the so-called 

low:- and moderate-income units to be developed in suburban Bergen, 

suburban Passaic, and suburban· Morris, because I take it that the 

persons who live in units of the City of Newark Housing Authority are 

subsidized on a monthly basis in terms of their rent. That doesn't 

happen in .this type of Mount Laurel lI housing, even though given the 

formulas which are used, .. these people are included as part of the 

population to be satisfied by way of the Mount Laurel II obligation. 

SENATOR CARDINALE: Thank you, Senator Dorsey. 

SENATOR LI_PMAN: Senator Dorsey, I suppose• you would like me 

to say a word about Newark. I read the same article you· read. 

Although there is an investigation presently being conducted by federal 

agents and local councilmen into the housing situation, which is ,pretty 

desperate in Newark; I made some phone cal ls after I read the article 

end I was told by the Director of the Housing Authority that the funds 

mentioned were for modernization of apartments. 

apartments had been so badly vandalized that you 

rehabilitate them before you could roodernize them. 

In many cases, 

would have to 

In the use of 

federal funds I .understand there is some sort of an inability to 

transfer from one column to another. It would be gratifying if they 

could use the modernization funds for rehabilitation funds but, 

unfortunately, this is considered fraud. So, that cannot be done. 

There is considerable difficulty. I don't want to go into it 

now. I would agree that perhaps formulas are not exactly accura~e but, 

Senator, all I have to say is when I look at my unemployment rate and 
read that the Newark work region is located in Morristown, I get a 

little nervous. I have to get my people up there. The region of 

Morris County is considered the Newark work area. I have a lot of 

transportation work to do to get them there. I would like them to be 

able to work anywhere,· but a certain amount of federal funds, for 

example, are settled in the Newark work area which, in my opinion, is 

not very near Newark. 

,let's not discuss that any further. I Just want to find out 

from members of the Committee if they have any other questions of 
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Senator Dorsey. Senator, thank you so much for that historical 

presentation which I know helped a number of us to understand a lot 

better what is happening in the Mount Laurel I and II decisions. I 

appreciate the sort of evaluation you have done. Although I do not 

like your resolution, you know, I do appreciate hearing what you had to 

say. 

SENA TOR DORSEY: I want you to appreciate that I did. not mean 

to inject myself into .a Newark dispute over their Housing Authority. 

SENATOR LIPMAN: I know. Senator, I don't want to do that 

either. 

SENA TOR DORSEY: I '11 let you run the Newark Housing . 

Authority. If you let me ,r.:l:the suburbs, we'll all be all right. 
. . -,~~" 

SE.NA TOR STOCKMAN: May I say something, Madam Chairman? 

SENATOR LIPMAN: Surely. 

SENATOR STOCKMAN: You know, sometimes things are said 

jokingly that really shed a lot of light on what we have to struggle 

with and work at. I think the notion of who is going to run ·Newark and 

who is going to run the suburbs is one that I, at least, like to battle 

with whenever it comes up in so stark and clear a frame. A colleague 

of mine whom I have great respect for, on the Senate floor not long ago 

in an outburst, kind of said something to the effect of, "I'm tired of 
these urban areas. I'm tired of hearing arguments about giving them 

money. You know, we do too much for them." I don't think it is a 

matter of some of us running the urban areas and some of us running the 

suburbs, because I am not about to want to take on the sole 

responsibility for running my urban territory. If that was an offer 

that some Senators would like to abandon any responsibility for or 

rights to Trent on and give them all to me, brother, I ain't taking 

them. That isn't to say that I don't love it, that l don't live here, 

and that l don't do my best to represent it, but I don't think this is 

the direction we can look to if we are really going to deal with this 

· problem. 

Beyond that, Senator Dorsey -- and there is no question -

very articulately argues this question of whether we have suddenly seen 

an assault on a fundamental sacrosanct notion, this zoning concept. 
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But, it strikes me that zoning has always been-- First of all, it was 

created by a legislative act. It has always been thought to .be a 

concept that is to be used in the public interest. When you come to 

the use of something in the public interest, it is a responsibility 

that all three branches of government must attend to. One of those 

branches is the court. .It was only because of a clear and patent 

failure to attend to it that the court has g:,tten to the point that it 

has. We are dealing with a decision, incidentally, and I know 

sometimes, egai,n for argument's sake, that people like to personalize. 

Sometimes, with all due respect-- 1 'm fond of Senator Dorsey. He 

· is one of the really ~right. members. of the Legislature. · He is·· a 

colleague of mine in the profession of law. But, sometimes people like 

to personalize these issues and maybe make this one a Stockman issue. 

I don't want it; believe me, l don't want it. But, it is like trying 

to .personalize the· decision with Judge Wilentz. Let's not overlook the 

.fact that what we are dealing with is a concept that started with a 

different Chief Justice in Mount Laurel I, and it encompasses not only 

a Chief Justice, but every other Justice of that court unanimously. 

I think we .have to be careful not to lay a foot across the 

. landscape of · New Jersey in the notion that somehow some crazy, ivory 

towered, ruthless, tyrannical person -- and I won't identify a name -

has led us to this terrible dilemma. What we ere doing is going about 

the public interest. I think that is important to keep in perspective. 

SENATOR DORSEY: Let me just say, Senator Stockman, that I 

will not accept your attribution to me that Judge Wilentz is ruthless 

end all those things. (laughter) I want to continue to practice law 
for awhile, even if Steve Eisdorf er. beats me from time to time. l' 11 

speak to you in private about that. 

I certa.i.nl y agree with you, Senator Stockman, that there are 

three branches of government, that we are independent, and that we have 

an obligation to function and, certainly, to intermesh. However,. I 

want to point out to you that . there is no question that the obligation 

under Mount Laurel I I . is much different · than the obligation of Mount 

· Laurel l. I am not concerned with · who created either one of those 
. . 

obligations. I think, and .I agree, that we as a Legislature-- Senator 
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Gagliano counted the number of times the court mentioned the 

Legislature. This is the area of the. Legislature, and we have the 

right to address these problems. There is nothing in the law -- and 

certainly you as a fine lawyer know this -- that means that · the 

de_cision of the Supreme Court on one day is immutable. The law is ever 

moving forward and we certainly had, as we know as law students, _the 

classic example during. the 19J0is during which we had a Supreme Court 

which .was totally unsympathetic to what · the Administration was 

attempting to do. The .Congress had to con~inually redefine and find 

ways to do what it thought was necessary in the publ1.c interest. 

I wish to assure you that ~at I have put fo~th in SCR-24 is 

not simply the product of an irrational, right-wing, militant minuteman 

conservative. I have thought it thl'ough; I have had the benefit of a 

good deal of experience at the hands of the Public Advocate. I think I 

understand it. I think I also u,derst.and that ~at I have proposed is 

not simply to benefit the suburban areas, but is done in fairness to 

bott:i suburban and urban areas. Certainly, as a legislator, I listen to 

. urban legislators as . to the needs and as to what they think is 

important, not that I don't have an obligation to vote. and think about 

those issues. I would ask you, however, as an urban legislator to 

listen· to W'lat those in the suburban areas wiich are being immediately 
and directly affected by this--. 

SENATOR STOCKMAN: (interrupting) Are you trying to cut me 

off from Princeton? 

SENATOR DORSEY: (continuing) situation have to say, and to 

know that it is we who are in trouble, - as you are in trouble in terms 

of money and needing statewide support. 

SENATOR LIPMAN: . Thank· you very much, Senator Dorsey. At 

thiei time, wiich iei a quarter after .the noon hour, I would like to 

welcome the vieiiting officials who have come to speak. l am a little 

lette in doing this. Cine in particular is standing in · the door on pins 

and needles. He wants .to make his presentation as he ls due back in 

the town of wiich he is Mayor. Mayor Hornik of Marlboro, would )'OLJ 

please come forward? 
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MAYOR ~UL G. tmNIK: I am Saul Hornik, Mayor of Marlboro Township. I 

can tell you that it is like coming back from a war zone at the local 

level, I mean very seriously, being in the trenches between irate 

citizens . and the sudden emergence of the altruistic development and 

land speculator who wants to fulfill the· need of Mount Laurel II and, I 

guess, minimize his profits to satisfy this social legislation. 

Hy problem, or the problem of.the municipality, very frankly, 
. . . . . , . . . 

is that we lack a direction. · It is a direction based on pressures from 

the court. At Senator Lipman 's desk there is a list of questions that 

l directed to Mayor Popolo, who is the Chairman of a group of townships 

which . are concerned · and which are most directly .affected by this . 

legislation, or rather the court decision. frankly, we have been told 

many things at the local level, things . that would save a township from 

having to take its obligation, that legislation is going to be passed, 

to try to delay, and so on and so forth. 

Now, l am not going to say whether or not I, as an official 

for the Township-- I will say that basically l have, at first reading, 

a very negative opinion of the Mount Laurel decision. Personally, I am 

not for it because I· feel it imposes upon the local corrmunity a 

particular type of shock and a difficult situation in treating what . 

will be eventually able to handle the social impact on the corrmunity. 

Basically, there are seven questions on this piece of paper. 

The first question is, ·· is the legislation that is being proposed 

realistic from the standpoint that somewhere down the Hne the courts 

will say that legislation is not apropos, or will it be passed within a 

certain type of deadline? 

Two, what is the effect of the various bills that might exist 

if they exist on the present formulas that have been developed by the 

.·court. as a result, for instance, of the Warren Township case? Does the 

Legislature intend ·to put in some type of formula so that our·planners, 

who are developing formulas to develop ordinances, will have a 

realistic ordinance that will protect us Willen we go into court, or are 

taken into court after we pass an ordinance because some developer did 

not get .his land changed? Jhat is a very realistic point as far as a 

local municipality goes. If a municipality passes an ordinance in good· 
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faith b~sed ori the, Supreme Co4rt decis.fori, .there is 'rio doubt in my mi.n~ 

that there., .. are · other developers who will sue and take a township to 

.. court. on the ordinance, saying lfiat they :~id' n'ot feel'• e,:t0ugh_ of. the 

need based on · the formula. · · It can · be .an open~ended . thing ·for ·us ad. 
infinitum. 

Three, ir. there. are lawsuits going· on, how will legislation 
he.lp, the towns that are' (a)' alre~dy 'in the courts·, and (b), if the '' 

, ' .· ,. ' . .,· . ' . . . .. ·. 

court decision is · reached · before · the . '· legislation is • passed? 

'Personai.ly, I thii:ik.we 'are' dead on wat~r/ that, if: we: are ln ~ourt .··afl(I· ..• ' 

there is ' a coui{ decision, legislation will not help, Which ~oes back 

to the first questi<>n, Vlat is really a ·reltlisticf time for .this to be · 
. . - ' . 

·don~? k' 
' ,' .. ~~. 

All:right now, on the other' side, we are· forced to swallow 

'this pill. What type of remedy .dp .we h~ve .for ourselves? l do.n•t· 
. think the State· is ~ing to pc,ur-- I ag~ee ·with Senator Gagli_ano•~ 

· · anaiysis . of .the re~l . estate tax, and that we . are · going . to · need help, 

. · ·. because, believe it or not, we are not "r.ich ~rnmunitiet,:i." A c~nmiunity 

· Just doesn't. suddenly build. $200~000 hoLis~s all at ol"lce and. then you .· 

. see a. whole town there.· .· There ~re·. a · .· iot . of schooltea~hers in .our · 

community.,, There ate. a lot of people on fix~ incomes· ~ho will be 
• '• . ' . . . ••· I 

arbitrarily penalized by increased taxes to· prov.j.de social s~rvices in 
. . ' , " . ' ·,. ·, 

the way of' education, increased police service~,. etc. We do not· want 

to see, what happened out in Levittown/inLong Island, wiere- you'::had an' 

'$80,000 house.with $4,500taxes on it. 
Four, there -~~e ways, in our~ <>Pinion; that that may be 

remedied~ I think part and parcel, i;f it is legal to ·cio it by 

legislation, ·.or. _s_ug9est ·· it to the Administration part, of this 

government ..... the Governor 's side --- that formulas sh01,.1ld be peY:eloped 
·to increase educational .State· aid to .those comrn~ri.ities Wtich 111ust .. take . 

-their fair •· ,~har~ pf·. l~w- to m°'derat~-i~come housing, .. and which · 

demons tr at~, that ' they h~ve to ' increase edu~ational facilities to meet 

what ·· are the. optimum ~ducational f)eeds of a community . to provide better· 

edtlcatiori or conti~ued education~ . I a~ ·not . talking abouf a ~ituation 

;where suddenly· you have · housing· in· th,re .· and ·the· tax .incre~se. -on· the 

other residents is so great that the sc~ooi is ·constimtly voted down, 
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enc! you end up with 45 students in a classroom. · We are not looking for 

that in the future. So, you talk about an increase .in State aid to us 

based on 8. formula of what our obligation is and what the impact will 

be on the type of .construction and hiring we have to do. 

five,· can there be some type of program developed by the 

Department of finance which will allow . cormiunities to go outside the 

l'cap" to increase police services, road department services, and other 

vital services, when the court has mandated its fair share and that 

fair share has a negative impact on the existing tax rate to the 

residents . who, in some instances, are on. fixed incomes,? We do also 

have retirement communities in Marlboro. The fact of the matter is, if 

.a township.\ has a very decent surplus and its debt limit can be 

guaranteed ·· by less than that surplus, why not have some kind of 

mechanism whereby .. we can increase our llcap?" Maybe the townships that 

take this and have the ordinances can ·•·I}:> to a 10% "cap" increase during 

the years, that. this is being built so that they can put on two or three 

more. policemen, or 10 policemen. I can tell you that the cost of 
. . . ~ 

putting on a police officer is very expensive these days, and is well 

justified in many instances. 

·. Six, since the majority of services provided for the citizens 

within the community come from the taxpayers within that same 

conwnunity, let's be realistic. As an alternative, can there be a 

formula developed so that the fair share of low- to moderate-income 

housing can be eased by tax credits allowed to the convnunity in the. 

form of reduced taxes, whether it be a reduced State income tax --

. which may be pie in the sky -~ a reduced county and State share of land 

and franchise taxes,· or an increased return of Homestead Rebate in 

these cormiunities? 

Seven is a direct issue within Marlboro, because it was 

proposed by one particular citizen group that a bonding referendum 

could be legally tested within the State of New Jersey that might 

circumvent the court decision. Of course, we differed with that based 

on the Appellate Division on Sparta and, also,' Mount Laurel with regard 

to appeals on zoning·under the faulkner form of 9overnment. 
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In essence, this is the presentation. What we are really 

looking for is some type of answer. Do we proceed, or do we wait for 

the legislation, because there are 11 lawsuits pending or in court now 

.in Marlboro. Township? One begins to feel 1ike a moving target after 

awhile. frankly; you can't walk down the street because citizens come 

up to you very confused. You have a whole scenario in the way that you 

begin to eat, breathe, and live this decision. People who were 

formerly friends are no longer speaking to each other. One side may 

decide if they read the decision and come up with a formula and then 

the formula is challenged, that it is only half of the amount, when· 

there is ·no basis for the challenge. 

There is one 0th. point I would like to ask personally 
,~-=:. 

about. This is very critical for Marlboro Township, and I'm sure 

critical to the other conwnunities. I ask this question, and if there 

is no answer, I ask that legislation be put in immediately to protect 

those townships that are at least· in the process of .Passing an 

ordinance based on their present configuration as far as the State 

Development Guide Plan is concerned, because it will self-destruct in 

January. In Marlboro Township, we developed a formula where we 

require, according to our plan, 760 units. The red line runs right 

through our town. Part of it is fflOderate growth, and the other part of 

it is intense growth, or high· growth. Natural! y, in developing your 

. formula you use .those calculations. Now, W1at happ~ns January 1, when 

that destructs and when a developer comes along and says, "Hold it. 

You don't need 760 units. You can no · longer count that. Your 

ordinance is invalid. Now, you need another 400 units." To me, that 

is unfair to the suburban community. 

If you give us something and you have us operate in a box, 

then keep the guidelines going, or keep the rules the same. for us, we 

are proceeding down what we feel is the road of responsibility with 

regard to this act. We may not like the act,. .but we are proceeding 

down that road, arid we' re eating the irate citizens and trying to 

explain to .them in letters, at personal expense and Township expense, 

to make them understand what is happening here. But, to me, when 

someone can attack .an ordinance that we are putting in at a subsequent 
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date .because the State Oev~lopmerit Guide Plan ha~ -change,d, ~ether -
. . ·\ 

through -Senator Stockman 's bill . or some othel'. type of· mechanism--· I . 
think . the Legislature . has .an opportunity . now . to at. least . show . 

some good faith-to protect the formula that a.town may develop, if they 

have . a port~on of their town . ih this .noderate growth area \ttlich is 

:generally not calculated. or .. put i~to the formula. . . 

· · Now,·:· we. have . our . prdinance set . Jt .·•· has been· chai lenged , .· and · 

.· we are going to. defend it~ But the fact. remains .that after January 1, 

this destructs and that ).s left open-ended.· · ti's .. a game, .$tl we would 

like: you, to specifically get on to ' passing a law inmediately that 

ordiriances passed 1.nder the /guideline, .even tho~gh ,that sel f:-destructs " 
. . . . . . . ' ·. 

' in january· -- that formulas deveioped through' ordinances hold' even) 

though there will be a separate new set of guideU.nes set up in the 
future. Yo~ h·ave to give us a break. Thank you. · · · 

I . would like to make one mr~. comment. · We have had our 

. ' differences with' Senator Gagliano. ·, We agreed to disagree, but let it 
. . .· . 

be known that we feel very strongly that on this · issue a lot of. us are 

t~king something, I believe, 'personally that' we' don't 'want' to', take 

personally. · There have been violent disagreements on··· actions and·. on 

how to handle it. - Thaf is the sad part about it •. It is tea~ing-towns 
•. : . . . . 

: apart ; it is tearing communities apart. The type .of innuendos made 
are, to me, personally distasteful _.:, personally distasteful when y·ou 

·try. to do. something based on the. Supreme Court. decision.· .·· I can tell 

you ~he worst type of statements er~ surfacing. _ . To. me, that is the 

·· true disservice to .. the·· community. That is the real .world of \ttlat is 

happening. 

. SENA TOR ' LIPM"N: All . right. · Don't move, Mayor. .· Senator 

Gagliano wants to speakto you. 

SENATOR GAGLIANO: Madam Chairman, Mayor Hornik represents 

. · Marlboro To~ship and that is a part of my .district. As he has 

recited, ~rlboro is experiencing the same kind :of 'thi~g that so many 

other dozens of municipalities are :experiencing. · That· is the reason L 

begged the. majority .party in our house,· and •in> our Legislature, to 

consider ·· a moratorium· so . we would have a definite . answer. with respect 

to the 'State Devel~pment Guide Plan. Exactly what Mayor Hornik is 



talking about now is our problem. Marlboro is ready to adopt an 

ordinance. They do not know wh.ether it is going to be enough or not 

enough and, in the meantime, they are spending thousands of dollars in 

legal fees. A moratorium would have answered that, would have given 

Senator Stockman's Commission .an opportunity to .nail down what we were 

talking about in terms of the future Guide Plan. 

I say, again, that we should consider that even if it is only 

for a short period .of time, so that the municipalities are protected 

from these protracted Utigated items and the costs involved and, as 

the Mayor has indicated, from the ill fee~ings that are coming about as 

a result of this. We just .can't sit on our hands anymore and watch it 

happen. It is happening in at least 70 to 75 municipalities that we 

know of, and it is going to happen some more. We just can't sit around 

and watch it. So, I agree with everyt~ing the Mayol' has said, and I 

will confirm, for those of you -«lo have not been out in the suburbs 

lately, that we are creating a tremendous problem. The people out 

there think the Legislature doesn't care. 

MAYOR HORNIK: May I add something else? I believe that 

every community is an independent body. It lives, it breathes, and it 

doesn't look outside its_ own borders to see what is going .on. 

Realistically, most of the communities you deal with . are nine-to 

fivers. They work, they come t:iome. Very few people know what is going 

on~ This is a tremendous shock. Albeit Mount Laurel I didn't work and 

never achieved what it should have, or what some people perceived it 

should have, the fact remains that we are left in this Mount Laurel 11 

situation with something which is just too difficult to deal with on a 

local level. 

We need to feel that we can defend ourselves if we pass an 

ordinance in court, because there is no doubt we will go to court. As 

l originally said, if three areas are zoned, or if five areas are zoned 

to meet this obligation, there are developers -«lo are not, very frankly 

as I said before, very altruistic, but who are interested in 

themselves. If they get can eight to twelve .to an acre and if they can 

subs.idize low- to moderate-income housing whi.ch would be inexpensive, 

with less rooms, with all the HUD type. requirements_ being met, they 
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would make a· killing. The question really is if there is some hope 

that we could delay this, which there isn't apparently, tben at least 

give us the opp~rtunity to settle our house and then say we can rest in 

peace for the next seven to ten years. But, from what we see at our 

end, everything is. so open-ended down here that it is just going to go 

on and on and on. The fact remains· -- what Senator Gagliano just 

brought up and what .I brought up -- that with regard to the State 

. Development Guide_ Plan, on January 1 th.i.s might . be a new· ball game for 

us. At least give us that, because one planner \ftio is representing a 

developer said that our planner is inco:rrect, it's 1,290 units. That's 

6,000 units for our town. 

· I might add something else for your consideration from a 

legislative standpoint. If a township does not want to go with eight · 

to the acre and it goes _ twelve to the acre,. maybe in those types of 

guidelines, instead of a five to one ratio . -,- because it is a more 

compact area and because there are environmental problems that spread 

out to a community -- it may be six to two, depending on the types of 

allocations. No one wants to run from the issue. The Supreme Court 

said this is the law; we are going to live by the law. .But allow us to 

perform in that way, and please do it as quickly as possible. I would 
; 

respectfully .ask that something be developed immediately with regard to 

protecting whatever ordinances we are . developing in this area with 

regard to the amounts and the formulas, since it is apparent that there 

isn't any legislation right now that is going to challenge the formulas. 

that are being developed by court decisions. Stabilizing ordinances 

passed under the present State guidelines, even if they do destruct, 

should stand for \ftiat existed in the past. 

SENATOR LIPMAN: Okay. Senator Stockman? 

SENATOR STOCKMAN: Mayor Hornik, I just commented to Senator 

Lipman that l certainly think your testimony is important. It was very 

clear, measured, and sensible, and a reminder of the tremendous 

·_ obligation we in the Legislature have; also, a reminder that we haven't 

altogether lived up to that. 

Of course, I think your testimony is a tremendous statement 

toward getting the State Planning Commission into place. I would love 
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• to see that bill passed. 1 would love to see the State Planning 

Commission get underway and, in fact, give )'ou the kind of protection 

you are looking for. I think you are lt>so1ute1y entitled to it. I 

hope the court will be reasonable and sensible, .and I think .. it will. I 
. ' 

think that if the Legislature enacts the State Planning Commission, and 

if that Planning Conmission is selected, quickly put to work, and moves 

forward in a very serious and sincere way with its job, it.s 

responsibility, l think the court will take cognizance of that fact. I 

don't think the court will quickly rush in to totally scrap, throw into 
' ' ' 

the wastebasket, ignore, or take no account of the State Development 

Guide Plan and no . account of a refinement of that product by a State 

Planning Commission, and At off with· some wild· series of new 

determinations to make what is admittedly a very tough life for the 

mayors of our municipalities, especially our suburban municipalities in 

New Jersey, even tougher. 

I don't think that will happen. I think the court will 

consider that. I know you would like -.,. and I can understand this 

perhaps a legislative statement sort of trying to mandate. that. 1 

think the best answer is. to quickly get the State Planning Commission 

bill into place and get into place Senator Lipman' s bill, or Senator 

Lipman's bill refined, or some bill refining what Senator Lipman has 
suggested in this bill to deal with housing, the sooner the better. 

I want to thank you, too, for being here. I can understand 

the pain you are going through. l think it is also evident though, 

that municipalities are not independent bodies. It · is a little 

uncomfortable in some ways to say, but they aren't. They ere creatures 

of the State. That is so clear by definition and by law that certainly 

an attorney would have no trouble understanding it. Perhaps over a 

period of .time in this area that is the problem. Some of them got to 

the point of thinkir1g they were. entities unto themselves, and that is 

really why we are here trying to struggle with the .situation • 

. MAYOR HORNIK: I. was referring to the psychological mentality 

with regard to that. 

SENATOR STOCKMAN: I know, but I do think there is some of 

that feeling. It has to be a reflection; there has to be a balance of 
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reflection. I sense your recognizing that and trying to deal with it. 

1 know it is very tough in 1984 with what little we in _the Legislature 

have given you to work with to do that. I want to thank you for being 

here. 

MAYOR HORNIK: ~t the very least; Senator Stockman, could you 

extend the destruct of the plan in January until the new Commission is 

implemented so that the lines of the old Commission remain intact and 

do not destruct January, 1985. I may not understand the process, but I 

em talking about some type of mechanism to make it exist, or continue 

the life -of it, until the new Commission is implemented because you 

-· have a void.· Whenever you have a void, it is open season. · You know 

personally, relying on the courts, very frankly, with all due respect 

to , their judgment, I do not want Marlboro l ownship which is set to go 

to court before - January and will probably continue past January, to 

have a situation with regard to Warren Township, especially with the 

negative type of appeal opportunity under this law. 

SENATOR STOCKMAN: I think the answer is to get - the State 
I -

Planning Commission in place and acting, and to get legislation to.deal 

· with the issue which has been too long -neglected by the Legislature. 

That is the real answer. 

MAYOR HORNIK: So, \ttlat is going to change now that will be 

in time-to prevent what is going to happen to us? 

SENATOR STOCKMAN: I don't think you can prevent a certain 

amount of this distress and doubt_, but I think we have to come up with 

an answer. I think that is \ttlat we are here today to deal with. I'm 

not saying your suggestion for a simple moratorium, because that 
engenders a whole series of constitutional problems. 

HA YOR HORNIK: I just want to extend the State guidelines so 

that whatever we have to swallow we won't have to face someone and say, 

"You now need 400 more units, or 500 more units," because that area of 

moderate growth is no longer . moderate growth in our opinion, even 

though 60~ of it is mounted. 

SENA TOR STOCKMAN: It is unfortunate that the Division of 

State and Regional Planning was wound down and that the Guide Plan has 

not· been dealt with before now by the Administration. . However, 1 think 

we are moving toward an answer to that problem. 
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· ... · .. · . . . ... 

MAYOR H.ORNIK: · - One other thing. . I would like to be very 

specific .about your increasing . the tlcap''. to_ about 10% for those 

com'!lunities which have to ··take this duri~g ttie. period of time. that this 

housin_g ~s going in. We will have to increase our• . staff to . se.~vice 

this ' community' that will be' coming ih, .or to. service ,the overall 

• .• population, because you are t~lking -about potential increas~s of almost 

--45~ for some of these communities.· 

SENATOR GAGLIANO: · Mad~m Chairman,· it seems t;:b me ··that what -

the - Mayor ·is .. · talking about is a two- or three..:une -bfll which would . 

~xtend the · siate, Develop~ent Guide· Plan for a :period of months, or -

days, or ·Wlatever. · It seem~ to --~ thaf we ~uld; be able · to have such 

· .. a ~ill and that. it. would pas~,4>oth houses· •.. l do~•t ~ven understand why 

there would be a problem with it. lwant to go. further •. 

·- . SENATOR LIPMAN: (interrupting) It is the reverse side. of a 

moratorium. 

SENATOR G.AGLIANO: - Pardon? 

SENATOR LIPMAN: It is the other side -of the coin. 

SENATOR GAGLIANO: Well, I want to go further .. I want to see · 
. . 

a moratorium so that· we can save these m1..r1icipalities - hundreds of-·"•--- · 

thousands -:Of dollars. That, to me; is easy enough to do too. • But, -

· certainly, {he Mayor's request · is teas~nable. • -- · · 

MAYOR HORNIK: I' 11 take half a loaf• 

SENATOR GAGLIANO: The Mayor's request is reason~ble, '.in that 

the legislature speaks and says that the State Development Guide Plan, 

as. it is presently constituted, will be extended to June JO,.· 1985. I 

would be glad to cosponsor a b:111. Again, knowing the numbers I wo~ld 

-- put the bill in, but without your conc~rrence, becauseI know the bill 

would come to this Committee, it probably wouldn't go anywhere. ·- -I -am 
~sking you_publicly--

MAYOR HORNIK: (interrupting) As a 'Democratic Mayor I am 

: asking for ·this. 
SENATOR LIPMAN: · --_- We _ consider -- all . bills · in . the_ · order -- of 

· request, _ Senator. · That is -my stock answer. (laughter) 
.. -· SE,NATOR GAGLIANO: . l know your stock an,wer, b~t what are you_· 

· - . going to do? -· 

SENATOR LIPMAN: Well, I have to thinkthem up, Senator. 
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. . . : . . 

SENATOR.STOCKMAN: Senator, may I be hear~ on that?· 

SENATOR LIPMAN: . S1Jrely~ .. 

SENATOR STOCKMAN:. l'm wonderd.ng, frankly;. w,ether this is a . 

clear and unequivoca~. public endorsement· b)' the Kean Administration of 

the State Devele>pinent Guide Plan.· .If lt is, l thi.nk it is a step 

fc,rward. But, without some understandif'lQof that sort, I am really riot· 
sure of -,..at· we ·are ••t:~l'king · about~· . · 

S,ENAlOR. GAGLIANO: _Senator Stockman,· you are continuing in 

your attitude of distance.toward this.issue. That is just exactly ~at 

you have been doing ailalong. · It is not an endorsement on my pert of 

the. State Development>•Gui·de Plan. If you rilJ<look ~t-my statement it 

says,· ·under Item 11, · "In any -event, the_ State Pla~ning CommJ.ssion ~ust, 

in my opinion, shrink the_ area encompassed by the State Development 

Guide Plan or risk sub~tantial overdevelopment of our State . in the 

years ahead." -

I do not endorse it, . but. what the Mayor is asking for is a 

perfectly· reasonable request. He is saying that Marlboro and some of 

the othe:r towns are ,going through thi;s p~Ocess of rezoning, but there 

are 10, ·12, ·15 developers out there w,o are -~ing to sue them anyhow, 

even·· if they rezone. -- What he is saying is, "My planner is creating· a 

. -_ plan based upon the cu~re~t .State Development Guide Pla'n. We are going 

·. to be sued. We went to be protected if we pass 'an ordinance based on 
\ . . . . . . . . . . 

the existing law as· -enunciated by --- Mount laurel ll." It - just seems to 

me a very simple thing to. do. 

SENATOR STOC_KMAN: 

. State planning . _·. Corrmisslon' . 
arbitrarily picked data? I 

. going with that? -- . _. 
·: . . .· . 

Senator, are you tying that. in ·with the 
. . 

or are you just tying·· it in with some 
mean,. part of my problem is, w,ere are you 

SENATOR GAGLIANO: The date was dlosen as an arbitrary matter 

in the first place. The· fact :that the· State Development Guide ·Plan 

· will self-destruct January h 1985,-- All .I ~'m saying, and I thin~ all 

the Mayor is saying, is have i.t destruct June 30, 198~ 80 that mayors 

like Saul Hornik will be able to get pest ·the poin~ "1er~ they are 
. . . . 

still subject to suit because of e · possible change. In other · words, --

-- his entire town could be considered growth area, rather than a part of 
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it as it is now under the State Development Guide Plan. If they pass 

an ordinance which is based upon the current Plan, they ere subject to 

question and litigation because there . will be no Plan January 1 and 

developers can come in and say, "You ere e total growth area as far as 

we are concerned, not half, not a third, 11 or whatever it might be • 

. That happens in lots of conmunities where the growth plan line, for 

whatever reason, runs right through the middle. of town. 

MAYOR HORNIK: You know, we have certain rights also. The 

fact remains that we recognize the problems in the inner city -- the 

social and economic problems that exist there. One does not like to 

believe_ that the ax will swing the other way and it will. be open season 

on small cofl'lltluni ties. I think, very fairly so, that we provide a 

substantial amount of money in the way of taxes to the State of New 

Jersey which is never returned to the Township of Marlboro but which is 

allocated to other areas. Maybe there is some type of .social justice 

that has to be developed with regard to increasing certain types of 

moneys to other areas. No one is arguing that, but don't destroy us in 

the process. What we are asking, very simply, is-- We' re saying, 

"Okay, we're swallowing this. We are going to take it. We're eating 

it. 11 There is nowhere we can turn, not even to .the legislature at this 

particular point because, in "IY opinion, things are up in the air. The 

way the suits are coming, there is not enough time. At this particular 

point, at least · give us this crumb. Extend the guidelines' lines for 

whet the Conmission has set up, regardless of what it affects or what 

Senator Gagliano' s moratorium is. Give us half a loaf. Extend it 

maybe to June, or maybe for the full year of 1985, so that you will get 

what you want eventually. One should not affect the other. 

I do not want to get involved in personalities. I do not 

want to get involved in philosophical fights in this great hall. We 

are out in the trenches. You know, we are the ones who are eating 

this. We are blamed for the ordinance. No one is going to one day 

say, "Hey, it's the Supreme Court." You know, it's this; it's here. 

We are getting blamed for it. That is the bot tom line. I' 11 tell you, 

when the break-ins come, and we have to get more police, or things of 

that nature, where is it going to come from? We're even saying we' 11 
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pay for that. let us have more on our "cap." let us go i.nto our 

surplus if we can. I proposed to the Byrne Administration Department 

of Finance a long time ago that the Department of finance should set 

up· some type of formula where if a township had too much surplus, it 

could set up guidelines based on its debt service and regarding its 

bonding limitations. If a township had . too. much, let the surplus 

dwindle or let it increase its "capll.in relation to providing services. 

SENATOR LIPMAN: Mayor Hornik, you brought up a number of 

issues here, you know, sticky . issues, hard-to-solve issues, "cap" 

issues, and so forth -- education and all. let me just address the one 

we are here sbout. · I know it. inspires all .the others. 

You have asked for, and the Senator has suggested, that · 

perhaps, we need legislati~n to give you some guidance. It seems to me 

that the court is going to use that same set of · guidelines in the 

absence of some sort of pl~nning group which could update the 

guidelines. The sort of bill that Senator Gagliano is suggesting I 

would hope that Governor Kean would also suggest, since we have no 

group there because it has been abolished. Perhaps it would take some 

pressure off the municipalities. let. me say before we get into any 

further argument that I'm just answering as far as I can. 

MAYOR HORNIK: We're not arguing; we're just making 

statements, that's all. 

SENA TOR LIPMAN: ' Yes, we' re making statements and. we' re 

listening, but we're also doing a little fighting. I will entertain 

the suggestion very seriously. Perhaps you have hit one of .the main 

issues we should be loo.king at in the .interim until we get Senator 

Stockman's State planning group, ~ich 1 hope will come into existence 

very soon. 

Do any of the other Committee members wish to address this? 

SENATOR STOCKMAN: I would like to say that I concur with 

Senator Lipman and with Senator Gagliano, just ·so there is no 

misunderstanding here. This problem which you have touched on, of 

course, goes back to the dissolution of the State Planning Commission. 

I know we do not want to get into too much of a tangle about the fact 

that the Administration did that and that the Administration, in the 
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early stages of this issue, talked in terms 'of it being in the nature 

of a Con,mm~st conspiracy and has 

with dealing with Mount Laurel. 

want ,to get bogged down in that. 

been very reluctant to move · forward 

That is all history, and we do not 

I, for one, have no .problem with supporting this notion if 

Governor Kean will publicly make clear that he endorses and will 

support the passage of the State Planning Commission bill, will 

promptly sign it, and will actively and quickly move to get i_t 

constituted and funded.· If we get that kind of a commitment from 

Governor Kean, I will quickly rush to this bill. you are talking· about, 

without any hesitancy at all. 

SENA TOR GAGLIANOr'ij_ Why don't we do our job and let the 

Governor do his? 

MAYOR HORNIK: Senator Stockman, listen. I feel we are 

getting into . party politics here. I cari tell you that we, in our 

Township, formed 

passing of their 

of situation. 

Democrats. 

. -, 
a bipartisan committee. Manalapan had unanimou~ 

ordinance which required 932 units . in a settled type 

This was passed unanimously by Republicans and 

I understand and can see that _ you have a 

philosophy with regard to what you would like to see done. 

particular 

I don't 

take that away f ram you. · But, in this cross-dialogue about getting the 

Governor's commitment, we are get ting lost. All I am asking for is a 

simple thing. Regardless of what you are looking for, regardless of 

what Senator Gagliano is looking for, all we are looking for :is, if we 

do it, let it stand in concrete. Do not have us left open for 10 years 

of litigation so that if there is an inch of property left over in our 

Township and someone says, "Well, that is the area that is left that is 

· not to be built on," someone can come in and say, "We are going to sue 

that on Mount Laurel U." All 1 'm saying is that the numbers will 

continually change. I'm saying here that we pay a planner $25,000 a 

year and he has come up with figures. He spent a year on this, because 

we made a decision that ·we saw no ·t.Jpe in beating·· this in court because 

of the way this thing was structured. We' re eating the publicity at 

the local level right now, Senator Stockman. 
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All we' re asking for-- It's not a philosophical thing about 

your bi 11 or Tom's bi 11. All we' re asking is that if w~ set up the 

guidelines, I don't want to hear from a developer that his planner 

says we need 1,200 uni ts. Hey, what is he talking about? I mean, I 

look at the map; I see the red line and I suddenly realize, holy 

mackerel, that is going away on- . fifty percent of that area is 

Marlboro State Hospital, wiich we have no great love for anyway. You 

know, the residents ere moving out. 

SENA TOR STOCKMAN: Mayor, we t.nderstand that, and I think 

this problem will be solved. To the extent that in this dialogue you 

seem to interpret my exchange as one of a partisan nature, I am 

saddened to hear that, but I respect your right to make that judgment. 

MAYOR HORNIK: I'm from your party, Senator; I am from your 

party. 

SENATOR STOCKMAN: Well, you can be from my party and 

nevertheless criticize my behavior. In this setting, in this 

situation, there is no question. We have to be careful that partisan 

politics is not what controls. The expression I made to you about my 

concern about the State Planning Commission bill is not intended to be 

a partisan one, because the bill is not a partisan bill. It has 

bipartisan sponsorship and support. It is not intended to be something 

special in that it is my bill and I want to see it in place, but it is 

part of a mosaic that has to be moved forward concurrently. I respect 

where you are in your trench, but my instinct is that I am, on this 

issue, in a very delicate, if not trench, then over a very delicate 

hole, shall be say arguably, and we have to be careful about it. 

I think Senator Gagliano, Senator Lipman, others on this 

Committee, and I can work out ·the problem that you have very 

articulately place~ before us, and l intend to do so. 

MAYOR HORNIK: Thank you very much. Then I can count on the 

fact that there will be some bill -- not to pin you down -- passed 

before January, 1985 that will allow the present guidelines despite the 

dissolution of the Commission itself, and that the results of that· 

Commission will continue under those guidelines . until a speci fie date. 

Let it be open-ended until you feel you can do what you have to do in 

this mosaic that continues. Thank you again. 
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SENATOR LIPMAN: Senator Cardinale? 

SENATOR CARDINALE: Mayor, I. can't let you go without making 

one or two observations and perhaps asking you a question. I have to 

st!:lrt out by .sayirig I sympathize very much with the dilemma in .which 

you find yourself. 

MAYOR HORNIK: I am between a rock end a hard place. 

SENA TOR CARDINALE: I sat in a seat something like yours, 

went through Mount laurel I also, and can feel what you are feeling. 

Those were the g:>od old days Wlen we were working with Mount Laurel I. 

As to your suggestion with respect to the State Development Guide Plan 

figures, · ~ile they may be very acceptable in your circumstance, and 
ii,,.~ 

perhaps· they might be very~ceptable to me were I sitting in your 

community, I can tell you that there were many communities when those 
' numbers came out that thought that those numbers, of and by themselves 

as they related to those individual communities, were an Ebomination. 

MAYOR HORNIK: I agree with them. I agree that they we're an 

abomination even for my community. I would have put rore land into the 

moderate growth area. They put Burnt Fly Bog in the high density area, 

which is a toxic waste dump. 

SENATOR CARDINALE: Having won a suit based on the fact that 

we wer.e a fully-developed community, we faced, in that very same Guide 

Plan in the same time frame, an increase of one-third again the number · 

of housing units. If anyone can put those two facts together ··and say 

that that is a reasonable anything, I defy them. So often when people 

from local government -- end I experienced it myself -- walk through 

1 that middle doorway, they might feel they are entering a rabbit hole 

and coming into a totally different environment. But, in the course of 

your statements, you said that you somehow decried the philosophical 

arguments that · go on i(l these chambers. I think you should become 

aware, and perhaps you have become aware even in . the course of this 

repartee that has taken place, that those philosophical arguments are 

not something abstract that just go on here. It is those philo~ophical 

arguments ~ich come right down to the situation with Wlich you have to 

deal right now. It is the resolution of those basic arguments that 

either solves your problem or makes it worse. 
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I would just like to ask you one very simple question, having 

made a great preamble -- a too lengthy preamble -- to my question. You 

represent a group of people? 

MAYOR HORNIK: Yes. 

SENATOR CARDINALE: As a mayor you probably have a feel for 

what those people are thinking, what they are experiencing, what they 

are feeling. Very simply, would those people you represent -- and I 

understand it is only one town -- prefer that the court had never made. 

the Mount Laurel II decision, or are they happy that they are living 

under this particular imposition by the court? 

MAYOR HORNIK: ·senator, let me describe it to you. There is 

a petition with 2,000 names on it under the guise of having a local 

referendum on binding zoning, ~ere people were led to believe that 

they wouldn't have to take it. That is an expression of the 

community. , That was done in 10 days. You see, ~enever you have a 

certain type of perception, there is naturally a reaction that the life 

style will change, values might decrease, or there might :be higher 

taxes. I think Mount Laurel II, even though they claim that it took 

· place because of a lack of legislative mvement, was also due to some 

degree to a lack of municipal movement, to be fair, because no one was 

going to run to the door and open it to this type of legislation. 

People who move to a town, even though a town is not an independent 

body, always like to believe in the American concept of home rule. 

But, the fact remains that there are certain social questions that have 

to be dealt with on a total basis in the State of New Jersey, as well 

as in the total country. I think people have the attitude, "Let it be 

in someone else's back yard." 

I believe the people in· my co11111unity do not want Mount Laurel 

Ilo They do not like the decision. I personally feel that the 

.decision is too harsh. I would vote for a petition to go for a binding 

referendum but, 111fortunately, that is illegal. It has no status. 

Even if it were to pass, it would not be binding on the Supreme Court 

of the State of New Jersey. Unfortunately, if you ran a· popularity 

contest, Mount Laurel II would go down in flames. It is obvious. 

However, it is here and I have to face it; so does our Council; and so 
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does our Planning Board. ·I believe they. acted responsibly in 

developing an ordinance and putting it· in place as soon as possible to 

protect the Township with regard to ~ere .the planner wants to place 

this type of zoning, as · opposed to a builder's remedy. I think the 

bottom line for us in the communities is, as Senator Lipman said in the 

article in The Star-Ledger-- In her bill a· community · will have the 

option of either g:,ing to the Commission or g:,ing to court with one arm 

tied behind its back. · I believe we are going to court with two arms 

tied behind our back right now. I don't think it makes any difference. 

So, if I have to live with that, or if we have to live with. 
· that, then let us do it. Let us try· to educate the community we live 

in to understand what our only option is~· · We have a formula that is a 

computer. I hate to say that we have reached the computer age on this .. 
level, but we have. At least let me hav,e the place where I want to put 

it based on our planner's decision. that is, with access to roads, 

major highways, and so on and so forth. . At least let us have that 

option, and we will even be sued on· that. We will be sued on that 

because it goes down to the. bottom line of economics. You see, you 

have to understand that the majority of our town, after all of our 

half-acres and quarter-acres have been used up, is two-acres. There is 

a developer ~o owns 100 acr~s of two-acre lots.. He doesn't want to 
build a house on a two-acre . lot; he wants to · build a house on a 

half-acre lot. He could come to us and say, 11We' 11 sue you under Mount 

Laurel I." "All right, we' 11 make you half-acres; don't worry about 

it," we might reply. So, okay, we won't take the case; now we have all 

half ... acres. That also hurts the town because it hurts our social 

structure realistically speaking. 

Now what we have if this thing is supposed ·· to work is, we ' re 

taking care of our social obligation under the Mount Laurel II 

decision, but we don't have to kowtow to .the ·. developer who has two 

acres of · land , . or 

half-acres; make me 

have to catch up. 

too. Thank you •. 

100 acres of two-acres, \ltio says, "Now make me 

quarter-acres," because we have to breathe too. We 

You know, we trip, we fall, we get killed by taxes 
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SENATOR CARDINALE: Mayor, there is a thread running through 

all of your statements. I am not going to ask you another question, 

but there is a thread running through all of your statements that. you 

accept the theory advanced -- and it is a fact actually -- by Senator 

Stockman that .the municipalities are a creation .of State government, 

particularly the State legislature.. That is a feet that we all have to 

accept. 

MAYOR HORNIK: Listen, if I go to jail because I don't want 

to conform, you are going to come .down to run the government. 
, . • , • I 

SENATOR CARDINALE: But you have taken the path of accepting 

story. There is another half of the story. That 

story is that ·all three branches of State government 

the people whom you represent on a very basic 

What has amazed me is that people in your position 

have not really come down here and demanded that we give back to the 

only half of the 

other half of the 

were created . by 

grassroots level. 

people the right to make the detetmination as to which form of zoning 

we are going to continue to endorse, that wiich we haye had up llltil 

now--

MAYOR HORNIK: (interrupting) Senator, I can't let that go 

by, and I'll tell you why. In 1978, we fought a settlement in our town 

called Prime feather Down, which allowed 3,000 units in that were 

settled under the guise of Mount Laurel I by that form of government. 

As a result of that, through my campaigning 1 was · elected to a first 

term. I am now in my second term. You' know, one has to deal in the 

context of reality. I can say .if you want to put that bill forward. on 

self-determination at the grassroots · level, I am 100% for it. The 
question I asked in my letter here is, Ills it realistic?'' The fact of 

the matter is, Senator, a developer who is suing us and a judge who is 

ruling on that, based on the amount. of • cas~s and · how fast Judge 

Serpentelli is moving on ft, is not going to wait for your legislation 

on self-determination. What is eel f-determination going to do for me 

and my Township in the twelfth hour, when it is up in the air? What is. 

it going to do for me? You know, if I am in a battle, I have to look· 

for my maneuverability. l can't deal on levels of, "We are the ones 

who gave you the power," and "You are the ones who are going to give us 
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back the power." I mean, it has been taken away. 

see the remedy coming down on a white charger that 

back for us. 

So, I em left with a realistic business 

for my Township that the Council made, that -the 

I personally do not 

is going to get it 

decision, a decision 

Planning Board made, 

Those who ere not · and that those who ere knowledgeable have made. 

knowledgeable ere beginning to realize when they see all of the 

documentation and they see across the border what is happening in 

Holmdel, Colts Neck, and Old Bridge, 2,400 units, and Howell, 2,90ff 

units. Do you want me to. read the line? After the court rules on 

that, you know, please-- I love home rule; l love binding referendum. 

I think it is the American~; I think it is the right way. It is the 

way I would want to be because I . em in business myself and I went into 

business for myself. because I want to det_ermine my future. I want to 

do things my way. But right now, when I operate within a given 

framework, I can't do pie in the sky. I have to deal with what is 

impending on me. When there is a frontal assault of 1,000 people 

coming at my trenches and I have "X" amount of bullets, I am not going 

to say that I have a cannon coming down the road that will be there a 

year from now, not when they are going to reach me in 30 seconds. I 

have to fight them. 

I agree with you 'philosophically, but I don't want to be 

in a position from a· political standpoint where I am against ·binding 

referendum. I am for binding referendum; I am for home rule. But, I 

entered the trenches; there is an assault on me, and I can't wait for a 

cannon to arrive a year from now. I have bullets and I have to use 

them. 

SENATOR CARDINALE: Mayor, I am not suggesting that a cannon 

is going to be available a year from now, two years from now, or ten 

years from now, but this legislation by the court took place a year and 

a half ago. Had people like yourself, particularly people with your 

own party orientation -- and' I do not mean to be political -- told 

their-~ 

MAYOR HORNIK; (interrupting) Excuse me. A year ago, I was 
a Republican. (laughter) But, I -,ant to take it out of a political 
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context, Sena.tor, because, very fr$nklY, '~here are other 'people who 

wish to speak. _ ,We are degenerating _;;. ·and, I use that word -- into a_ 
political type of thing. - ,, I asked ''ror speci fie things' one of which is 

relief to our "cap'' _if' ~e: are not going to get tax rebates frorn you, so 

-- -- that we c~n go into our surplus. tt i,s within your power to recommend, 

and io pas1i ttlat part· --- of the legisllltion .allowing -us -· to · _ have _ · a 10~ 
-. . .. -· . . . ' . .. . - ... 

"cap" in the ~ars we are clevelopinf with -this type of plan so _that we 

. can put oii police -without_ inc:reasing o~r tax _burden to unbelievable 
amounts.---- - Nuniber -two,- 1·- ~sked you ·-•--1:() __ .pass,-- very quickly~_ an-- extension-_ 

' ' of the State Planning Board guidelin~ until •somethi~g is . e~tended and 
--~ 'are_ ;allow~d-- to_ operate :in some form•-_- not in an ,amoebic -type of -

_, existence~ but in s0111ething that i.s structured~ . Thank you. 

SENA TOR LIPMAN: - Mayor -Hornik,. we thank - you for your 

presentlition. We know that you took time, when you didn't really have 

tinie, to come do~n to enlighten us. I'm s~re we ~re going to take the 

issues you have raise~ under_ serious _ consid.eratiorr. You know,-

_sometimes this Legislature is capable of acting rather swi fU y. 

'' MAYOR HORNIK: There are miracles • 
. SENATOR LIPMAN:· Yes. We are elected officials; too~ I ·want 

· to thank you on behalf of the Senate State Government Committee. 

MAYOR HORNIK: I just want to ,' thank Senator,- Gagliano for 

being here to talk abo_ut this. 

SENATOR LIPMAN: Since the dinin9 room closes at two o''clock, _ 

I think we better break for- lunch now. We will return in one -hour, 

at_ which time we• wil 1 entertain -a statement from Mr. Jack · Trafford from _ 
- ---- __ t.he New Jersey State League of Municipalities. 

SENATOR GAGLIANO: Madam Chairman, may I ask the Committee to --

have one_ witn~ss for abolJt five_-minutes before· you break?. -

- -SENA TOR pPMAN: Who is that? · 
.·· ... 

. 'SENATOR GAGLIANO: Mr. Coley from,WEtrren ·township • 
- ' ' ' 

- SENA TOR· LIPMAN: . Mr_. Coley, do you 'have to leave?,. 
' ' 

3JHN E. QllEY: _·I represent a school board aoo· we have a meeting this 

afternoon. '- If it's l~nchtime. we're done because I have to ieave, ,and 

this_ is important. Marlboro j may feel like a·-- moving target, but we feel 

. like a .sitting duck. 
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SENATOR LIPMAN: All right, ·. but is it• c,;ioing to be . five 

minutes? 

MR. · COL.EV: I guarantee .that 1 w.lli be no ·.more than five 

. •. piinu.tes. 

SENA TOR ·LIPMAN:. If not,.· .people are going .. to miss getting 

something to eat •. Collie up ancfsit d~w~, please~ 

MR. COLEY: i appreciate' it' Madam Chairman; •. 

SENATOR LIPMAN: . Thi~ ji~ t-1r. John. Coley,. who_ is the. attorney 

·· -for .Warren Township.. You need mre· than five minutes •.. 

MR. COLEY: Actuauh what l have ·to say/ if l am not 

·.• questione~ on it, will not· take nore than five _minutes. · ·1 am not going 
. . - . ·. . . . . ;J,.. . . .. . . . . . . 

.. · · to go into detail ·on the 82--ge decl~ion and .the appendix that goes to . 
page 142. " · · . . .. · . ·,- · . · •· . .· . . . 

. . . . 

The Legislature in the area of ho_using and zoning has been 

usurped in its power. · Jt is. not a judicial function _and the Supreme 

.Court stated that fact iri the Mount Laurel case. When l tried the CBEle 

of AMCversusWarren Township before Judge Serpen~elli,who i~ probably 

one. of the best·. judges· ihat I h,ave .appeared before,· ·1 think the trial·. 

proved the fact that this is• not r~ally. able to _be handled in the 

.judicial atmosphere. It is not ah. adversarial. type of case that can be 
.· . . 

tried.. .It cannot be. tried on a case-to-case basis. There has to be a C 

· broader statewide approach~ · If it was going to be tried on a 
.. . . 

case-to""'.case basis, every municipality in the State would have- to be 

the:re ~ecause every ·to~ is going to be bound by the decision •. ·. Really, 

even though Judge Serpentelli is ca~e · only applies to his area ~ich he 

has been assigned by the Supreme Court, · it has effects in the whole 
State,_ l'tlether the· .. mun~cipalities . appeared·· or . they .. didn't · appe~r. l 

think that zoning by the cour~s · is basically unfair. lf the town. is 

not brought in~o co~tt by a developer, the town •IIBY neve~ have tQ build 

any kind J)f fair sher~ housing. . . So,. :'it is the lu~k of the draw. 

Warren Township ·. got caught, and we 're down. there~· · We have· to build it . 

now "nder a ·court directive. But, ~hat h~ppelis lo. a town. right · 

. next-door to us that·. doesn't_ go· to court, Uke 'Watchung, or ~atever 

. town JOµ want,_ that hasn't been sued? They have no fair share. now.•. Is 
that · really equal prptection · under ·the law? It is ·· not. · Warren 
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Township is stuck. We were singled out by a contractor to go to 

court. I view that as unfair protection under the law. 

The Legislature has the a,ility to . pass laws and have them 

affect every single municipality. The courts cannot do. that. The 

courts have to pick out towns, and only the towns which go before the 

. court then have any kind of an.· obligation. So really, it is a 

legislative function. It has to be handled by the Legislature. 

I think it has been proven in my case that the costs of 

infrastructure are duplicated. Warren Township really . has no 

infrastructure.. We do not have the roads; we do not have the sewers; 

.we. do not have the water. If. you take urban municipalities, they are 

underutilizing infrastructure. The infrastructure exists. If you 

really want to build low-cost housing, you utilize what you have. You 

don't duplicate it, especially at today's costs. I feel that the 

Legislature can take that into account in a bill. Whether you are 

going to use Senator Gagliano's bill, the Chairwoman's bill, or any 

other bill, I think whatever Commission is set up is going to take 

these cost factors into account, which the courts really can't do 

because they are dealing with one town. They are dealing with Warren 

Township in this case. Warren Township has a population of 10,00Q. It 
is going to be · increased fo 25,000 in five years. That is two and a 

half times. We have 3, 200 residential uni ts; it is going to be 

increased to 7, 930 uni ts in five years. That is two and a half times 

again. 

It is unfair. That kind of an increase has never taken place 

anywhere that I know of, except possibly in a Levittown that went up in 

Long Island. It is an increase that is devastating. It will destroy 

Warren Township. Senator Gagliano has discussed phasing. It has taken 

· generations to develop a disparity in housing and the court says, "You 

will resolve that 1disparity in five years." That is not fair. ·That 

is 950 uni ts a year. That's one-third of the existing housing in 

Warren Township every year to be constructed for five years. Does 

anyone realize the magnitude· or the effect that will have on Warren 

Township, on Holmdel, or on Colts Neck? Wherever you are going to have 

· it, it will devastate the town. It will destroy the ~nvironment. The 

tax burden is going to be astronomical. 
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The Mayor of Marlboro says, "Hey; increase our 'cap. ' 11 What 

does that do? That· increases the taxes in. the town. That is ne> 
. . . 

solution. God, don't do that for us. If there is anything you are · 

going to do, don't increase the '"cap." ·Pass a moratorium, ,extend the 

State. Development Guide Plan's applicability, but, boy, don't increase 

the "cap," because that is no service . at all. 

There is a lot of argument about the protection of low-income 

people through the Mount Laurel cases. You have to think about 

protecting the middle class, the upper middle class, or whatever class 

resides in a town. I think ther~ has to be a. balance of protection 

here, equal protection. The cotJrts say, "We want equal protection," 

but everything done under Mount Laurel . is unequal protection. The 

. formula is vastly inflated. I am probably as familiar with the formula 

as anyone . is, and the population data and the employment data are 

inflated figures. Then, on top of that, they pour in 23% for growth 

area and vacancy rates. I put in evidence from an expert I have, a 

statistician, showing the inflation, how the figul'es are not utilized, 

and how they mix percentages and ratios and come. up with something that 

has no mathematical meaning at all, and. out of that grows a formula. 

They have an income factor in there, and the court says that a town 

that has a high median income· ~as a highe,r obligation. We argued that 

for two days before Judge Serpentelli. It has absolutely no effect on 

the ability .of a town to support lower-income housing under' Mount 

Laurel aspects. Just because the people in a town earn more mc:iney than 

t.he people in the town next~door doesri 't mean that the town itself is 

richer. That is maybe only the people who live. in it. 

Builders . are the only people who make out in Mount Laurel 

litigation. In Warren Township, you're talking. about three to six 

times the profit that the builders will make on their .properties than 

if they had to develop th.em as acre-and-a-half developments. · Using 

only maybe six to eight uiits per acre, it is still three to six times 

the amount. The thing that disturbs me is you can say, "Well, that is . 

probably an argument you are going to make, but you really don't 
. . 

believe it. 11 I do believe it. l went to law school in Newark; l went 

to college in South Orange. I know what those cities .. look like, I was 
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·, . '·. . ... · .•. ,_·. _: . -

-- .. . . . .. ···· .. :.. .. ··.··:.' .: ·:. . · .. ·:.· 

. · there. The cities are going to be destroyed by Mount Laurel. They ar·e 

.. not going to· be rebuilt. . There i~ . going to be . an :exodus ·. of the middle 

: class and the .working class from th~s~ cities. ·. The tax bases of the 

'clties are going to be. destroyed~ .. The hou~ing is not going. to be 

helped. : It ·is: not.· g:,ing to be rebuilt, · .. It is g:,ing .to be built anew 

in War~en To~ship, anew in t1oimdel, or ,whert!ver, but' in Newark it is 

not going 'to be rebullt,. and in Ca~den it: is not going to be rebuilt.' 

In: Seru~tor Stockm'an's Trent~n it is not going to' be rebuil.t. It is 

either. going to stay the same ·or it -is going to .get ·worse because the· . 
. ,, . •. . . • •• ,I 

. actual tax base is leav~ng-. 

, .• Jhe Legisl~ture · can protect everyone.- .. :- Equal protection . 

again~ .. You have to. protect the cities,. along 'W.ith having the burden 
·: .. put 011 the townships or the municipalities •.. Senator Dorsey's bill is 

what Warren Township would r~ally like to see~ If that is impossible 

in the Senate because of. p:racticality:, T think a combination of Senator 

Gagliano•·s bill and Mada~ Chairman's ,bill-~ Smething has to .be done. 

. • I will qudte something I said in Jhe Star-Ledger: ••You have to bail 

· .·· · 'out the tc;,wns.'' You J(now, really--

. . SENATOR LIPMAN: .. (i~terrupting)_ !hat isn't \rltlat ·yc,iJ said; I . 

read that ,too• 

. . HR. COLEY: That is riot e~actiy \rltlat I ·said. That is the way 

I .thought it woµ}.d b~ quoted,: but it wasn't quot~d exactly' the way I 
said it. · But, it is true. The Legislature does have to help ·out the 

outlying districts, and r' think it does have to help out the ~itie$. 

Warren Township ··asks you, as Marlboro did just now, to get it done 

quickly. · I .feel that l am still ~iab1e in Warren ·Township~ We haven't 
settled .a case,. We_ have ·tried our case. We are in compliance. We 

' . . : . . . 

have 90 days, which may be extended~ If we cannot agree, we will ,ti'Y 

our ~pliance portion of 'th~ c~se. 

You can .do something .. .for us, and I hope you will. I 

appreciate your time •. · !really apprec~ate your cutting your· 1unch hour 

a little short to hear me. 
. . SENAtOR LIPMAN;.·.· I ~m ·just: sorry we ,don't have the time to 

ask- you some questions. Does anyon~ have'a burniragquestion.to ask? 
HR. COLEY: l w.ould be happy to come back ai:lytime at all. I 

. .,• 

will leave my card with your staff. 
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SENA TOR LIPMAN: Thank you. We are electronically· recording 

.your testimony just in case you--

MR. COLEY: ( interrupting) I 've got a lot more; l had to cut 

it a little short. 

S.ENATOR · LIPMAN: All. right. Thank you so much Jar coming. 

We appreciate it. 

MR~ COLEY: Thank you. 

(RECESS) 

AFTER RECESS 

SENATOR LIPMAN: We are ready to r.econvene the hearing. Mr. 

John Trafford, Executive Director of the New Jersey State League of 

Municipalities .• 

~tw TRAFFORD: Thank you, Senator. I am Jack Trafford, Executive 

Director of the New Jersey State League of Municipalities. I 

appreciate the opportunity to -testify today. The League of 

Municipalities has a vital interest in the bills u,der discussion at 

this hearing because, obviously, they directly bear on zoning and 

land-use regulations throughout the. State. As you know -- it has been 

· stated alr~ady this morning .;... the power to zone is a power clearly 

granted to municipali tie$ lllder the Constitution of the State. of New 

.Jersey. 

The League believes that·the Mount Laurel 11 decision and the 

mechanism through which it is currently being implemen~ed by the courts' 

is an infringement on those planning and zoning powers. The league, 

therefore, is on record as supporting · SCR-24 sponsored by Senator 

Dorsey and others. SCR-24 would ~lari fy and reiterate the right of a 

municipality to determine, through its zoning and planning ordinances, 

the extent of musing opportunities to be provided to meet the needs of 

persons of diverse financial means without impairment by the 

Legislature, the Governor, or the courts. · It also carries the 
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clearly-stated proviso, however -- as Senator Dorsey pointed out this 

morning -- that each municipality shall provide, through · its own 

ordinances, for affordable housing opportunities for all persons 

residing or working in the .. conwnunity. Therefore, we would urge your 

thoughtful consideration of SCR-24. 
. ' 

An alternative ·approach, of course, is represented by a 

number of bills through ~ich the Legislature would create a mechanism 

for establishing criteria for determining the allocation of each 
' 

municipality's fair share of the State's low,;. and node rate-income 

housing needs. . Bills to accomplish this objective have been pending 

before the Legislature since the mid-1970 's, and the New Jersey 'State 

. League of Municipalities• has been on record as supporting several of 
them.over those years. 

It is generally recognized that failure by the Legislature to 

enact one of those bills, or similar measures, was a contributing 

factor which led to the Mount Laurel I I decision in January, 1983 and 

provided us. with the degree of judicial involvement that we now face. 

Other speakers have documented and wiH document the potential impact 

of Mount laurel II on municipalities around the St.ate, especially the 

decision that was handed down last week involving Warren Township. 

We have before us today two such housing mechanism bills 

which represent very recent attempts to .. establish fair share housing 

allocations. They are Senate Bill 1913 by Senator Gagliano and others, 
. . 

and Senate Bill 2046 by Senator Lipman and others. · Senate Bill 1913, 

which was. introduced this spring, would provide a phased-in compliance 

with Mount Laurel II, taking into account the impact of significant 
increases in new housing u,its in communities across the State as a 

result of the .nearly 100suits which are now pending. Senate Bill 1913 

would provide for a 10~ ceiling pr lid on any court-ordered compliance 

over a two-year period. It .would also provide for the creation of a 

State Commission on Housing Needs Assessment and fol' preparation by 

municipalities of · land-use regulations and housing . elements for 

certification by the Commission. The league is also on record as being 

in support of Senate Bill 1913. 
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The third bill tthich is a subject of the hearing t.oday is · 
Senate.· Bill . 2046~ · .Unfortunately, S-2046 ,in Jts -~riginal version is -
ur,acceptab\e .'; .to . the : League.' Amcing other '.things'' it' ._provides a 
cu.mbe.r.~ome, a,c:taiin,i.s.tl'.ative PtOC~_du~,e 'J:IS: J .:.:r~quisite to, c~:r-tification 

; ' ~ich,· wt:11.le costly- and 'time~~onsuming,. afford~ the ~ic_ipality ·uttle. 
. ' . . '• . , \ . . ' . . 

..... effective/ respit~• ti-0111 _.sub~equent--JJote;ntial .~~urt litigation ·.which 

w~uld add further ·cost and furt~~\delay. ' Another objection to the 
original· ' version .... is · that it' , <'.imposes compl.ia~ce - criteria .. on 

. municipalities as a · re_quisite tri<: ·certification which · are too 
compr~hemsive, .too. string~nt, end· top comple~~ lt>is -entirely ·too_ 
specific,-..• _ and puts · .-.-~nto~,. ·legislation · ,~~rQus ; stit:e;;.or~the-art 
considerations that are•; wftf@.n . the purview· of general p:rofess.i.onal 

. . . .,. -:0:.7 . .• .·· .. · . 

planning and legal practice 'and should l>e left to the discretion of the 
. · .. · :·. •• : . . ,' • , . . . ·. l 

licensed professionals · in that practice.· 

{ -,in · .. happy to report' ht)W~ver' that substantial_. amendments . 

are being dr~fted, sev~r~l of l<fhich will _address _ a nu~ber o·f 

teagJe•s objection!I. ·•·· Further neetirigs qf the drafting committee 
_.· cont~mplatec:J ··and. 'there ~ppears . to be ·••· a · st.rorag . p~ssibility · .. that .. 

the . 

are 
our 

. "i•en1aining objt!ctions, including' those outlined·. above, may also .. be 
· addressed •.. ·. We anticipate · .. that in. its.· ·~ev.ised . version, . S~riate ·.· Bil 1 2046 -

·. will be fer nore ac~eptable to. municipalities~ . 
The League is very . desirous .. of maint~ihing a . dialogue 

' . . . ..· . . ... 

regarding revisions to S-2046 so that a fair, · workable piece of 

. legislation. c11n be produced which will; : ( 1) provide · municipalities 

.. with the guidance they need ~dei<Mount. Laurel 11 as to fair share 

.· allocations; (2) p~eserve ., for 'the individOal munici,p~lities as· great•. an .·· 

'. opp.ortunity. as pos~ible ·J.n -·determini~ f:~e.ii',own fair. s_here· obligation 

within• the co~text '()f -tegio~al and atatewicle· requirementiH --and, (3) . 
pro~ide·• J--:re~lf~tic ~chani,sm ·support~d. by.spme kind of· f~ding -"ich 
. will addrits~- th-,, aff'ordable 'housing raeeds of 'ttlis State. . . 

I~ mnclusi~n, the Jeague _·Is'def'erring its· formal and· final· 
position or(S--2046 untll t~ c,urrent' rev~si~ns .are fi~aliied.· . 

. , That ~ncludes my :forn,al atataiient .. . f wo~ld· j~st like to add. 

b)' way of a --p~stscript, please don't be deceived by the ·f e,ct that this 

-room is not , full of municipal people today. · 'We. contacted m_st of the ·· 
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communities that at least right now are being affected by pending 

litigation. We advised them that this was not the final hearing on the 

subject, end that because of the state of revision that Senate Bill 

2046 is apparently in, it .would no~ necessarily be useful for them to 

come today to try to testify on a bill th.et is already being revised. 

We are planning a statewide. meeting later in the month for municipal 

officials to try to coalesce a position on Senate Bill 2046, which 

hopefully at that time will have considerably more amendments than it 

now has. 

Th$nk you for the opportunity to testify. 

SENATOR LIPMAN: Thank you, Mr. Trafford. 

SENATOR SAXTON: Mey I ask him a que~tion? 

SENATOR LIPMAN: Surely, Senator Sexton. 

SENATOR SAXTON: Your testimony touches on the three bills, 

that is the two bills and the resolution that we ere considering here 

today, or that we are hearing testimony on. In a very general way, I 

believe, in each case-- ~ring the lunch break we had. a short 

conversation with Senator Lipman, who indicated that -- as you suggest 

-- there will be revisions made to her bill or perhaps even a Senate 

Conmittee Substitute. During the remainder of August, one of the 

things that all the members of the Committee wi.11 be doing will be 

trying to decide what might be acceptable in terms of specifies which 

might be included in those revisions or in a new bill. 

I am curious to know· if you have any information et your 

disposal at this time that you might like to share with us as to what 

you might like to see that bill look like. 
MR. TRAFFORD: Well, Senator, two of the major revisions are 

the two that I touched on in my remarks. I deliberately did not touch 

on the others because I participated in the dialogue that hes been 

taking place in the drafting conmittee. We started out with 

approximately eight or nine areas of concern. five or six of those 

areas of concern are apparently being addres.sed. I do not think it 

would be productive in this forum to discuss concerns that apparently 

are no longer valid, because apparently at least they will be .in the 

amended version that comes before your Committee. Many of them, 

incidentally, were outlined by Senator Gagliano this morning. 
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SENA TOR LIPMAN: Mr. Trafford, . I appreciate your remarks, and 

I would like to be privy to the amendments you are drawing up when you 

have them ready. I'm su_re you are ~ing to let us know in the same 

fashion as Senator Gagliano, who promised to go >through S..-.2046 with a 

red pencil. I am anxious to know, as is my coE1ponsor here, the other 

critic isms. r or example, I get th.e feeling from your statement that 

not only do you · consider · the Procedure :to.o cumbersome for a 

municipality, but you also seem to have the same criticism as Senator 

Gagliano that the language of the bill sounds aomewhat punitive. Did 

you mean to imply that also? 

MR. TRAFFORD: Let me clarify our concern with regard to ~at 

we preceive to be the cumbersome burden associated with the 
administrative procedure. The intent was to remove, or to reduce as 

. ' . 

much as possible, litigation at the end · of the road.. But, in the 

current draft of your bill ~et would happen is that the municipality 

would go through this very laborious; time-consuming administrative 

process and then hopefully would win certification, ~ich in turn would 

merelymean that ·the municipality would enjoy the assumption of 

validity at such future point as that municipality went into 

litigation. But, it would still have to go through the whole procedure 

again if and when it went into. µtigation. 
Now, if we are going to end up in court anyway, with its 

associated expense, ~Y go through the trouble of this long, irivol ved 

edministrati ve process? This whole issue may be academic because, 

again, that is one of the areas that is being explored. Some of the 

lawyers on the committee are .trying to reconcile this in terms of due 

process, but it may well be that the committee will recommend a 

procedure whereby if you go through this rather admittedly cumbersome 

administrative · procedure, lfhat the municipality would get after 

certification would be something more · than just the assumption of 

validity, that it would get proposed, and the only way in -tiich it 

could be litigated or challenged would be on an error. 

I am not a lawyer, but there are several lawyers on the 

committee who are grappling with this. There was some feeling that it·· 

would do violence to due process. But, it may be that.something can·be 
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worked out along those lines, in which case we wou.ld change our 

position, our opposition even, on that point. 

SENATOR LIPMAN: l see. Were you present this ioorning? 

MR. TRAffORD: Yes, l was. 

SENATOR LIPMAN: Did you hear the testimony of Mayor Hornik? 

MR. TRAffORD: I .did. 

SENATOR LIPMAN: You did. Could 

on the Mayor's request? 

main issue was a request 

municipalities could make 

the absence of the State 

Well, he asked. · a 

for . some kind of 

you give us an opinion now 

number of · things, but the 

stable guidelines by which 

their ordinances and could proceed to act in 

planning group. · · Would .you care to give us 

your opinion on that? 

MR. TRAffORD: Well, I don't think l can give you a simple 

response. Let me review the issues · as I am aware of them. Some 

lawyers have taken 

participated that it 

January, 1985 because 

the · position at meetings in which I have 

really isn't going to be such a calamity in 

the courts will still -- .even though the Guide 

Plan has no real legal foundation -- in their Judgment look toward it 

for guidance, particularly if they are mindful of the fact that the 

Legislature has now enacted legislation which would provide for the 

continuation of some kind of a plan albeit called by a different name. 

That is one theory that has been proposed. Whether that is correct or 

not l do not know. 

l think the Mayor is certainly correct, however, if· in fact 

that is not the case. I think the Mayor is certainly correct; his 

concern is very valid. We would agree with that tOO~. 
There is another concern we have \rtlich gets into another area . 

which has yet to be resolved, and that is, what happens to those 

municipalities for wiich their Mount Laurel allocation is now past 
. . 

· history and is an accomplished fact? They have either settled on the 

basis of a consent agreement, as many municipalities have done in 

Morris County, or else they have just been handed a judgment, . as was 

Warren Township in Somerset County. What happens down the road if, in 

fact, some allocation bill goes into effect, regions are established, 

and numbers are in some way identified and it turns out that that would 
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alter their circumstances?·; What happens to .them? In other words, they 
. .:.;·,· . . 

were kind of victimized ~.: this time warp, if you w;ill, whereih they 
.. .. 

were under the gun ·and they reacted in the courts. Or, they were taken 

into coi:Jt't. and given a judgiilenf, given a settlement, and then two years 
. . .· . . 

down the road we roove into a new era which is the era of administrative 

review and so forth. What happens to their situation? . Now, legally 

there seems to be little doubt.····• 11that•s too bad· that's u,fcirtunate 
. .. .. . . ' ' 

but this was a legitimate, legal proceeding at the time. It was setted 

and the parties have their rights." In the Com~ittee, ~ are exploring .· 
·. . 

the . possibility that these communities,. althollgh they would have · no 

legal right, would be able to · follow :a procedure whereby .they coul'CI 

petition the court for the option to revie~ a:r reevaluatEi th~ court 

• decision in light of the figures, or the al,locations, that came down as 

a result .of t,he legislation. Again, that is all speculation and it has 
yet to · be decided .• 

SENATOR SAXT.ON:· . Madam Chairman1 

SENATOR LIPMAN: Senator Saxton •. 
. . 

. SENATOR SAXTON: · Mr. Trafford, you mentioned that you thought 

f:lome •.0 1awyers ::·-you had · talketf "bi · on the ~mitt:ee assumed, ·. or were · 

operating under the · assumption that r.naybe the· cD1.1rts would • assume · that 

the guidelines, pursuant to the statewide Guide p~ would continue to 
be considered to be in effect. ··· . ,• . 

. MR. TRAFFORD: For a reasonable period of time, a few . ~onths. 

SENA TOR SAXTON: All right. Now, if that is an assumption 

that some lawyers are making, it seems .reasonable to me to think that 

an assumption c_ould be ma.de by some other l!iwyers that maybe that 

wouldn't happen. And if it. is, in fact, a desirable position for· 

municipalities to be in to have those guidelines in place, wouldn't it 

make sense for the Legislature to pass the .. bill eitending · those 

.guidelines so that we wouldn't have to worr.Y abou'f :.what the court is 

going to de~ide relative to·• them? 

·.MR._ TRAffORD:. That ·seems .to make. sense •. I .think ·the League 

would support that. 

SENATOR LIPMAN: Senator Stockman, did you have a question? 
SENA TOR STOCKMAN: No, thank you .• · 

SENATOR LIPMAN: Senator Cardinale? 
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SENATOR CARDI'NALE: No questions. 

SENATOR LIPMAN: All right. Thank you, Mr. Trafford. You 

are going to let us know as soon as you 'can about the amendments, 

aren't you? 

MR. TRAFFORD: Yes. 
r 

SENA TOR LIPMAN: I would be very happy to have · another 

hearing near the end of August. :r was just trying to ascertain from 

.·Senator. Stockman, and I have asked my colleagues over here, if August 

30 is a good date. Did you say yes, Senator Stockman? 

SENATOR STOCKMAN: Yes. I . will certainly do my best to be 

here. It's okay as far as I know. 

SENATOR LIPMAN: I think they have all agreed, so I guess we 

can look forward to a hearing on or about August 30. 

MR. TRAFFORD: That would be a good date for us. It would 

follow the statewide meeting we contemplate on August 28. 

Senator~ if I may before I leave, I would like to correct 

what might .be an unfortunate and mistaken impression and that is this: 

On two occasions, you referred to our amendments, our committee, and so 

'forth:. ·1hat is very flattering, but, and this is very important for . . 

the record, this committee is not a League committee •. 

SENA TOR LIPMAN: Oh, it 's not? 

MR. · -TRAFF ORD: In fact, depending on the direction in which 
. . . 

the dialogue is going, there are times when I won't even admit that I 

am a member of it. Sometimes it is our committee and sometimes it is 

their committee, and I am just there as an observer. We really have no 

particular influence other than our role of being one of eight or ten 

members. l just wanted to clarify that for. the record. It is rather a 

contiguous party; it · reflects .people·. from a number of different 
. l l 

perspectives, all of _which bear on this issue. . It is in no way a 

municipal committee or a committee of the League of ~niclpalities. 

SENATOR LIPMAN: .1 understand; just some members .of the 

League of Municipalities are participating. 

MR. TRAFFORD: I am one of those.· 

SENATOR LIPMAN: Yes, you are one of them. 

MR. TRAFFORD: But, I am merely a member and·at times I don't 

even consider myself a member. 
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SENA TOR LIPMAN: It must be a hot session, Mr. Trafford. 

(laughter) So, I stand corrected. It is an ad hoc committee. 

MR. TRAFFORD: That would be far more accurate. 

SENATOR LIPMAN: Which will be nameless at present, but it is 

expert I suppose. 

MR. TRAFFORD: I think they are most certainly very 

knowledgeable people. 

SENATOR LIPMAN: Well versed in land-use law? 

MR. TRAFFORD: Right. 

SENATOR LIPMAN: And, directly representing constituencies· 

which are affected by this legislation. Would you say that? 

MR. TRAffORD: If I may, the membership, at the expense of 

leaving someone out, consists of the Executive Director of the Regional 

Plan Association, Kathy Rae. It is chaired by Harry Pozycki, who 

represents• the New Jersey State Bar Association, and· who is also a 

municipal official. I am a member. The Public Advocate 1 s office is 

very ably represented by Ken Meiser. Gene Schneider .and Amy Piro . who 

represent the Administration serve on the committee; Peter Buchsbaum 

·'Serves·un:·-ttie,·a,mmittee. We have a representative of the New Jersey 

Builders Association and several other people. I am . sorry if I have 

overlooked anyone. 

SENATOR LIPMAN: . Thank you very much. We enjoyed finding out 

about the committee. 

SENATOR SAXTON: At some point, do you expect to have 

speci fie recommendations from the committee? 

MR. TRAFFORD: Oh, absolutely, as soon as possible. The 

committee has met four or five times, three or f OlJr hours each time. 

They have deliberated exhaustively and our hope is that 1.n one, or at 
t. 

the most in two more meetings;· the committee will have ''completed its 
·,. 

deliberations. 

SENATOR SAXTON: I'm sure you plan to present them to us in 

writing. 
MR. TRAffORD: They do. Again, I don't. The chair of the 

colllllittee, Harry Pozycki, will, yes. 
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SENATOR SAXTON:· When they present them, would they be, kind 

enough to include a list of their names and positions and where they 

come from? 

MR.· TRAFFORD: I'm sure they would. 

SENATOR LIPMAN: Mr. Trafford, are you going to present the 

reco1T111endations of this Committee to your statewide meeting on the . . . 
twenty-eighth? 

MR. TRAFFORD: That is the purpose of the meeting, Senator. 
. . 

SENATOR LIPMAN: That is the purpose· of" the meeting, all 

right. Until then you would not like to commit the League to anything, 

.right? 

MR. TRAFFORD: Well, as I said, I have a laundry list of 

eight or.ten concerns that we raised, but five or six of them have been 

addressed. 

SENATOR LIPMAN: All right. 

MR. TRAFFORD: I think it would only· :confuse the dialogue. 

SENATOR LIPMAN: Fair enough. I think. I have harassed you 

long · enough. Thank you so much for coming to present your testimony. 

We will look forward to hearing -your amendments when we return on 

August 30. 

MR •. TRAFFORD: Thank you. 

SENATOR LIPMAN: Mr. Steve Eisdorfer, Department · of the 

Public Advocate. 

STEPHEN M. EISOORFER: . Senator Lipman and members of the Committee, I 

want to thank you for permitting me to testify on .behalf of the 

Department of the Public Advocate. As Senator Dorsey indicated, I come 

somewhat fresh from trial negotiations in Morris County. You must 

excuse me if I ·nave not fully shifted gears to the legislative 

process. .1 

We are now ·in the ninth year after f@e Supreme Court's 

decision on Mount Laurel. I think it is fair to\say that at this 

point, · and for- the first time, we are beginning to see real outcomes 

and real consequences from that decision. Those real consequences are 

coming in two forms. In one form, we -are beginning to see · housing 

constructed. We are beginning to see housing Opportunities for low-
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and moderate-income people actually being created, and I want to say a 

few things about that. 

The second form is, we are beginning to see action from the 

Legislature. for this we are most grateful to the members of this 

Committee. We are most anxious to support legislative action that will 

begin to address housing problems in New Jersey, and I will have more 

to say about that too. 

Let me just comment on what kinds · of results we are seein9 

from the Mount Laurel decisions in terms of housing. For the first 

time, we actually have housing under construction in Bedminst.er 

Township in a development called "The Hills," which is the result of a 

10-year piece of litigation. There are now 260 units. 

SENA TOR LIPMAN: Mr. Eisdorf er, excuse me for interrupting 

you, but since you are going to tell us about what is happening with 

the courts, Senator Stockman has a very specific question that he would 

like you to answer. 

MR. EISDORFER: I would be happy to, if 1 can. 

SENATOR STOCKMAN: No, 1--

.,.SENATDR LIPMAN: (interrupting) Oh, you don't? 

SENATOR STOCKMAN: No. I had suggested that perhaps the 

testimony concerning the Dorse_y bill and the mnstitutional questions 

could be gone beyond, although since there is a formal statement 1 do 
--

not want to tread on the other Committee members. They may feel we 

should hear further testimony oh those subjects, as opposed to the 

Advocate's position with regard to Senator Lipman's bill. I don't 

know. I was really trying to save some time. I will abide by the 

Chairwoman's judgment. 

SENATOR LIPMAN: .Do you have a suggestion, gentlemen, about 

what you would especially like to hear from Mr. Eisdorfer? 

MR. EISDORFER: I would be happy to '"accommodate you in 
<.Ji 

whatever way I can. 

SENATOR LIPMAN: I know; that is why I stopped you. I'm sure 

you would be. 

SENATOR CARDINALE: I'm sure that the Public Advocate would 

like to accommodate all of the public, and we are part of that. We 
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just received your formal statement. If you do not go through all of 

it, I do not think we will be familiar enough with it to ask any kinds 

of questions that might be pertinent to any aspects of it. However, 

Senator Stockman began to address an area that we will probably all 

have questions on and you might want to answer his concerns because I 

am sure I will have the same _ones. 

SENATOR LIPMAN: Mr. Eisdorfer, just continue as you were. 

There was some special interest in the formulas which the court is 

using and so forth. That is why I stopped you so that if you were not 

going to cover that aspect, you would. 

MR. EISDORFER: Let me suggest, particularly to Senator 

Stockman, or whomever else, that at any point you feel I am not 

addressing the things you are interested in, just tell me, and I will 

try to do what I can within my very serious limits. 

The fact is that housing is now being constructed. We have 

260 units under construction in Bedminster. Those are really 

affordable units. We have units that are going to be settling at 

$25,000~ Interestingly enough, they are going to be next to units 

.that are going to be selling for $250,000. The ground has been broken 

and they are under construction. We anticipate that they will be ready 

for occupancy within the year. 

We have 92 units under construction in Mount Laurel 

Township. To put this in perspective, this is in some sense the very 

opening tip of the iceberg. We have recently entered into settlements 

with 12 municipalities in Morris Township in Morris County, including 

Hanover Township, represented by Senator Dorsey, for a total of 7,078 

units, of which approximately 5,300 will be new construction over the 

next six years. The types of conditions we are talking about would 

provide housing af.fordable to people essentially at pribes equivalent 

to what federally-subsidized housing would be, · th~t- is~ housing that 

would assure that people could afford paying no more than 25% of their 

income for housing. So, it is actually happening, and that is a 

change. 

The second thing I want to address myself to _is the various 

pieces of legislation. I indicated that we are opposed to Senate 
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Concurrent Resolution 24 and to Senate Bill 1913. We believe that both 

of these bills -- despite their subtlety and their careful drafting and 

craftsmanship -- are really just, in effect, massive resistance. We do 

·not believe they are responsive to the legitimate concerns expressed in 

Mount Laurel, to the legitimate housing needs of low- and 

moderate-income people, nor to the legitimate demands that low-income 

people have the same opportunity to choose where they live that 

affluent people have and, in particular, the same opportunity to choose 

to 1i ve where the jobs are, that roore well-to-do people have. 

We support Senate Bill 2046 as a framework for implementation 

and vindication of · those rights. We have been very happy and 

privileged to be working with the ad hoc drafting committee and, while 

we think it is inevitable that that committee is going to come up with 

amendments, refinements, and fine tuning, we believe that it is a good 

process. . We think the bill is a (})Od framework. We believe it is a 

bill that this Convnittee should report out favorably. 

Now, let me comment on a number of areas on the draft you 

have before you where we have concerns, just to describe to you the 

.•.,•-kinds 0 ·l)f eoncerns we have. One area that has been talked about a good 

deal is the area of phasing, that is, once the municipality's housing 

obligation is established, how fast does it have to act to fulfill that 

hou~dng obligation or to permit private developers to do their thing to 

fulfill that housing obligation? In Section 22 of S-2046, a particular 

phasing schedule is proposed, along with some general criteria for 

evaluating phasing schedules. At this paint, we are doubtful that 

there is any one formula that is going to make sense, any one set of 

percentages. We certainly do not think that a sixth per year, as was 

proposed by Qne witness this morning, is going to turn out to be 

appropriate everywhere. We are very doubtful that' the formula 

suggested in Section 22, which is 25% the first y;ar and then l5% in 

each subsequent year, is likely to work · in all places. In some 

municipalities, that is clearly going to be too much the first year. 

In some municipalities, that is much less · than they can and should 

absorb. I would just cite the example of Hanover Township, where the 

agreement we have entered into calls for 50% to be permitted within the 

first two years and 100% within the first four years. 
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We suggest that the bill ~hould properly have guidelines and 

cri:teda for the co1Jrt <and for the Affordable Housing Council as to how 
. ·. ~ . 

much to approach phasing' but 'we .are very doubtful that any particular 

formula is going to _work throughout the, State, or -should be imposed 
. . 'throughout the .· State.. . - ' . 1- • 

In the area of . f afr sha;e, we had an extraordinary process 

-- t~ke :-place in New Jersey· under the aJ~Pi,~es-· of- Judge Serpentelli. He 

_got some 20 planners tog~ther repr~senting'au_conceiyable interests -

representing' muni~ipaliti~s, tepre~enting · devel'opers, representing 

civil rights' organiza~ions '.'"- got them into a room and,. in effect, 

· locked the door on them. -He said to .them, ·"l want yoiJ 20 planners to -

use y~ur best efforts, .. exercise yo~r best - professional . judgment, and -

tnsofar as you ·can; put aside your concerns _about whom you are· 

advocflting for, ~nd come up with a consensus." ·- As a lawyer, _I know 

that i( you put 20 law)'t!rs in a rooin, nothing would happen. -- -- I think it . . . . 

is a credit to the planners _and hoiJsing experts .who were in t_hat room 

that after three days they, in fact, ~erged with a consensus. The 

consensus is embodied in_ a repol't _ under the name -of the Chairwoman _ of _ · 

that committee, .Carla leJ;'fllan, wtio is the Director of the Bergen County 

ttousing Authority, and it was, 1ast week, endorsed by Judge Serpentelli 

·-. at the · Warren . Township decision. -We think it was a remarkable 

.accomplish11u~nt. It involves compromises. .It is· riot the plan -~e would 

have -- drafted if we had been drafting it, but we think it represents a 
reasonable· approach. -- ·· · · - •- ·- -_--_ 

We question whether.the Affordable Housing Council under this _ 

_ bill should reinvent the wheel. We _would:·suggest tha~ the Affordable 

_--_ Housing Council have direction to specifically look at the work that 

has been done by thil!l group as :reflected , in ,the court . decisions that 
·... -_' 1- . ' ' . 

_ they should build on 
't""c ,, . ·. . . . 
inc;.sonie_ large· measure 

are now emerging. I think, so far as possible, 
. . . -.. . 

that rather than start frail scratch. 01.1r -conce.rn 

is a concern· not to add addition~! monthii of delay t~ the process·. . One -
. . . . . . ·... : ' - . . 

· might well imagine that this Council, well-intentioned and w~ll~staffed 
. ., . ·: : . ·. _. . . 

~s _it_ may be, a.nd .punctiliously hearing all points of v.i.ew, might. well 

take nine months or' a YI:?~ to ce>me. up with a. piece of work that .is not 
so different -from what these~ 20 :planners came up ·with._ We would 
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suggest that legislation roore specifically direct them to build on work 

that has already been done, rather than starting from scratch. 

A third area is an area that has been talked about very much 

already today. That is the area of housing subsidies, how they should 

be obtained, and oow they should be used. The area is addressed in 

Section 20 of Senat~ Bill 2046. It is important if you are tflinking 

about housing subsidies to remember a little bit of history. ,When the 

first Mount Laurel cases were filed, the issue was not money. The 

issue was exclusion because, in fact, what brought on the original 

Mount laurel case was that there was a group that had a HUD subsidy 

which was barred from building that Subsidized housing in Mount laurel 

Township. The moral one has to draw from ,that story is that the 

problem of exclusion, . of people being denied the right to live . where 

they choose, to have the choice that other people in. the State are 

. permitted to have because of their incomes, is one that is independent 

of subsidies. We have to address the issue of exclusion whether or not 

we address the issue of how housing can be ·financed. Even· after we 

have enough money, God willing, we will still have. to deal with .the 

.issue of,,.exclusion. However~ money has now become part of the 

problem. What has happened in the past 10 years is that there is a lot 

less rooney to .tp. around. The federal subsidies that were available in 

1975 are not going to be available in 1985. 

So, now if we intend to make housing opportunity a real 

opportunity and not merely a theoretical one~ we have to address the 

issue of money. We believe that the proposal to raise noney through an 

increase in the real estate transfer fee is a reasonable one. We think 

that a substantial portion of this noney will have to go, and should 

go, to_ urban areas, .because regardless of Mount laurel and what kinds . . . . -· •·. 

of fair share plans are going to be put together, it .i,.si clear that a 

substantial portion of need is going to have to be"1:met 'in the cities, 
,.••; 

and should be met in the cities.· 

We have two bills which propose to lJSe this money. We -have 

Senate Bill 2046 and Assemblyman Schwartz's bill, Assembly Bill 974. 

It is our view that those two bills are going to have to be, and ought 

to be, reconciled in a way that appropriately allocates funds from 
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whatever source between dealing with housing in urban areas and dealing 

with housing in • .. suburban areas. We have offered to work with 

Assemblyman Schwartz, and we offer. to work with this Committee, to try 
\ . . . . ·, 

to come up w1.th a means of partitioning that money. I would only 

comment that the language that is now set out in Section 20 of-S..-2046, 

whic.h simply calls for "a reasonable percentage" of money -to be 

. allocated to urban aid municipalities, is too vague and uncertain. It 
. ' . . -

is language that can only result in urban areas and suburban areas 

being pitted against each other in a fight over the money. 

One point that is not addressed in 5-2046, but which we think 

ought to be addressed, is the issue of implementation that has begun to 

t!merge. The Supreme Court has suggested, and it is our experience in 

practice, that if we are going to create affordable housing, we have to · 

take steps to assure that it remains affordable. In the kinds of 

agreements we are negotiating, we are writing in provisions designed to 

keep housing. affordable for a period of 30 years through resale price 

controls, rerental controls, and the like. As municipalities begin 

to cope with the need to create a 111arket of affordable housing, it is 

clear that some kinds of administrative structures need to be set up. 

A number of municipalities, Bedminster for one, tincoln Park for 

another, are proposing to set up nonprofit corporations. It seems to 

us more efficient to try to do this on a centralized basis rather than 

having 80 or 100 little nonprofit corporations administering these 

controls -- to have some kind of a joint organization. .We would 

suggest that language of this sort authorizing that kind of a joint 

organization, perhaps under the control of DCA, be incorporated into 

the bill. 

In short, we oppose Senate Concurrent Resolution 24. We 

oppose Senate Bill 1913. We support and look forward to -,seeing more 

refined versions of Senate Bill 2046. 1 I thank you f~r your attention. . ,._ 

SENATOR LIPMAN: Thank you very much. S~nator Stockman wants 

to ask you some questions, but may I say that I appreciate your remarks 

about Senate.Bill 2046. l will take them u,der advisement carefully. 

MR. E!SDORFTR: Thank you v~ry much. 
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SENATOR STOCKMAN: Mr. Eisdorfer, I share Senator Lipman's 

comments about your support for S;;.2046, f ~r your iMput into , it, and for 

the .role that the Pub Uc Advocate has : generally taken .. in this whole 
. . . . ' . - . . 

• subject-. -for .me, the most diffic,1,Jlt ,_and ttoublesome i-s:sue -·· t·hat seems 

-to be coming to the fore, and which I wo~ld ve_ry much Hke to hav~ a. 

little dialogue with you on, is ~n issue that l think Senator Gagliano 

really brought out in Point Seven· of his, Lthought, rather measured 

and obviously sincere · arg~ments · about . how to improve. this bill. ·. I·• 

think you heard his ~omments and I won't nec~s~arily :~~peat them here, 

but they go to this question-'-~ • W~H ~ he approached it oh · the theoi-y 

that by ttJe realty transfer tax· we _are effectively really taking IIIQl'e 
mon~y o·ut . of the suburbs . -- if we ha~i to _ get into that - :end 

· deliveri_ng it to the urban . ar~as. While I. know the argument can be 

made· back that the_ bill doesn't miilndate _that.· per se, • I think it is 

likely under the spirit of the bill, if_ not the letter, to happen. To I • 

.. . 

me that is .. not troublesome~ I · think _ there is an understandable 

justification for that if, in .fact, it goes that way. ·· 

He goes on to suggest that this should be cleleted from the 

l~gislation,u:tle,fS substantial.:housing ~redits towai-d housing quota~- in 

· the region are given to those municipalities which are required to 

comply with Mount Laurei objec~ives. _ In that way, --~-. subs1:.antial amount 

of rehabilitation .could take place in, .urban ,areas and,_· at the. same 
. time, we would _allow l3llburban . municipalities to · develop new hou'sing at · · 

a more reasonable-pace. 

It is a question of those people . \<ti"to· are starting to say that 

the builder's remedy and the implications of it, from a planning point 

of view, perhaps -~ too far •. Let us subsidi;e what we are trying to 
. . 

· accomplish thro~gh ,revenues, and let those revenu1:tS come fra:n suburban 

areas· ,~nd be 'used, in part, to rehabilitate · deterior~tingi but·· basically 
. ,• . . 

sound-quality housing stock. in urban areas, . and c1o·~wo :things: reduce . . ~- . 

. the pressure on· them .at perhaps ov~rexcessive or· qui~k cfeve~oprilent, and 

restore the cities. To not do it is to invite further deterioration to 
the cities· and an erosion of sorne . of the more -stable populations· of' the ·. 

' . - . . . . . . 

cities. 

· ls the Public ·Advocate unalterably opposed to some type of an 

approach of that sort? 
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MR. EISDORFER: Senator, that is a complicated question, and 

I am afraid I am going to have to give you a complicated answer, if you 

will permit me. As I suggested a few moments ago, the issues in Mount 

Laurel and the implementation of Mount Laurel really involve several 

different kinds of things. One kind of thing is simply the problem 

that we do. not have enough housing that is safe, decent, and affordable 

to meet the needs of 40%. of our, citizenry that are in the low- and 

moderate-income categories. That is, in large measure, a problem of 

money. Certainly, wherever we can meet \those needs, and wherever we 

can find money to meet those needs, we should. However, there is 

another strand to Mount Laurel, and that is: the strand that people 

should have a housing choice. People, because they are poor, should 

not be systematically denied a housing choice that historically over 

the past 30 years the more affluent have had, that is, the choice to 

live in the ~city or in the suburbs. We do not believe that in the name 

of providing more money people should continue to be denied that 

choice. We do not believe that is an acceptable, appropriate, or 

constitutional trade-off. 

Now~ we are very eager to see suburban municipalities 

undertake to use public moneys generated within their borders to deal 

with ±he housing needs within their borders. We have now, in a number 

of instances, seen suburban municipalities set up rehabilitation 

programs to use publicly-owned property to, in effect, subsidize 

housing construction without using the builder's remedy. We think 

those are.very·desirable things to do. 

I would agree with you that the builder's remedy or, to be 

more precise, the idea of 20% set-asides for building an upper- or 

middle-income unit for ev_ery low- or .moderate-income unit, is an 

exceedingly inefficient way of doing it. Any devices we· '~an find that 

create a housing choice and avoid the necessity for'" buiH:ling four units 

of housing for every one we are really interested in, should be 

encouraged. 

SENATOR STOCKMAN: Mr. Eisdorfer, if a sincere effort, 

legislatively, were undertaken to fashion some legislation that would 

move in the direction I have tried to explore with you -- if in one 
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sense, there was a real protection of this freedom of choice and the 

important constitutional issue or issues that are wrapped up in Mount 

Laurel would be protected in that, any such legislation would have to 

pass the test of judicial scrutiny. 

Do you think there ought to be some effort at allowing 

municipalities to deal with this issue .on a more regional basis so as 

to catch and capture some of these housing stocks iri more urban areas, 

because these poorer urban areas inevitably seem to be within reach? 

They are pretty well placed when you think about it..;..,. Newark, Trenton, 

Camden, and a few other places. Should this be locked into each 

municipality and each municipality's I obligation on this issue, as 

opposed to a combination of the region? 

MR. EISDORFER: $enator, in 1975, the Supreme Court bemoaned 

the fact that no one was coming up with regional solutions. The court 

said, sadly, that we had .to deal with municipalities one by one because 

that is the only way we see them. We would certainly support efforts 

at regional solutions. We would welcome those subject to the same 

concerns I have just described to you, so long as they, in fact, are 

.responsive-J:,oth to the objective of producing more affordable housing 

and preserving our existing housing stock and, also, facilitating and 

vindicating the right of people to choose where they live. 

SENATOR STOCKMAN: It is going to take, a high degree of 

leadership and courage, I guess, to really come up to this is.sue and 

deal with it wisely. As you mentioned,· you can pick a ,:1umber of 

phrases that seem to really hit at fundamental fairness and justice 

when you are dealing here. You used the phrase, in the name of more 

money to trade off, for instance, constitutional rights. That sounds 

real bad. I sure do not want to be tagged with that, and I'm sure 

every other member of this Committee and everyone who 1is involved in 

the struggle of trying to find a sensible answer \Teels·· the same way. 

But, more and more it seems to be a question of degree and, certainly 

as you point out, a question of revenues. I remember way back getting 

into this issue more and more and I will very frankly suggest publicly 

that one of my thoughts was this. It is kind of simplistic, but it 

may touch on the issue we are debating or discussing here now. I said 
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to myself, "In a general sense, it seems to me that the people who have 
I . 

reacted most strongly, most hostilely, and most negatively to Mount 

Laurel II tend to be the people who are least enthused, least turned on 

by, or least concerned about the plight of some of our older, 

deteriorating urban communities." In that frame of mind it struck me 

that perhaps here and now at the very least is some leverage that a 

court has given us where in return for being sure that this decision 

does not abuse them or go overboard in those suburbs, perhaps we can 

get some resorces for the urban areas. 

In.one sense that can be a dangerous way to look at things, I 

guess, but it struck me. It may be the way that history will have to 

·write the outcome of this struggle we are in now. 

I apprecic1te your statement. I appreciate, as I said, the 
t 

tremendous work that Joe Rodriguez and your Department have done on 

this. I thank you for. appearing before our Committee today. 

MR. EISDORFER: Thank you. 

SENA TOR LIPMAN: · Senator Saxton? 

SENATOR SAXTON: Mr. Eisdorfer, I am very interested in the 

testimony you have give~ and I think I can see your position quite 

clearly, a position I have known for quite some time. l know you were 

here this morning and you heard some concerns expressed by people who 

live in or who represent communities that are the subject of Mount 
/ 

Laurel II. As I read through the testimony here with you while you 

were paraphrasing from it, 1 noticed quite clearly that you are a very 

strong advocate of what appears to· be the approach that has been used 

and you support the decisions of the court r,elati ve to the builder's 

remedy. You do not seem to be all that concerned about what may happen 

out in those communities. Maybe that is an unfair statement on my 

part, but I can see your point of view as an advocate of getting this 

job done, of getting low- and moderate-income housi~. built. 

I do not see any .concern in your testimony, however, as to · 

what the consequences might be for the municipalities which are 

directly concerned and responsible for implementing these kinds of 

changes. Would you care to comment on that? 
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MR. EISDORFER: Yes please, Senator. I suppose I have two 

thoughts. One is, it seems to me that any remedial legislation that 

this Cammi ttee generates and that the Legislature considers, · has to. 

meet the test of realism. It actually has to be workable. You know, 

we are certainly concerned that whatever comes out of this room be 

something that, in the phrase . of Mayor Hornik this morning, "Works in 

the trenches." 

In dealing with municipalities, it has been our position to 

say, "Okay, what is actually going to work here?" To cite an example 

that was remarked upon in the written testimony, Roxbury Township made 

a very persuasive case to us, though it may or may not have persuaded 

the court, . that they had profound constraints imposed upon them by the 

Department of Environmental Protection, which was going to limit the 

total amount of central sewering they were going to be able to do. 

They persuaded us that in terms of realism, that put a limit on the 

number and timing of low~income units that could be provided. We were 

responsive to that in terms of the kind of settlement we negotiated 

.,ith them. 

,,It :c~eems to me that the early consensus of the 20 planners 

was also specifically responsive to that. The way that report was cast 

was, "Here is a formula. . It is a formula based on data that is 

generally available. It. is reproducible. Any planner sitting in his 

office can use it . as a way of determining what his municipality's 

obligation is going to be, but we understand that once we have this 

number, there then has to be an opportunity to adjust it, to refine it, 

in light of the particular circumstances of that municipality." We 

think that is an appropriate approach in whatever form this happens, 

whether it happens in court or, hopefully, whether it happens before 

some administrative agency as a result of .legislation passed by this 

Legislature. that that kind of individual tailoring t~~es place. 

I have a second thought which is perhaps tactless. If it is 

tactless, I beg your apology in. advance. This, il;; · the cry we are 

hearing now in the ninth year after Mount Laurel, "Me oh my,· how can . we 

possibly do it?" This was not what people were saying nine years ago, 

or anytime in between. It seems to me that municipalities which 
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recognized their obligations in 1975 and engaged in rational planning 

will not find themselves in need of making such pleas now. It is my 

feeling that municipalities which began rational planning a year and a 

half ago, rather than. waiting to be sued, might well be in a better 

position than those who waited to be sued. It is my feeling that 

municipalities· which begin rational planning right now, rather-' than 

waiting for decrees to enter or, indeed, for legislation to pass, will 

be in a better position two years from now than those who say, "Let's 

wait. 11 If that is tactless, J apologize. 

SENATOR SAXTON: What are your suggestions for municipalities 

which over a four- or five-year period would perhaps double the number 

<of housing units within their borders? 

MR. EJSDORFER: Well, that is a phenomenon that is not 

unknown in New Jersey. There are many municipalities which have 

voluntarily chosen to do that. I can't testify as to Marlboro or 

Warren, from whom we heard this morning, but there are certainly 

municipalities now which at the same time they plea, say, "We are not· 

capable of q_oing this under a court order," or are zoned in a way that 

invites that to· happen withqut a court order. Rapid expansion at the 

· fringe .of development is the norm rather than the exception in New 

Jersey. 

SENATOR SAXTON: You may very well be right on that. I can 

think of. an instance in Burlington County where that happened. It 

happened to be a town which was formerly called Willingboro, which was 

then called Levittown because the builder decided it would be better 

called Levittown. Then, some years later, the name was returned to 

Willingboro. Over a 10-year period, I suppose the population doubled, 

tripled, and quadrupled over and over. The tone of your answer, 

however, leads me to believe that you think that might be kind of the 

norm, that that might happen on occasion, when in if~ct ·you and I both 
. ,, 

know it is not. 

MR. EISDORFER: Well, it happened in two decades in a 1:ow in 

Hanover Township. It happened in Denville Township. It happened in 

Montville Township. My guess. is it probably happened between 1960 and 

1970,. and 1950 and· 1960, and it probably happened in between a third 

and a half of the municipalities in Morris County. 
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SENA TOR SAXTON: We could debate that . question, and I could 

tell you that in District Eight I have 27 towns and I don't think it 

happened in any of them. 

MR. 'EISDORFER: That may well be. 

SENA TOR SAXTON: We could carry this on for a long time. 

MR. EISDORFER: Sure. 

SENATOR SAXTON: But the point is, there is a municipality in 

my district, if I may be a little paroc~ial for a· moment, which has had 

an increase of 2,000 units -- they are probably now to a total· of 

perhaps 8,000 units -.,.. over the past 10 years. In this situation,. that:. 

municip~lity, without any planningup ll'ltil this point to create sewer 

capacity, to increase their police force, or to build another school, 

if you will, would now be forced to build 5,000 or 6,000 units. How 

does that community deal with that? Do you advocate that the State 

should provide some financial aid to that community, or do you suggest 

we just let the municipal property taxes go up to $4,000 or $5,000 per 

house? How do you deal with that problem? That is a practical problem 

that we, as a gentleman said this morning, have to deal with in the 

'••tTenciies. It··i$·nice to say, IIYes, we need nore affordable housing,'' 

and it is great that the courts have issued the Mount Laurel U 

decision, but how do you do it? 

MR. EISDORFER: Senator, that is an exceedingly _complex 

question. 

SENATOR SAXTON: It is an exceedingly complex problem. 

MR. EISDORFER: In some sense it is a question that can only 

be answered on a municipality-by-municipality basis. One of the 

thoughts that I think lies behind the "question is -- and if I don't 

find its reading stop me and I will go someplace else -- it does not 
seem to me, and it does not seem to us as a Departni~nt, · that the 

absence of infrastructure is . a permanent iZ!:,_;usti.fication for 

municipalities not meeting their fair share of the housing . need. 

However, that is something that may· well go to the appropriate timing. 

It may well be appropriate to phase in a municipality's obligation over 

some period of time, so that it does not get ahead of the 

municipality's ability to provide infrastructure and to provide the 
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_kinds' of services that. must accompany any increase in pppulation. If 

that is· the· kind of concern you arE! pressing, it is one we certainly 

share. and agree With. 

· SENATOR CARDINALE:: Mr. Eisdorfer, I am troubled by a. failure 

to· understand, I suppose, _the basic position that you take with respect 

· to SCR-24. · · Throughout the_ course o( your te~timony, you· indicated·-that · 

you _ ,support housing - 'ct:toice ·- for peopl~ of all . income levels. Whether 

they ii ve in . suburban or urban areas, I suppose . you wouldn 't - . 
- differentiat:e in·. terms-_ ot s~pJ)orting a housing, choice for them. But, 

at the same time, it seems to me -- correct me if 1 ~ wron_g -- that 

your • Department takes. the . position ·. that choices Ss to housing" . policy . 

should be denied to ~il of. the pe~ple of. the St.ate' because what SCR-24 . 

does is not establish a J:l()Ucy' .· but rather gi yes the . choice . to the 

people of.the·State to establish that policyby a public-vote. 

Since_ the title of your office at ieast is Public Advocate, I 

find it difficult .to reconcile your position. - forgive me if this is a 

basic question and perhaps one bordering on our essential philosophies, 
; • • o> • -· • : • • • --

but l cannot resol~e it _- in my own mind. . Perhaps ypu can help me . by 

... telling me why the Public Advocat,:, would deny the people the right to 

v~t~ on this Policy~ Specifically, are you afraid that the people 

might not agree with the pollcy thllt you espo~se? 

. MR. EISDORfER: · Senator, it's motherhood, th~ American flag, 

and apple pie ,to be in . fav_or of everybody voting on everything. - J f you. 

are asking me, shouldn't the popular will prevail, how can. I say· no? 

.But, of course, th_e ~tory is ~re - complicated than -that. SCR,..24 is a 
.. ·. . . 

· proposal that purports c;,n its face to be one that endorses housing 
·. . . ., __ : .. '- . 

choice and lends itself to being supported in thOse terms •. _ We believe 

that _it d~es not •. _ We believe, in fact, that the effec:t :of adopting 

this constitutional amendment would be to deny the dloice , that the. · 

affluent have had ~~er the poor fo; th~ past ~30 y~rs~ ,. We think that 
·.. ·.. . ·. . ' . . . ' . . .,i; ·- -·,, • . . . 

offering this as ,a referendum ~s friming the question to the pllblic in ... 

a way that. is bound. to be deceptive. It anay well· be that there is a 

whole array of questions that cannot_b~ put:i~,the space of 50 words or 

less . when 'the popula~ wiil is solicited. I don't know. aut, 

regardle1:1s of ·whether •that is· true or not, it does not seem to us ttlat · 

.· SCR-24 is a pr~posal_ that fairly solicits the popular judgment. 
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SENATOR CARDINAL[: Mr. Eisdorfer, what you have done in 

answer to my question · is merely restate the position that you have 

taken. You have said that you do not feel . that it is an adequate 

public policy, if I may shorten your statement a bit. However--

MR. EISDORFER: (interrupting) Senator, I don't think that 

is what I said, but please go ahead. 

SENATOR CARDINALE: Well, · in a few more words than that, I 

believe it is what you said, that you believe SCR...:24 embod,ies a public 

policy which you do not feel meets your criteria for what would be a 

good public policy for ·· the State of New Jersey to follow. 1 

understand that that is the position of.the Public Advocate. I have .no 

problem accepting the fact that you . believe that. . 1 happen to believe 

that a majority of the people that I represent, at least, do not 'Share 

your view. 1 am not suggesting that every issue be voted on by the 

people., but 1 am suggesting that this is a basic policy of State 

government. One practice has occurred throughout all of the history nf 

. the State .of New Jersey., and now a radical departure is taking place. 

So, it is not in the circumstance of asking the public to vote -on each 

and every single issue. As a responsible public official, which I take 

you to .be -- you. seem to be very serious and very knowledgeable about 

·this topic -- why do you refuse to .support something which says, "Let's 

test how the public would like to be governed on this issue"?_ They 

might agree with you; they might disagree with you. But,· why don't you 

support their right of choice, when you do support choice in anot~~r 

area? 

MR. EISDORFER: Senator, I think you have substantially 

mischaracterized my position. I am not sure I can restate it better 

than the way I stated it before. You know, I will repeat.,myself if you 
' ' ,_, 

wish, but 1 am not sure l can add anything to th~. way ·1 said it the 
.,,._,:••0 ,w 

first time. 

SENATOR CARDINALE: In what way have I mischaracterized your 

position? Do you support SCR-24? 

MR. EISDORFER: .· No, we oppose SCR-24. 

SENATOR CARDINALE: You oppose SCR-24. Do you believe that 

SCR-24 is a good policy for the State of New Jersey or a bad policy for . 

the State of New Jersey? 
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SENATOR STOCKMAN: Madam Chairman, .may I be heard? 

SENATOR LIPMAN.: Yes, you may. 

SENA TOR STOCKMAN: · M~y. I ~uggest that . we are here to get some 

insight into ·these. three. bills. · . I think it i~ · patently .evident that 

the Public · Advocate . has been. on• record as opposing . this legislation . for· 

months and months. I think the witne$ has expressed himself. I know 
ho~ deeply . Senator -Cardinale.·•• feels - about .. this issue, . but on the 

que~ti~ of whether .· we · are reaHy . getting · something · that we can use 

further;.· I think we:· are sta~ting to• get io a point, Ge;ry, where-~ In 

defense of the witness, i think maybe~ 

SENATOR CARDINALE: G~rry, with all due respect to. your 

· desire to respect the witness, and with all due ·respect to the witness, 

you know, . I think. you lawyers talk about positions. · When you have :a 

· · witness testifying in cou~t, you · .use . the phr~se, "going to the ·· 

credibility of a witne.ss." Now, we are not .going to the credibility of 

thls person as. an individual.·-~ J don't mean to personalize it in this . . . . . . - . . . . . 

fashion -- but : to the credibility of the position. This is a public 

officiaL . We pay his salary. .·- We pay the salaries f~~ ·that whole 
. ·. . 

Department, and 1 think we are entifled; iUl!Ong otherthings, when they 

come before us, to get an impression of whether they are doing the job . 

of the people or. whether they are doing the .. job of somet.hirig else, . 

· whether they · ar~ serving _ their own individual personal -philosophies or · 

co~1ective philosophie~, or they are serving the philosophy of the 

people. 

Now,· I realize the hour is getting late; but we have allo~d 

an awful · lot of questioning and . an awful 1qt of · repartee among many of. 

the people who.have appeared before us, yourself included. This is the. 
. . . ~ . . . . 

basic. heart of the disagreement that many people have. •. There were m~y 

areas of disagreement, but this. is the basi~ heart of the disag:reement . 

, .. · th~t mEtny · peop1e hav~ on this entire subject. Thfr~ are many · people 

i who for years~- Ever 'since T have been iri th~ Legislature, there, have 

been some" of us Who have thought the Publ.ic Advocate 's off ice ought to 

be abolished. There ha~e been .bills introduced to do that for this · 
. . 

very basic reason. Now, , I am·-not suggesting that_ here today, but l arp 

suggesting--. 

SENATOR STOCKMAN: •· (interrupting) The witness is lucky. 
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SENATOR CARDINALE: (continuing) that there is what appears 

to me to be a basic hypocrisy in the position being taken by the Public 

Advocate when the Public Advocate says, "I. support housing choice for 

all people whether they live in the suburbs or. in the cities. Whether 

they are' of high .·income, low income, or moderate income, they should 

all have housing choice." That is. a very fine position and I am not 

saying It is 11ecessarily · wrong. The method chosen by the court to 

implement that position is the Mount biurel II decision. You support 

Mount Laurel I I. .Why do you refuse to give the people an alternative 

choice, · a different housing policy that many believe will ultimately 

also provide housing choice to all of the people of this State? 

SENATOR LIPMAN: Senator, I have to interrupt you here to 

remind you that you are speaking to one of the staff of the Public 

Advocate 's office. The question could . be more properly addressed to\ 

the Public Advocate himself, number one, and, number two, if. the basis 

for the existence of the Public .Advocate's office is to be the defender 

.Df the people, I think they have a choice as to what. side they will 

take, whether they will take the court's side or the public's side. in 

'~'ttiis·'i.nstam:e. · They also have the role of causing all State agencies 

to comply to regulations, investigating these agencies if they do not 

comply, and recommending better procedures. 

I think you are going to the very heart of the reason why 

they were created. It isn't so· much to agree with legislators. I 

think we have our· privileges too, and if we do not agree with the side 

that the Advocate · is on, then we have to make that clear, as you are 

making it clear. Mr. Eisdorfer, .if it makes you feel any better since 

· Senator Cardinale thinks your Department should be abolished, I have . a 

bill which would keep you intact for five years, for at least five· 

years more. All right? That is what democracy is allahout; however, 
•~fsr..•, .,, - '. ' . 

I think the Department of the Public Advocate is ,pifferent than the 

rest of the State agencies. The Public Aqvocate is proceeding to do 

what his r~le is and perhaps we should get Commissioner Hodriguez in, 

Senator Cardinale, and not put Mr. Eisdorfer on .. the rack. 

SENATOR CARDINALE: Well, Madam Chairman, if Commissioner 

Rodriguez would be at our next Committee meeting . to answer that 
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. .•. . 
. . .. , . . . . 

question himself, I would very happily -- because I am beginning to 

share your view that this witness jsnot reaHy in a position to a~swer 

that question -- cease the ques~ioning of this particular witness at 

this time and let the hearing go on •. 

SENATOR LIPMAN: . All right, thank 

Thank you, Mr. Eisdorfer,·for you~ state~ent. 
. . . .. \ . . . 

questions, thank you, again, for coming.today. 

. ... 

you,; Senator Cardinale. 

Since there are no other 

MR. EISDORFER: Jhankyou, Senator Lipman. 

SENATOR LIPMAN: .· 'e will proceed with .Ms. ·Kathleen Rae of the 

Regional Plan Associatfo~. . .. . . . . .... 

KATHLEEN If~ RAE: Tharik ·· you, Mada~ Chairman~ ·. First _of all I wa~t .. to 

· say that even though I have a stac~ of papers here, •. these a;e multiple 

copies of my testimony. I- don't want to f~ighteh you and mak~ ·you. 

think 1 am ~ing . to keep you here for three hours.· Sin_ce I· do · have a. 

prepared statement, and since so many other peopl.e flave · spoken so far 

.• · today and· have .cov~:red a . number of very good _points,· perhaps .I will 

· ·just'. concentrate on covering some things that perhaps have not yet • been 

· covered • 

.. I am Kathleen w: -Rae, 'Director of the New Jersey Committee of 

.Regional Plan· Association. I am pleased to have this opportunity tciday ·· 

· to testify in- support of S-2046. 

_1 first, let . me say just a few words about my organization. 

Regional Plan is a m>nprofit civic organization whose principal _ purpose 

since. its inception more ·than· 50 years ago has been _ to promo~e pubHc 

and private policies and actions throughout the 'tri-state . metropolitan 

region that improve · the quality of life for all the region's 

-•· residents. Early ·1~, the Association's histo~y, ·our·. cent~al concern was 

plan!ling' for the' ~egion 's projected population, explosion -- which, ,in 

the 1920's, '(BS expected to grow from 11 million to ,20 iwillion by the 

: year 1965, and· it 'did· do so .... ~ with a 'getieral ovei-\p p1an ·for· future 

.··land-use developmer1t that addr~ssed, regional housing, transportation, 

·· education, a!ld re~reation needs. .. Regional Plan was one of the first 
' , .. -

. civic 9rganizations .. to actively . encourage · the creation of local 

planning boar~s' and , the ue;e of municipal master plans and zoning 
. ' . : . . ..-· . . 

ordinances as tools in shaping the region's .growth .with - ~ettlement 

patterns. whic.h combined efficiency and amenity •. 
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We still believe in the importance of local planning and 
' ' ' ' ' ' '. ' 

zoning. · At the same time, however, we recognize that fragmentation of 

government can lead to, and has often produced, local policies that 

work to the detriment of the region as a whole. In 1968, we noted that 

present zoning policies were the 11'18jor block to a free housing market 

and the· main cause of the unnecE:lssary spread of the region. We 

. recommended that housing supply . should be allowed to meet housing 

demand in type and density, that more opportunity should be provided 

for low- and moderate-income households to find satisfactory housing 

proximate to job opportunities, and that intervention by State 

government. to ensure that regional housing · needs were met was 

appropriate. 

Three years ago, the. New Jersey, Committee of Regional Plan 

· examined the growing problem of housing affordability in New Jersey and 

rec()mmended State actions to coordinate local land use, to provide a 

regional balance to local homerule, and to foster inclusionaryhousing 
\ 

programs with the incentives necessary to make them happen. 
• • < • 

Speaking to 5-2046, ·. we believe that in general the framework 

·'tt,at,is evolving in this bill provides a reasonable and workable means 
' ' 

for implementing the Mount Laurel constitutional obligation to provide 

realistic opportunities for low- and flDderate"".income housing. I also 

believe that this legislation -- as so often has been t.he ca~e with 

other significant legislation in New Jersey -- will' serve as a model 

for other states seeking to address their fair share problems •. 

While recognizing that the bill is undergoing numerous 

suggestions for amendments, I would like to just make a few very 

general comments regarding the general strengths and weaknesses of . the 

bill in its present form. 

Certainly, the Council on Affordable Ho~§ing - and the 

certification process that it will administer und~ th.is legislation 

can be a very workable means to carry out the Mount Laurel mandate. 

There have been a number of suggestions made today on l)ow that process 
' ' 

might be further streamlined or how it might be made even roore workable 

than it was when it was originally introduced. l think that the 

significant point about the Council and the certification process is· 
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that they provide for the mediation of disputes. This administrative 

mechanism offers the opportunity for a sound process that avoids the 

· seemingly endless and costly litigation that has been the rule rather 

than the exception to the Mount Laurel issue since its inception more 

than a decade ago. I think that this is advantageous, obviously from 
. . . 

the State's perspective, and certainly from the municipal standpoint 

where litigation is both costly and upsetting. 

The housing bill is an important companion to Senator 

Stockman's bill, 5-1464, and, .,as was mentioned earlier I believe by 

Senator Gagliano, it is essential that this legislation explicitly 

reference the State Planning Commission as a resource to the Council 

and call for the Council 's fair share plan to be consistent with the 

growth and conservation policies enunciated· by the Commission and 

reflected in the State Development ·and Redevelopment Plan. 

The proposed subsidy program is another element of this bill 

which is very essential to the success of a ·fair share housing 

implementation program in New Jersey. As was mentioned ear lier by 

others,, with the cutback. in r ederal support · for low- and 

moderate-income housing needs in the State, a new State funding 

initiative is critical. Local governments, prompted in the past by 

their own fiscal considerations to "zone out" residential development, 

can scarcely be expected to provide the fun"ding support necessary. 

Moreover, the lack of affordable housing in New Jersey is a statewide 

problem that demands a statewide response. local creativity in 

designing and implementing new programs should be encouraged, but 

equity demands that the State provide a substantial share of the 

public dollars to support this effort. 

One concern which has been expressed from two different 

vantage points -- l would like to speak to just one1 of. those --
',,,. . 

concerns the fear that the Mount laurel decision °·anc:1 £he fair share ;:: .. 

housing plan which the State, through this 1egislation, might ~et up 
- . ··,. 

and implement will contribute to the further decline of New Jersey's 

older cities by drawing resources, both human and fiscal, away from the 

cities to the suburbs. I think this concern is a legitimate sentiment, 

but I thin~ that this legislation can provide a situation in which it 
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will have .. little substance in fact. The bill requires that a 

significant amount of the funds to be used through the subsidy program 

be designated to urban aid municipalities. It also lists a number of 

specific purposes that are designated for funding. Among these are 

rehabilitation, adaptive reuse, and musing for the homeless. All of 

these are substantially urban housing needs and, indeed, the subsidy 

program should provide a reasonable share of the funds to meet those 

very desperate housing needs which are concentrated .in. our urban areas. 

There is one last point I would like to make which has not 

been mentioned by any of the other speakers so far, and I think it is.a 

very important one. That is the question of the appropriation which. 

this bill presently contains. The bill appropriates $250,000 for the 

operation of the Council in its first· year. · While the legislation is 

attempting to create a process which is not bureaucratically unwieldy 

and can be streamlined and operated efficiently and effectively, I fear 

that this appropriation may not be sufficient to enable the Council to 

do its job effectively and efficiently. It is imperative· that t.he 

Council, once established,. expeditiously prepare a fair share plan for 

the ,.State ,and · respond to the municipal certification compliance as 

well. The $250,000 annually that is presently included in this bill, 

particularly in the critical first 'few years of the Council's 

operation, is surely not enough to carry out the Tesponsibilities with · 

which the Council will be charged. So, 1 would certainly encourage you 

to consider funding levels well in excess of the $250,000, at least 

initially in the first, say, two years of the Council's operation. 

Senator, I would like to commend you for this initiative and 

I would like to · pledge the continued . support and · assistance of my 

organization in moving ahead with S-2046. I think that Mount Laurel 

has been a volatile and controversial issue · in our State .. for many 

years. With the passage of new legislation, I thirik.,1it >need not be so 

in the future. Clearly, advancing New Jersey's economic and social 

vitality depends on our capacity to provide adequate housj.ng that is 

affordable, as well as proximate to services and jobs in our State, to 

our diverse population, a population which is both rich and poor, young 

and old, singles and families, indeed, all the residents of New 

Jersey. Thank you. 
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SENATOR LIPMAN: .. Thank you very much, Ms. Rae. I would just 

like to speak to the $250,000 and explain that that is the usual 

appropriation suggested by the Revenue and Finance Committee's Joint 

Appropriation fund to set up a new agency. That is the usual sum. I'm 

sure it may require more when the Council gets going, when we pass this 

legislation. I'm saying when because I'm sure we · have to do 0 

something. That is just the usual figure that is put in when starting 

out, but we may have to take into consideration that the pace may be a 

little more accelerated. Thank you very much for the suggestion. 

Senator Stockman? 

SENATOR STOCKMAN: Ms. Rae, you were here, I think, when I 

put some questions to the Public· Advocate's representative, Mr. 

Eisdorfer. Vou really responded in a limited, but . a direct way in 

Paragraph 4 to this concern about our older cities. I would like to 

ask you if you could elaborate a little on that in light of my 

exchanges with Mr. £isdorfer. Are you and/or your organization 

un~lterably opposed to some concept of an expanded area of response to 

Mount laurel 11, a regional response, whereby a community could, 

through contributing. resources to rehabili t8tion in· another community, 

satisfy · a portion of its Mount laurel obligation? Is that a 
[, 

fundamental error to you and something to be.absolutely resisted, or is 

it a matter of degree? 

MS. RAE: Not at all, Senator. As1 you know, I have been 

serving with the ad hoc committee in an individual capacity in the 

drafting of this legislation, as well as in considering a number of 

amendments to it. I think that that is an issue to be taken up by both 

the ad hoc committee and by the members of the committee. 

SENATOR STOCKMAN: So, it is still a live issue? 

MS. RAE: I. think it is a live issue. Certainly, in looking 

at regional housing needs, municipal boundaries, ytiu know, they are an 

artificial· creation and we . have to be as · creative as necessary to 

obtain. a balance between urban and suburban housing needs and housing 

issues. So, 'l think there is a lot of room to look at the various 

trade-a ff s that might be involved and to· find a creative way to deal 

with the very issue you have raised. 
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. ·. . . ' . 
. ' . . . 

SENA TOR STOCKMAN: - It is - a . very . sensi ti \le . issue -- ...;- -- 1 _-._ think 

you would agree with me _...; and one where some people, p9:rticularly ~ome 

people in urban areas Who have felt a certain prejudice and certain 
·. . .· . . ' . . ' . ' 

·frustrations for a long time, .can r.eact very .. strongly if theY 

misinterpret what ·we_ are• talking a:>out. However,_- I gather that_ you 

personally and your organizat.ion .er~ . not~- I think you have expressed 

-yourself~ It is an area that has t.ti be continued to be ·considered • 
. ' . . , '. . .. 

- MS. RAE:· Well, also from a practical. point of view,. sir, -as 
.. well. ' Much of o~r. available stock . in ter~~ ~f ~ffordability in this 

.· State is ' in our existing housing. . It -is ultimately cheaper in · many 
_-. . . . ., 

ways to rehabili tete, to improve existing hou~ing stock, than it is to 

- . create .new construction. So, in looking at the resources available and 

how they are to be spent, we can't ignore the issues you have raised. --
- . 

_SENATOR STOCKMAN: But at least in theory, ·one could say do 
. , . _. : : 

all of that -in those urban '.areas· Where· ttiat stock is available, but 

that· should have nothing ·_ to do with __ the :Qbligations of .suburban · t.own _ -
' 1X" some distanc.e away. _ _ 

MS. RAE: I'm not .. so sure really that you necessarily,have to 

dJJok~~..at,'-0it'1,thet -- way.- · We~have -to · go back to the basic question ·of 
housing--

. . . . . 

SENATOR STOCKM_AN: _(interrupting)·· I'm not either 
-- . ' 

incidentally. 
. . ·. ~-

MS. RAE: (continuing) heeds and, as the Public Advocate has 
. . ·-.· . . ·. . ' 

said, there __ are __ two separate issues of concern here. Orie is the ----

practical - need of · the people in New - Jersey for , housing that : is _ 

- adequate, that is standard, that_ they can_ afford ~- the , 40~ that he 
mentioned. who really fall into the -low- and 1DJderate-in~ome category._ -

Beyond that", there is also that bala11ce of .housing diversitr am~ng~t 
,commurii ties • .. •. ;f; C 

.. - . . . 

-- SEN!' TOR STOCKMAN: Thank you. - ,-!,,"' 

S~NATORLIPMAN; Senator Saxton? 

SENATOR SAXTON:. - 1 'm not. sure whether this .. question is 

germane or not--

MS_. RAE: (interrupting) Try it. 
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SENATOR SAXTON: (continuing) but it is something you .made 

me think of, so let me ask it anyway. We are really talking about some 

far-reaching social legislation which may in the long term end up being 

very desirable, or maybe the fears of some are well-founded and it may 

not be desirable. This raises questions about other social 

implications that I am curious about your reaction to, because you have 

. t?bviously spent a great deal of time working w.ith and thinking about 

this subject. 

In a town, say a town 20 or 30 miles from the city, where 

people are accustomed to having lived perhaps all their lives and now 

have an. opportunity to move out to a surburban town with certainly a 

different atmosphere, different types of transportation, different 

facilities available than what might be available in an ,urban setting, 

different doctors• setups, different clinic type setups, how to get to 

the dentist, how to get. necessities -- how do you .visualize the 

circumstances where a family would change from what they have always 

been accustomed to, to a completely new setting? In a social sense, 

does that create any problem for people on a large scale, . or is that 

something you feel can be dealt with and adjustment made fairly easily? 

MS. RAE: I do not have the sense that we are looking at 

massive relocations of population. We have had continuing trends in 

New Jersey over the last 30 years that have tenqed to disperse our 

population from existing centers into those growth bridges of new 

development. from the standpoint of my organization, we bel.ieve that 

from a planning perspective there is a need for more compact 

development in New Jersey, whether it is in cities or whether it is in 

the suburbs. We have tended to be very intensively consumptive of 

land, so that going .out to a new conmunity perhaps, or a more rural 

community, doesn't. necessarily mean that there can't be a center there 
,, .. -~-. . 

that provides the kinds of services that you talkecf ,~1bout. 

I think there is another thing I would like to mention which 

your conment--

SENATOR SAXTON: May I follow up on that? 

MS. RAE: Yes, sure~ 
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SENA TOR SAXTON: The fact is that in the communities that 

come to my mind, those centers do not exist. If we are talking now 

about a community which goes into the fair share program and solves the 

situation by way of the builder's remedy, say, over a five-year period 

with 5,000 units, and 20% of those are for low- and moderate-income 
C· 

folks in a cormtunity that is established where there is currently· no . 

such center, is it economically viable at that point for those services· 

to want to locate there? 

MS. RAE: Well, certainly to the extent that there _ is a 

population to support services, whether it is grocery stores, shops, or 

whatever.,, there is a tendency for those services to locate where there 

is a demand for them. From a personal or a practical point of view, I 

am not really sure that · a municipality faced with the design of an 

environment that supports those sorts of services creates some 

accessibility to them for people and can follow a pattern which may be 

somewhat different than the prevailing pattern we have seen in New 

Jersey in terms of suburban tract developments. There is certainly 

every reason to believe that .any new construction could be more 

, oriented 'ntrt 0 just for the sake of the 20% of low- and moderate-income 

households; but, also, for any household living in that new housing to 

· make services and facilities more accessible. 

As a planner, I can certainly promote that kind of a land-use 
.-

pat tern, be it in a suburb, or wherever, over a ·tendency to sort of 

disperse our housing on rather large lots. in such a way that people 

find those things inaccessible, and to the extent that some people 

prefer that they should have that .option. But certainly we have seen. 

in New Jersey that that has been a prevailing pattern because of local 

zoning, that the option for more center development has tended not to 

exist in this State for the last 25 or JO years in terms bf new growth. 

The other point I wanted to make was jus£-;to mention to you 

that al though . we are looking--- _You know, there is an interesting . 

anomaly in New Jersey if we look at a lot of our suburbs and that is,;. ... 

because I know you were referring to the kind of growth you have seer 

in some of the Burlington County communities -- we have suburbs in New 

Jersey, not just older suburbs, but relatively newer suburbs, which 
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haye actually seen their populations de~line in the' last decade. What 

we have seen is a change in demographics. We have, smaller household·.· 

size per unit ,of ·housing that already exists, so that for many 
' ' 

conmunities it . may well be ~hat , increasing the ,housing choice in the 

community may not · really necessarily , st.rain . their capacity. to 

accomodate more population~ That ' is an 'interesting ariomaly which is 

to be .considered and to be looked at ce~tainly • 

.. · SENATOR. SAXTON: from the. urban centers, the suggestion has 

' been made .b; some ~- .in fact, 'by man)' people -·~ that people who would . .. " _, . . 

be interested and, in fact, able to buy a low-cost or a moderate~cost 

· house in the suburbs .;.,ould' not necessarily be the: :real· urban poor that 

many of us have cooperat~ with urban legi~lators anc:I show~ concern for 

throu_~h our · votes in the l~gislature, through . ~propriations, · ·• and so 

on. ln fact, ·the.· middle class · urban population would be. the population . 
· .. that ·,would be ·mst like]y to·· be .. ·able and to want to take ·advantage of 

that opportunity that might be afforded now somewhere other than in an 
. . ... · 

urban center. Do you react to that question one way or the other? 

MS. RAE: Yes, I think to the extentthat &broader diversity 

of ~oice ·allows ho~seholds of all incomes, urban and suburban, more 

opportunities to .locate· themselves close to jobs,, and so forth and t:10 

on. I think there are· benefits to be derived from that. I think the 

problem for the · cities is-- · Yc:,u mentioned ttie problem of the urban 

poor, but clearly the Mount Laurel population in our State is a .much. 

larger population. The 'urban poor is a component of that, but it is 

'not lhe only 'component of,' that. ,certainly, there is a need for a 
greater diversity of housing within the _ cities:. I have often · 

. _facetiot.1sly thought that the cities needed fair share housing plans as 

well, but they need fair share housing plans . for middle- :and 

upper-income • .. households because.· they. have bor~e the weight for so . !orig •· 
.:t.:...·: .: 

of a poor ,population with higher demands for •. publ~ services and a ... , .. ' 

· smaller . capacity to provide those. 

I ' am not really sure that the ' point ~you raised, whi~h was -

that somehow· Mount laurel is going · to · remove from the cities . some 

. base of stability that they have, needs be the case, or one that would 

negate the beneri ts of Mount Liiure1 • . I . think these things can be dealt 
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with and planned for in ways where this does not have to happen. 

frankly, I am not· sure that it would happen in any case. That is an 

opinion. 

SENA TOR LIPMAN: Thank you so much for coming. We appreciate 

it and I assure you we will take your remarks under consideration. 

MS. HAE: Thank you. 

SENATOR LIPMAN: Mr. ·Robert Ferguson, fro,n the New Jersey 

Association of Realtors. Is he still here? (response from the 

audience) Oh, are you replacing him? (affirmative response) All 

right. 

StE KOVAN: My name is SueKovan. Bob Ferguson could not be here right 

now. I am one of the other lobbyists for the New Jersey Association of 

· Realtors. I have a short prepared statement. Basically I am just 

going to paraphrase the statement that Bob would have made if he were, 

still here. 1 am going to address myself just to Senat~ Bill 2046. 

NJAR is a trade association whose membership is comprised of 
. . 

real estate licensees who are involved in all aspects of real estate 

_ sales, management, appraising, and counseling, with the majority -Df.-.the 

membership·specializing in residential sales ·in every community in the 

State. I give you this background to establish the New _. Jersey 

Association of .. Realtors' housing credentials. 

1 certainly appreciate the opportunity 

Committee today to _discuss Senate Bill 2046. 

to appear before the 
. . 

NJAR concurs with the New Jersey Supreme Court statement that 

legislative action rather than judicial fiat is preferable when dealing 

with the sensitive issues which 5-2046 seeks to address, namely, . the 

intelligent implementation of the Mount Laurel decisit:ms. 

At some point, NJAR would like to urge the sponsor to secure 

a fiscal note in order that everyone is made aware of the cost of_ the 

enactment of 5-2046. We believe it will be quite cf&.t1y! 

In Section 4.a., where the Council on Affordable 1-fous~ng is 

created and the membership of the Council. is spelled out, our 

Association would urge that the membership of the Council be enlarged 

or redefined to permit appointment of indivicluals who . have practical 

experience in housing. All too often in our State those who know how 
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to provide ·rousing, not by theory, but by practice, are exc.luded from 

the decision-making process. 

The New Jersey Association of Realtors is also opposed . to 

Section 23, which would mandate that the New Jersey Housing and 

Mortgage Hnance Agency earmark 50%of the proceeds of their tax exempt 

bond · issues for _the next four years' to assist in the financing of low

and moderate-income housing. ·The Association feels that this 

newly-created agency, which was a merger of the Mortgage finance Agency · 

and the Housing Finance Agency, should not be restricted or dictated to 

·on how the New Jersey Housing and Mortgage Finance Agency will meet the 

mission of the Agency. · The past performance .of these two agencies 

which have merged is one of sensitivity to New Jersey's housing needs, 

and we feel it is unwise to tie their hands in any way, as is proposed 

in Section 23. 

We would also like the record to indic8te that we are 

strongly opposed to the proposed doubling of the realty transfer tax 

from $1. 75 per $500. 00 of consideration to $3. 50 to finance the 

purposes of S-2046, no matter how worthy a purpose the bill promotes. 

We do agree that this is a very worthy purpose. 

The realty transfer tax, which replaced the Federal 

Documentary Stamp Tax Act in 1965, was created as a means of providing 

those involved in real estate property tax assessment processes with 

meaningful data which previously was available as a result of the 

Federal Act. 

NJAR feels. it is wrong to burden the buyers and sellers of 

real· property with the cost of a social program mandated by the ,New 

Jersey Supreme Court. 

The cost of implementing the Fair Share ·Act should be borne 
!.} 

by all citizens in · the· State ~ through the gen~ral appropriations 
<,;!;;. -~·.; ' .- ,,_ -

process, and not as advocated by S-2046. We can only foresee that the 

realty transfer tax rate will increase and lncrease as the full impact 

of S-20_46 takes ef feet. The program advocated by s-i046 is an 

expensive one and will become more so in the years ahead. 

Why should someone who may have less income than those yo1-1 

seek to help under 5-2046 be required to pay double the existing· tax 

because he or she happens to own and then sell a home? 
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We are also concerned with what will happen to the realty 

transfer tax rate if the real estate industry suffers another recession 

because of high interest rates, and less rooney is raised than the 

projected $27 million. 

Will the bureaucracy created under 5--2046 be reduced? Will 

the projects be red~ced? Or, will the sponsors of this bill be asking 

for another increase in the rate to offset falling revenue, which we 

feel is probably most likely? As a matter of .fact, Assemblyman 

Schwartz's companion bill has already increased the realty transfer tax 

to $4.00 for $500.00. 

NJAR cannot support Senate Bill 2046 if the funding is to be 

generated through an increase in the realty transfer tax. Thank you 

very much: 

SENATOR LIPMAN: I sort of suspected what you were going to 

say before you said it. I just want to know, with regard to your 

remarks about the make-up of the Council on Affordable Housing, did l 

hear a sort of . suggestion that there should be a realtor on this 

Council? 

MS. KOVAN: Well~ we suggest that someone with practical 

experience in providing housing should be on the Council. It would be 

up to the sponsor of the bill to decide whether it should be a realtor, 

a builder, or both. 

SENATOR LIPMAN: We have already thought about a builder or a 

developer. 

SENATOR SAXTON: Madam Chairman? 

SENATOR LIPMAN: Wait just one minute; I want to ask another 

question. Did you also notice that we .almost named the head of the new 

super agency as the head of the Council on Affordable ~?using in this 

bill, 5-2046? If you tak.e a .second look, it see111s to imply that he , - - s· . ,~,-· , 
will be the head of this Council. The Commissioner who is over the 

New Jersey 'Housing and Mortgage·finance Agency is mentioned here twice. 

SENATOR SAXTON: I just wanted to point· out that as I sat and 

listened to Sue's testimony-- I am a realtor myself and I have some 

.idea as to what is involved in the purchase of houses. While I am not 

as active as I once was, if you will just bear with me for one rooment 
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and let me furnish you with some information as to what the doubling of 

the New Jersey realty transfer fee might mean, not only in the instance 

of the general public, but. in the instance of .what it is that the bill 

itself purports to do, it may be somewhat startling to you. 

In the case of a house that one might purchase for, say, 

$30,000, which would be a relatively inexpensive house, there. are 

government programs, FHA and VA programs, where an individual can buy•· 

with .a very, very low down payment. That. is important because very 

often low--income people do not have the opportunity to accumulate a big 

down payment. In almost all· of those instances where there is an 

.. oppol'tunity to buy a house with a low down payment, th~re are also 

closing costs. People in the . industry use a _number of things to 

compute .the closing costs, and one of those things is the New Jersey 

realty transfer fee, which is presently $3.50 per $1,000. lf you were 

to take a house ... - Perhaps this is the wrong example because l just 

wrote it down. I should have used a lower figure because my example, I 

guess, is a lower figure. . l happened to use a purchase price of 

$60,000 which is, again, not a low-priced house in terms of what we are 

talking about today. But, if you take the $60,000 house and assume 

with me that the closing costs -- including some prepaid taxes and 
' ' 

perhaps a iawyer's fee and title insurance, and maybe a survey _..; come 

to something in the neighborhood of $1,200, which would be fairly 

reasonable for a house at that price, and then said what it would mean 

. to th1at individual to double the New. Jersey realty transfer fee as this 

bill does, it would mean an additional $210.00 on those clo~ing costs, 

or increasing the closing ~osts from what might be, $1 , 200 to $1 , 400 or 

$1,450, or almost a 17% or 18% increase in the closing co~ts. 

I just point that out by way of an illustratio~ of something 

that may look like a small amount when you talk,_ aboa~ the cost per 

$500.00 or the cost per $1,000. But, when you cdmpute'' it~ and what it 

really means to a guy who is trying to buy a house, as we say in the 

industry 0on a shoestring," it becomes a very, very significant 

increase. 

SENATOR LIPMAN: Thank you very much, Senator •. Are there any 

other questions? (negative response) Okay, thank you, again, for your 

testimony, Ms. Kovan. 
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MS. KOVAN: Thank'you, Senator. 

SENATOR LIPMAN: Mr. Stuart Hutt• of the New Jersey Builders 

Association. 

STUART tl.JTT: · Thank you, Madam Chairman. I am the general counsel to 

the New Jersey Builders Association. I did not come with prepared 

remarks because I came -- as I think Senator Stockman said at the 

· beginning of the session, which seems like three days ago -- to learn 

and to listen, to give you just some general observations, and to 

comment on what previous speakers have stated • 

. I would like to point out that my understanding is that the 

hearing 1s on three things today. Just for the record I think we ought 

to make it clear that the New Jersey Builders Association is against 

SCR-24. We are against it because I think all it would do is create a 

Mount Laurel III. If that amendment is passed, it would have so many 

ambiguities in it and such-staid phrases, that there would have to be a 

lot of litigation as to whether or not the municipalities met the 

-standards set forth in that i>ill. We do not .think it is the way to 

go. We think it is retrogression. We do not think you can have zoning 

and planning done on a populace-voting basis. It. should be done by the 

legislature after headngs of this nature with pros .and cons from all 

sides, taking into account ·all kinds of viewpoints from people, 

scienti fie facts, and court decisions~ with the legislative _process 

taking into consideration how it should be implemented. 

That is the main reason we are against SCR-24. As a matter 

of fact, if you will notice in our ·. municipal land-use law, we 

specifically provide -- or the Legislature specifically provides, I 

should say -- that zoning and ,planning matters should not be put on a 

referendum. The. reason for that section of the law, and lt was done by 

the drafters, is because it can be, as today eKemp.l,ifies, a very 
I ;~ 

emotional issue that does not necessarily relate to facts and figures. 
. . 

You could have tyranny of the majority over the minority in populace 

views, which doesn't solve anything. 

for similar reasons, we are against Senator Gagliano's bill, 

mainly because of the moratorium. The bill itself -- I call it the 

"90% moratorium" -- allows 1 mo of the units to be built over two years, 
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but then does not say what happens at. the end of the two years. . · I 

don't know .whether that is. a :drafting error or what', but only two 
. . . ,. , ··: . :' . . 

t:hings can happen. If at the end of the two years you can still build 

anyhow, it hasn't• helped a municipality to any extent. ·. Ali it does is 

create chaos. ··. If, on' the other hand, it was intended that you couldn't 

build the• other 90%, we seriously . doubt its legality · and 

constitutionality, because the bill sp~ci fie.ally s~ys th~t ·. you received· 

a court order allowing you to build •. · Aga~n,. it ~i:,ly )eads to chaos. 

Regarding our thoughts on 5-2046, we .think that is a serious 

attempt to· get· the Legislature into the Mount· Lat.ire! process. To that 
. : .-- .. . . 

e?<tent we applaud it. · Unfortunately; we do not. have a lot of comments 

on it because it is what I call "a moving target. II . I have already 

received pages _and pages of_ revisions of the bill that was introduced 

and; as you heard this morning, there are going to be · other Committee .. 

meetings revising even those. So, it is very difficult to analyze 

the bill completely. ·. Unfortunately, our Association, or its 

.representatives,. were not included on that ad hoc committee that you 

talked. about until the. last meeting, when we did . have one 

representative there. I u~clerstand we are now being ir:wited for fut~re 

· meetings. We will now be in a better positioO with that committee· to 

raise some of our concerns•. 

J would: like to give you some idea of some of our concerns . 

which we · will · raise with the commit tee, _ some of which have been 
.. ' r . ' • 

expressed here today. 

being used to finance 

One is, we are against• the realty tra_nsfer fee 

a Mount Laurel objective or social legislation. 

If there is so.cial leg:islation . to. be •. enacted, which is a · policy 

decision of this Legislature, then everyone in the State should ~i;iare . 
• . . . .: ·,t.-

in the cost of that social policy. It sho_uld not be a burden on people 

who own or don't own houses. It· is just an ll'lrealistic lind irrational 

m~thod ·of raising revenues. rurtherm_ore, just as 't¥. Senator said, it 

will cost $200.00 per ~use, and that is a lot of ~ney to sol:~e the, 

-· problems of the. legislation.· If you took all the realty transfer fees 

in the State and dou.bled them or quadrupled theni, it., would still be a 

· · drop in .· the bucket in terms of . actual revenue raised in· order to 

successf'ully implement the provisions of the bill.· . -So, it wouldn't 
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even accomplish what the sponsorf3 want it to. · If you are trying to 

accomplish the :objectives of the bill, you must. find suitable funding 

sources.' · .. Raising and . doubling the ;realty· transfer fee is a delusion 

and,·. not only is. it unfair, but· it is. not going to raise anywhere near 

the kind of money you. need for the purposes of the bill .anyhow. 

·· We ~gtee that· some of the provisidns ·· of the bill should be 
. ·. . . . .. . . - .· 

simplified. The time line should be narrowed down much in the. way that 
•• • > • •• • • ' •• • •• • 

. the Public Advocate spoke about. · I don•t· want to go further .into that. 

1· would like to point·- out one· defect in the bill that I 

consider a very serious · defect which no one h~ ·mentioned, and I·. think 

that today displays it. There has been a lot, of discussion here today 

as to whether things are going to work ouL .Will this doctrine under 

Mount Laurel legislation or court order work out? Will it be 

workable? Everyone. here, from the Mayor to the Public Advocate, is 

concerned about whether it . will be workable. The answer is a simple 

one. . No one knows. If anyone says he know~, ·. he should go into the 

stock market fore.casting business ... and become a milHonaire ·overnight.' 

No. one .knows. That means that we cannot make legislation and ironclad 

formulas that. experience dictatl3s . may .· need .. changes. Now, to. be 

specific, the bill is repiete with all kinds of definitions •... They_ 

define poor_ as being 50% of median and 100derate · as being 80% of median,.·· 

that you can only pay 25% of your income, and so forth. All those 

definitions·· in the bill are pirated or. are taken directly' out of the 

footnoting of. the Mount Laurel decision •.. These are 'the standards. that 

· the courts are using right now today based on gl:J?delines. as to what 

they thought at that time· should be used as ·guidelines.. HoWever, the 

court Jtsel f was ·. very careful . to ·. say, "We think .these are the 
'' 

guidelines that should be used, but we don't know whether . th~y are 

. going to work.ti Experience may dictate that they have t~ be changed. 

So, I do not think . the definitions ·in t~~ bill, should be· 

locked into those guidelines. We are purposely· creating · a housing 

council or housing conmi~sion that is · supposed 'to be • ~eveloping spme 

expert;;ise. Let's say two years down the line it may find out; for 

instance with interest rates going up, that. people have to spend, let's 

say, 35% of their income in order to occupy a house. In Europe, for 
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.· .\ 

instance, they spend 50% of their income. So, if that is the case, if · 

that turns out to be_ a fact, then either one of two __ things is going to 

have to happen the way the bil:l is ~tructured. -- Either ther~ will be no 

housing built at all ._ because no c;me will be able to afford it with 

those incpme restraints as dictated bt the law, or someone ts going to 

have to·· pass an amendment to th~t formola, wtiich again ;is silly,because 

y~u don·• t want to keep -~ssing ~endments .-to stat.µtes on things you 

purp~scdy . created a 1commission with expertise on~ 
Therefore·; the definitions should not be -- tied into any 

__ numbers~ · Let the -_ commission with -- its •-- expertise, as experience 

dictates, come out wJ.th guideline~ in the way any administrative 

procedure is done by any administrative regulatory agency. They' U 
have public- hearings on them~ they' 11 take testimony., and they will 

--- decree that they have studied it -and these -should be the facts. · We do 

not thin_k there . otJght · to be strait jackets 6n those kinds of 

cfefinitions~ I realize the pressure that was on the draftsmen of the 

first draft, and the easiest thing to hang onto was just to. paraphrase 

the Mount Laurel decision. for legislation, that _is one thing; but for 
- -

a board decision it is something else· because _the settlements right 

now-- for_ instance, one of the definitions says, ''A noosing_-

development that·is to be considered as having low and npderate housing 

should have a minimum of 20% low- or moderate~income housing."__ There 

are settlements right now, approved by the Public Advocate, by_ the · 

Urban League, by the court, in which particular housing developments do 

not have 20%. I am personally invo1ve_d -in two, one of which where only 

13% of the project has to be low and moderate. In another one, it is 

only 17%~ There were certain tailored reasons for this. • The court 

made up for it by making the town· _in general, for instance, have 20~. 

-_ One of the w~ys they -did that was, if a dffferen.t tO~n1 was going to 
.. . . . . .·· . -~-. .,,. . 

subsidize out of its own funds andl:>uild 100 ~enior ~itizen apartments, 

all low, that meant that the deveiopments could come· in at a little_ -

less. _ So, __ you need the -flexJbility. - I think_ it __ is a very poor 

drafting technique to .stretch out toward.those numbers. 

We also, of course, parrot the previous speaker when we say 
. ; : . 

that this _ Council, obviously, should-_ have a member. of the building 
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industry on it. You must never forget what I consider the most 

important part of the Mount Laurel decision, which is Footnote 37, 

wherein the court said, "When .it is all said and done," -- and I'm 

paraphrasing the court ""'.- "the builders have to make a profit, because 

if the builders do not make a profit, they are not going to build. If 

they are not going to build, we wasted an awful lot of time writing 

this 200-page decision." 

The builders are the only ones. who are . going to build these 

things, not the planners, not the legislators, not the regulators, and 

not anybody else, and yet there has been no one from .· the building 

industry to give our point of view. 

I would like to make two other points. One is, people are 

saying that money is the problem in Mount Laurel housing, and it is. 

The perfect solution would be if some foreign country would give us aid 

the way we give foreign countries aid. . They could come in here and 

subsidize the building of 100, 000 Mount laurel units, because that is 

really what the need is, 100,000 Mount laurel units.·· The need is not 

for a half a million houses. That is where the problem is, the four to 

one ratio. However, that is not going to happen. We are not going to 

get that kind of money, so we have to look at this more creatively and 

say, "How are we going to solve the Mount Laurel problem, which is 

100,000 units, not 500,000 units?" Now, there are two ways to solve 

it. One way is· very simple,. and that is for .the Legislature, in a 

one- or two-sentence act, to say that municipalities c~nnot- prohibit 

the conversion of a one-family house to a two-family house if it meets 

certain standards, such as the outside has to look the same, parking 

has to be available, etc. You will find if any of you go to your tax 

assessors in any of the towns you represent and say to them, "Have we 
,f;• 

done a reevaluation lately?" that they. will say, "Y~s-•i __ You say, "Now, 

tell me the truth, when your reevaluation inspectoi's went into those 

houses, did they find any so-called phantom two-family· houses?" You 

are going to be shocked to find that lhousands and thousands of illegal 

two-family 'houses . exist in this State. Even though the town, by 

ordinance, does not allow them, people create them anyhow for a variety 

of reasons. 
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This could soive a few· other problems. ·· ft>r. instance, as a 
. . : ·. ·. . . ·. . . . .. · .. 

· previous speaker pointed out, there are, differ.ant householc:f units · 
. . ·.· 

· today. We need roore _houses but . there is less population, believe it or 

not •. The Sternley Report points·out the:demographics of that. It.is a 

.... phenomenon· that we a.re experiencing now. · You haye it. in any one of · 

your .conmunities. The kids go. off to · college, or they .· get . married, 

. and let! s say the guy is retired... As the Senator said~ what is going 

to happen now with .the taxes ·going up .to $2,000, $3,000, $4,000, or 

whatever it is going to be?, The guy is on a fi~ed income; he does~ 't 

want to move. He doesn't want to go· to the Sunbelt. He doesn't even 
. - . . . 

want to go down to the Sunbelt in New Jersey; down in OceaQ County. He 
. . . . 

. wants to stay in the community · in which he still goes to the same 

dentist, if for no other reason; but he can't afford it~ What he wa.uld 
. . 

like to do-- · He has already created an apartment because his 

mother:--in-law ' was · li v.i.ng with him or SQmething, .. and there is a 

schoolteacher in town, or maybe a cop or a .municipal cler~,. or any 

. other type of personnel who is serving .that municipality, may~e even on 

· the municipality's payroll, who is .looking for a place to live. He or 
.. . 

she can't afford a place to live in that town. Now, .if he created a 

two-family ,hous·e, that person. would· have the income to help . to pay the 
taxes ·· to maint~in that .· house, . and· the owner ·. could · remain in the 

community. The old-time residents who have been in the commuaj.ty for · 
. . . 

. many years 81,"e really the stability of the community. With two-family 

houses, they wouldn't be chased ouf by white elephants and hi9h taxes. 

The other. person would have a place to live. · It might even be the 

neighbor's daughter who, at the .age of 21, decides it is time to· live 

on· here own·. and · not with mommy and daddy, and yet can't afford to spend 

. $700.00 or .$800.00,a month for a garden apartment.. The h,omeowner would 
. . ' . . . . fl 

be . glad to 'take someone like that in. I notice .that in some of the 
. . .. ·. · .. · . . ~. ~ ... · 

literature they talk about these as "granny flatsll\or i•mother-iil..;law 
. . ' . ' ' . . .. 

flats." 

I. respectfully submit that one practical, economic, .viable· 

way of solving the Mount laurel problem is to tak~ the existing.housing 

stock, not only in the cities, but also in the suburbs, and house the 

Mount laurel population in that fashion, · reducing now -- let's take an 
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arbitrary number -- that need down to 50,000 homes instead of 100,000 

homes. Now you would only have to build one-half the amount of new 

housing in New Jersey, and these pressures that you are talking about 

wouldn't happen. 

There is a great perception out there that housing - · -

automatically springs up overnight. I mean, even before the Mount 
. . . 

, Laurel days, if I went into a planning board with a property for 500 

homes, the neighbors got up in arms because they visualized that the 

date the approval stamp went down on that piece of paper they would 

turn out _ the lights and when they woke · up the next morning the 500_ 

homes would have cropped up. That is not the economic reality. That 

is not what happens. It's true you are seeing a lot of these paper 

approvals on Mount Laurel settlements and_ that someone is going to have 

· 2,000 units, or 3,000 units or, as the Assemblyman said, · 5,000 units. 

That is only approvals; that is not building. There are not enough 

carpenters, plumbers, money, finances, or demands for that. It is only 

an allocation' thing. Ihey are not going to spring up ®ernight and, as 

_ a matter of fact, even the courts now-- I just settled a case in which 

there is going to _be 3,000 units, 20% of which will be Mount LaureL 

That is for their fair share until 1990, which is only six years away. 

The Urban leagu~, the court; · and the town -recognize, as does the 

builder, that there is no way they can build 3,,000 units fn five 

years. So, that is being spread out over 12 years. 

It is a difficult thing to understand, and the average person 

doesn't understand it. However, the rumbers are not quite as scary as 

they sound. 

The one thing I would disagree with the Public Advocate about 

is that, in my opinion, Mount Laurel II does not, in any llf-'Y• shape, 

form, or manner say that low- or moderate-income eeople" should ;t)ave a 
:;f-- . ·:,,_"' . _,._ ·: 

housing choice. You can search that opinion up and, down, in and out, 

read every one of -the 200 pages, and you will not find that sentence in 

· it. Moreover, I don't think you will find it in Mount Laurel I 

either. In the Mount Laurel I opinion, the court did talk about the .. 

fact that the State should provide a variety of housing choices in the 

State, but that is a far different thing than saying that the low..: and 
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moderate-income people should have a housing choice. I think it only 

clouds the issue and is counterproductive to producing real Mount 

laurel. housing needs, when we start talking about choices of type and 

variety of. housing. 

Mount Laurel was designed to give safe, sanitary, dece11t, and 

affordable housing, whether that· means that the only economic way of 

doing it is with three-story garden apartments, or whether it means 

smaller homes, or whatever is available in that town from an economic 

point of view. It does not mean that you have to take a one""'.acre lot 

and give the Mount laurel buyer a house on that one-acre lot on the 

grounds that he decides he wants to live on a one-acre lot like a rich 

person does. I do not think that kind of language is in the court's 

opinion and it only engenders the wrong thoughts in the populace. It 

is not substantiated by the court, and it is not what we are trying to 

solve. 

Now, due to the lateness of the hour, I will shut up. 

SENATOR LIPMAN: Senator Stockman? 

SENATOR STOCKMAN: Where is that language? 

MR. HUTT: What language? 

SENATOR STOCKMAN: The language talking about the right of 

choice, or are you referring to the·testimony of the Public Advocate? 

MR. HUTT: I was referring to the testimony of the _Public 

Advocate. 

SENATOR STOCKMAN: Oh, it's not in the bill? 

MR. HUTT: No, no, the Public Advocate testified ear lier he 

believes that in Mount Laurel they should have a variety of choice. 

Remember, he said there are two strands. One is the affordability and 

the other is that they should have the same choice. 

SENATOR STOCKMAN: I just have one othe;, que.~tion. Do you 

care to conment on this question about the possibility of dealing on a 

regional basis of transfer rights, or some sort of mechanism whereby a 

suburb could buy some rehabilitation in a more urban community .nearby 

and satisfy part of its obligation? 

MR. HUTT: It is an excellent idea. It is done .in Orange 

County, California, which is the granddaddy of inclusionary zoning• 

\. 
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You have· to remember that · this is a small State.· We don't seeni· to 
. . . . . 

realize what. : is happf!ning in the rest of the war ld. But, Orange 
. . 

County, California, if I am co:ri:ect, is as big geographically ;__ that 

Count,y .alone ..... as the .State .of New .J.ersey. ,So, -wher:i · -we say. 4:1 -0eunty 

·.in-California, We are not talking abbut just a small area. 

··In Orange ··county,. California,. what they did was more or. less . 

similar. If a builder wanted to :build, say,. a $200,000 house'• and he 

did not want to buiid any inc!Lisionary homes, he would pay, let's say, 

$10,000 to a builder who would build an inclus'ionary house, or a low:.. 

·or moderate-income·. house in a diffe_rent subdivision~ You· cou.ld buy 

your way out. . Instead of buiiding it, you could put fJOme money up 

front. ····It is no tti fferent thsn ·.all·• you busy . fellows who say, "Look, I 

can.'t go to an insurance me~ting, I can't go to a Boy ~outs'_ Board of 

Directors meeting, l•m too busy. But, here's my . check, l 'm doing 

something for you -11 · So, . you need people and you need . dollars,. and you 

match the two. It is the same theory. Moreover., it does ,something 
;. . . ,. ·. 

else. It helps the soburhs, and l don't• think. some of these· suburban 

mayors see this properly. l"heir ~f'air share is based :on :the st~tewide 

need._: or on ... the .... .regional ·"need. .:Right· now, the court has held -ttrat up . 

. until 1990, the· need is 100,000 Mount Laurel uni ts. ·· Now, that is ~at · 

gives you . the half :a million building units, including the market 
. . . 

units. Theref qre, if you · are in town "X, If through whatever formula is 

going to be used and the Warren Township case would give you •a. 
· formula ~-.·.your town now is going to· have to build,.•· let's .say, 500 · 

Mount Laurel units, because that is your fair share ~f thi3 100,000 

Mount .laurel uni ts. . .· . . . . . . .. . . . . . • • 
. Now, if the 100,000 Mount Laurel uiits were reduced to, let•,~ 

say., 80,000 Mount . LaureL units, . then_ proportionateiy your :soo · unit~ 

would be<reduced 20%. also. So, if you could reduce the number of Mount. 

Laurel units needed, it would affect the suburbs ir{;,.-t,he manner in which 

... they want to · be affected, because their fair shar~ ~would ·be·· so much · 

less -- a half of 10 is l~ss than· a half of 20. Therefore, if we can 

· · g8t the uni ts rehabilitated; that ieduces· the need for 100,000 new · 

uni ts.. The one thing thatnever made. .sense to me about Mc>unt Laurel is 

this. · Sixty perc·ent of our population buys used cars. There are 
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. secondhand stores for clothing. ---_ You.: can go to a flea market and- get a 

good Secondhand t~levision set.- But, when it comes to housing, the 

court h~nes in on the only way to solve housing for people who cannot 

afford it is new units, instead of old units. I ,don't. niean slum units,-

. but I mean old houses. There are people who are paying $150,000 for a 
. resale hriuse .· because. •. they·. cannot/. afford their. ne; dream house. of .. 

. .· ... _ ' - . . ' ' ·, · . 

. ·$300, 000 •. __ · They . take· a .dream. house that _ is 10 years old and pay 

$150,000 for it. 

What· we are .overlooking is, you have to_. take existing houl:3ing 

stock _an_d make it solve some of the Mount Laurel proble~. That is why 

l sugg~sted convertinc:;i one-family dwellings _·. t~ two..:family dwellings. 

The only way-- As -· the previous_. speaker said, there are limited 

resources, and it . is not realistic to think .otherwise. The only way 

is to match resources ~ith needs and with fa<:ts, and if you can reduce 

that 100,000 unit.need downto IIKlre manageable limits, everyone will be 

happier. 

SENATOR LIPMAN: Senator Cardinale? 

. SENATOR CARDINALE: , In the course of the . Public Advocate' s 
. ,. ' 

testimony, - . he indicated that there · are certain things actually. now 

being ,built, that some- low~income units are _being :built where .a 
· three-bedroom unit,.for instance, would sell for $33,500. ·1 presumeit 

is in the same project as a nioderate~income unit· and I 'presume that one 

of those ~f the sa~e size . would sell for $55,500. Given market 

conditions and the cost of building today, I presume that the 

. differentials· between what it really costs to produce those units and-· 
. . . 

those -selling prices are being made up by selling other units in the 

same or a nearby project and causing a premium price to be paid \for . 

those. Is that the correct procedure insofar as· tn)\ analysis is 

concerned?. ·,k 
,:-1". 

· MR. HUTT: In _the illustration you g~ve :th~t is 100% correct, 

because the illustration you ga~e is. in ,Bedminster Township, which -1 

thi~k . is . a very - abnormal situation, · atypical, . _ and which distorts 
. . 

._ everyone's thi11king on Mount Laurel when it is used. But, . in one way 

you are right. The reason is that there they can do U because they 

are. selling $200,000 town houses~ It is a very hot market. It is not 
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elastic. You have a lot of high-priced executives there. 

town house costs $200,000 or $220,000, the guy is going to 

caiT add $1,000 to a Cadillac and you are not going to 

Cadillac sales, but if you add $1,000 to a Chevy, you' 11 

Whether that 

buy it. You 

lose too many 

lose a lot of 

Chevy sales. The Public Advocate has been talking about Bedminster as 

an illustration. I think. it is the poorest illustration in the world. 
'· SENATOR CARDINALE: The very point I was getting at is the 

point you are making now. Let me ask just one more. question to sort of 

nail it down. Is there any reasonable hope that on a statewide basis 

we could see 100,000 Mount Laurel units produced clt anywhere near the 

price range .we are talking about here in Bedminster? In other words; 
. . . 

can the balance of the market, .the other 400,000 units, be sold in the 

State of New Jersey to effectively create the subsidy which is 

operating in Bedminster? • 

MR. HUTT: The answer is "no." The Supreme Court recognized 

that. If you read the Warren Township decision, Judge Serpentelli, .in 

his decision, specifically addressed himself to that point. He says in . 

.. that decision that it . cc1n be done, but it is not the judicial function 

to,make .. iLhappen. It is the judicial function to allow it to happen, 

and then it is up to the Legislature to do something abou~ it. There 

is no way that you are going to produce a half a million houses in this 

State between now and 1990 _.., build them and sell them. Our usual 

housing production in this· State, even in good times, is or1ly 

approximately 30,000 units a year of any type throughout the State. In 

bad· years we were down as low -- a couple of. years· ago it was 18,000 

uni ts a year. So, it is not going to happen. I don't think the court 

even thinks it is going to happen, but ~at they are doing is allowing 

a vehicle to get as much of it to happen as.is humanly possible. It is 

just like we are not going to have everyone see a dcfctor within a 

20-minute wait. . Some people will wait for two hours.~ We are going to 

try to get . it down to,'\ let's say, an hour. The optimum would be 20 

minutes. So, you can't. say the court thinks it can · accomplish it, 

because they don't say they can. It is a goal. We hc1ve to get as. 

close to the goal as is humanly possible. 

saying. 
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SENATOR CARDINALE: One last question, if I may. Isn't there 

a great deal more land already zoned in the State of New Jersey absent 

any of these builder's remedy suits for housing, on which the lowest 

type cost housing could be built, land on which low-cost housing is 

not,. in fact, being built today? When I say low cost, I mean the 

lowest cost possible in the market. 

MR. HUTT: No. Senator, I support the view of the previous 
' speaker, and even the Public Advocate to a certain degree when he said 

that perhaps he was being tactless or non-gracious, or whatever word he 

used. The fact of the matter is, most of these towns that are 

screaming the loudest brought it upon themselves. You had a speaker 

here this morning from Warren Township, who told you .that his town has 

always had one-and-a-half-acre unit housing. I don't care who you are, 

you could be a genius, but you can't produce within an affordable 

Tange. forget about the ranges that the court came up with. One of 

the probli!ms with Mount laurel is, I think it is too idealistic. In 

Orange County, California, for instance, so you will understand it-- I 

don't quite understand the court decision because it used Orange County 
i 

as a model. In Orange County, lower income is 80% of median, and 

moderate is 120% of median. In Orange County, California, under HUD 

regulations, you can spend up to 30% of your income. I'm telling you 

that if our range in New Jersey -- if low was up to Bmo of median and 

moderate was 120% of median, and. you spent 30% to 32% of your income, 

you could get a lot of this housing built in the situations you are 

talking about, but not under these kinds of standards. The court 

itself recognizes that there is no way you can produce . much of the 

lower-:income housing -- the low-income. Maybe the moderate, but the 

low is so low that it is unbelievable. If you look at the statistics, 
: 1 

you' 11 see, for instance in East Brunswick, that l low income unit, a 
~~;: ":f' 

one-family unit, sells for $21,000. Now, I recently''½bought a car that 
~ . 

cost me 100re than that, and it doesn't have a bed in it. (laughter) 

So, I mean, it is nice to talk in theory. I know the Army spends 

more than that for a cannon sometimes. You have. to get into the world 

of reality,; 
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. - . ,· . .. . . . . 

Ttie fact of the matt~r{i~, · towris .- have been up to· now, . and· 

still are, extremely exclusionary, not only in lbt sizes, but in their 
tactics. They don't · even want curbs. -· ·. :-u has to ·. be .. Belgian block 

.curbs. They hot only want sha~ trees, ,they -want a Garden of Eden. If 

· You want to process a 100-home s~bdivision, it can take a year and a 
. . . ' ' . . . . . '. 

half to get it through. 

SENA TOR CARDINALE: I •don't want to interrupt you • 

. MR. HUTT: I am just saying that is why you ,have all this._ 
'\ ,, SENATOR CARDINALE: My question -,- while your answer was very.· 

much to t~e point of the question· as· I phrased it really sholil_d have. 

been phrased in another way. 
MR. tiUTT: Okay. 

SENATOR CARDINALE: Don't we have a great ~al of land in our 
J 

urban areas that is currently zoned -for multi-family construction, on 
which multi-family construction is, in fact, ~ot being built, and isn't 

· that the most cost-effective ·way··• to make that· a desirable market? 

Isn't that the mst cost-effective way to .,_solve the pr(?blem of the need 

for affordable, .housing? 

MR. · HUTT: No. there is hardly. any vaca1:1t' land in those 

cities. What you do have is some deteriorated housing sto.ck .that could 

be rehabilitated. But, Qne of the problems with that is that. this 
' . . . . . 

Legislature . has failed . to pass legislation to encourage that.· For 

instance, anyone who go~s into a rehab project is Jmniediately faced 

with having to pay prevailing wages. That !_mmediately shoots• .the cost 

. up so high -- so U1realistically high "."- that you can't come out even • 

. Secondly, we. do not have serious tax abatement as they have in the City 

of New York. Thirdly, we allow rent control. No _builder in his right. 

mind is .going to make such a ::risky invest111ent; no lender is going to 

lend on that investment · when . you have SL!Ch :-Bl\!;ioJs.~-, rent 6-t,rol 

problems. You have all these other things working ifgainst the fact as 

to , why the builders don't go into · those cities and :build ..,_ 

regulations, red tape, and ,other., reasons. · .If you can't produce · 8 
· unit in a. city that the market in the city can take,· you know, if you 

build something that ends_ ~p costing $1,000 a month .to rent, and there 

is no market to rerit for $1 , 000 a ~nth in the city, yOu are not going , 
' . . ' ·:. 

to go in there. That is really the problem. 
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SENATOR · CARDINALE: You are relating it to the economic 

problem; I am only talking about the zoning potential, the potential 

for these units to occupy land which is already zoned. 

MR. HUTT: Well, there is no vacant land of any significance 

that I know of in the cities. The Sternley Report pointed that out. 

r or instance, that is why the consensus committee came up with a 

so-called reallocation plan. The City of Newark has a present need 

under Mount Laurel of. 33,000 units. They studied the population. . If 

you are telling me that there is enough vacant land in the City of 

Newark to .build 33,000 units, then you will have to drive me there and 

show it to me because 1 don't see it. 

SENATOR CARDINALE: Thank you. 

SENA TOR LIPMAN: Mr. Hutt, thank you so much for your 

testimony. We appreciate it; it was very enlightening. Thank you for 

coming. 

Senator Cardinale, the city does zone for multiple...;housing, 

but we need to zone for the upper income, and maybe the suburbs need to 

zone for mul tip}e,.housing. It is for indigenous poor and, as the 

gentleman just pointed out, we already need 33,000 units for our own 

indigenous poor. 

Our next witness will. be Ms. Lisa DiGiulio, who is a very 

faithful witness and a representative from Mahwah Township. 

LISA Di.GIULIO: Senators, thank you for giving me the opportunity to 

speak before you go home. My name is Lisa· DiGiulio, and I am a 

concerned citizen from Mahwah, New Jersey. I am also Chairman of the. 

Mayors' Advisory Committee and the Mayor's assistant on Mount Laurel 

II. I am .also cochairman of the State Mayors ' • Task r orce and I have 

been working closely with the amendment committee working,to amend this 

bill. I am hopeful that this bill, in its amendeQ. form, will be the 

answer and the guide for the towns under the Mount Laurel II doctrine. 

May I quote the Mount Laurel doctrine for a moment? The 

judicial role in this sensitive area is appropriate, since powerful 

reasons suggest, and we agree, that the matter is better left to the. 

Legislature. We act first and foremost because the Constitution of our 

State requires protection of the interests involved and because the· 
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legislature has not · protected them. We recognize the social and 

economic controversies -- and their political consequences -- that have 

resulted in relatively little legislative act.ion in this field. We 

understand the enormous difficulty of achieving a political consensus 

that might lead to significant legislation enforcing the constitutional 

mandate better than we can, legislation that might completely remove 

this court from those controversies. But enforcement of constitutional 

rights cannot await a supporting political consensus. So, while we 

have always preferred legislative to judicial action in this field, we 

shall continue, until the · legislature' acts, to do our best to uphold 

the constitutional obligation that under Ii.es the Mount laurel · 

doctrine. This is our duty. We may not build houses, but we do 

enforce the Constitution. 

The judicial role, however, which could decrease as a· result 

of legislative and executive action, will necessarily expand to the 

e,ctent that we remain virtually alone in this field. In the absence of 

adequate legislative and e,cecutive help, we must give meaning to the 

constitutional doctrine in the cases before us. Although the 

complexity and political sensitivity of the issue now before us make it 

especially appropriate for legislative resolution, we have no choice, 

absent that resolution, but to exercise our traditional constitutional 

duty to end an abuse of the zoning power. 

The provision of decent housing for the poor is not a 

function of this court. Our only role is to see to . ..it that zoning does 

not prevent it, but rather provides a ,realistic op.portuni ty for its 

construction as required by New Jersey's Constitution. The actual 

construction of that housing will continue to. depend, in a much larger 

degree, on the economy, on private enterprise, Snd on the actions of 
i~ 

the other · branches of government at the nation~,, st,te, and local 
. . 

levels. We intend here only to make sure that if the poor remain 

locked into urban slums, it will not be because we failed to enforce 

the Constitution. 

I would like to know where in the United States Constitution, 

.or the State Constitution, it guarantees everyone the right to own a 

new home subsidized by me, . the homeowner. If the court orders the 
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houses built,· then the court should fund them. If the court orders a 

master planner, why should the town be ordered to pay for his services 

to testify against the town? ls this constitutional? The court does 

not want people locked into urban slums, but it refuses to identify the 

possibility of suburban_ slums. You talk about urban slums, why aren't · 

· they corrected? ·· 1s this the answer, to me>ve one slum to another area? 

I totally agree that· affordable housing is. needed throughout 

the United States. My .only objection to it is that I have not seenany 

planning or guidelines for it. The so-called builder's remedy, without 

controls, will destroy municipalities. Input must come from all those 

involved in constructing low and moderate housing the 

municipalities, the developers, the State, and the people. 

Now I finally see a bill materializing. that might have this 

input, but I must state that I found it very depressing when I first 

started coming to Trenton to have to beg for legislation. Putting 

aside political differences, I hope both parties will finally agree· and 

will support a workable bill that will be of benefit to all concerned. 

I have three amendments to present to this Committee which 

have been typed and presented by my attorney. 'Bas~cally, all 

municipalities·. should be eligible to be reviewed by this Council 

whether adjudicated or not. Everyone is entitled to a fair hearing 

before the Council. I do ne>t feel . that any town should be penalized 

if it was in court before legislation, simply because t~e Legislature 

did not act. If there had been legislation proposed .and -.acted on 

before, a lot of these towns would have been covered by that. Since 

the Legislature is· at fault for not acting, I feel that something 

should cover these towns in the form of a review to the Council. 

low-income housing must be disbursed throughout developments 

so that people are not stigmatized and socially i:_eject~d, but ,rather -
• • ., 't,'; -: ,:.. OP ~ 

integrated and welcomed into a town at a pace the· town can . absorb. 

Clustering is a terrible way to welc.ome and, at the same time, 

stigmatize people according to their pocketbooks. This is one · 

amendment I totally believe in. I can really relate this to the first 

time I came into Trenton. I guess I came in through the back way, and 

what I saw was totally depressing. . There is no reason why that area 
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cannot be revitalized. If you can't start here, then all you are going 

to do is move these people to the suburbs and create a suburban slum. 

And finally, I want to mention funding for some of the 

off-site improvements the . town must absorb to offset the builder's 

remedy, a remedy that will destroy municipalities. 

Please keep in mind while planning, that competitive 

incentive and competition are important elements in the success of our 

country. In your planning for low- and moderate-income hou~ing, don't 

destroy that incentive in the people who have worked to own their own 

homes, to move up, and to better themselves, but rather create that 

incentive for those who want the chance to better themselves and move 

up. 

Correct planning is the key to this· housing. It is a big. 

job, but I am confident you can handle it. . I endorse Senator Lipman's 

bill in its amended form and hope this bill will compromise all parties 

to a satisfactory agreement and. success for a better New Jersey. 

May . I add that it took· a woman Senator· to accomplish - and 

introduce this hopeful remedy and legislation. Thank you, Senator 

Wynona Lipman. 

There is one other thing· I would like to say. · The gentleman 

before me spoke of spending $21,000 for a car, and that· was his 

· choice. I would like to see him ordered to drive a :Chevy and -see how 

. it would like it. That. is basically what you are doing with housing. 

Compare it; you' re busing housing. I have very dear friends who love 

living in the city. Give them a better place and they will continue to 

love living in the city. However, I agree with you, Senl:ltor Stockman, 

that we need the money in the urban areas, · but not for the reason that· 

I don't went these people in my town. 

is planned, to cluster them in areas 

I welcome them. B~t, the way it 

and stigmat:i,ie them so that the 
_c,,~ . "~--

minute they come into town they have a label on them~\ is not the way to 

plan this type of housing. If they can't be integrated, if they can't 

come in accepted, it will never work. You can .talk about numbers, you 

can talk about the builders. The· builders are only interested in 

making money. I am interested in having people actually live in these 

homes, being welcome, not living in terror, and not being stigmatized. 
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There will be social problems, economic problems, terrible situations 

between the low-, moderate-, and high-income people. · I wish I could 

buy a $21,000 car. It is a shame that for that kind of money it 

doesn't have a bed in it. But, if I wanted him to drive a Chevy, I'm 

sure he wouldn 't like it. That is what the court is doing. · They are 

ordering us to do what we don't. want to do in our area and our homes. 

There is a difference between a Chevy and a $21,000 car, and there is a 

difference between the working class, the upper class, and the middle 

class. 

That is all I have to say. l am so happy that finally 

Senator Gagliano and Senator Stockman are smiling at each other. 

SENATOR LIPMAN: Yes, that's a good sign, Ms.; DiGiulio, a 

very good ·sign. 

MS. OiGIULlO: I hope you will be at that meeting on August 

28, the one that Jack Trafford mentioned. 

SENATOR LIPMAN: 

asked Mr. Trafford so 

If I am invited this time. 

many questions. They are 

That is why 1 

revising the 

legislation without the sponsor, which is all right. 

MS. DiGIULIO: Will we be seeing the legislation in the 

September session? 

SENATOR LIPMAN: When the Legislature returns after Labor 

Day, we might have it all together. I want to assure you that your 

amendments will be,considered. 

MS. DiGIULIO: Okay, fine. 

SENATOR LIPMAN: Everyone has them now. 

MS. DiGIULIO: You realize that I was told today that the 

· judge came to a ruling on my town. I don't know what that ruling is. 

I'm sure it wasn't favorable to the town. But, there is a time element 

here. As Mayor ·Hornik said this morning, we __ are really in the 

trenchel?• I don't know if you realize how serious'' this is in some of 

these towns. It is very hard not to personalize, but one of our 

. developers is insisting . that the town pick up $800,000 of off-site 

improvements. · They threaten us and they coerce us into making these 

agreements. It has just become unbea:rable to the. town. This is a 

serious problem. I don't know whether I can impress that on you or 

not. So, any help would be appreciated. Thank you. 
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SENATOR LIPMAN: All right. That is your last amendment, 

right, about the off-site development? 

MS. DiGIULIO: Yes •. I mean, without funding, and I think we 

ought to stock the urban areas. Otherwise, what you are going to do is 

board up those areas and just move to the suburbs, without 

transportation and jobs. 

SENATOR LIPMAN: All right, thank you very much. Ms. 

Catherine Graham, President, Trenton·Branch NAACP. 

CATIERINE GRAHAM: Madam Chairman and members of the Committee: I, 

too, feel like I have been through the wringer sitting here today 

because · every time 1 went to the telephone I was canceling . another 

appointment in my office to stay here. Since we are the culprits .wh.o 

started this, I thought that I should linger long enough with you to 

express my opinion. 

I am President of the 1 renton Branch NAACP. I have been 

active with the NAACP since I was a youth starting out in Trenton, and 

that has been over 35 years ago. Some of the major changes in this 

country today were brought. about through the NAACP and through the 

judicial system • Many of these changes met opposition, and the 
./ 

opposition was expressed in all kinds of ways. It was expressed with 

violence, blood, and fightin9; but nevertheless, changes came and we 

survived. 

I sat here today and listened to many of the speakers and I 

really didn't think I was in America. I thought that some· of these 

cities-- You know, Julian Bond once told me about Atlanta, Georgia. 

He said, "Catherine, don't come and tell me what we are going to do in 

Atlanta, Georgia, because New Jersey is worse than Atlanta, Georgia." 

Listening today to some of the speakers, I came to -the ~pnclusion that 

we do have certain areas in this State that do not ,2belo'}g to the State · 

of New Jersey. 

Most of the benefits that have happened for the people, the 

minorities -- when I say minorities I mean ethnic people too -- have 

happened through the courts. They have been forced, but not by the 

people. As someone said today, "We are going to let the people 

decide." Basically, people have not decided anything in the history of 
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this country, not even the President. We have an electoral college. 

We think we can elect a President. People do not even elect 

politicians; actually, money elects politicians. 

I am here to tell you that I support Senate Bill 2046. There 

are some problems with it and it needs some straightening out. One of 

the things it speaks to is implementation, and that is the most 

important thing that the Mount Laurel decision has not been about. We 

. have evaded the issue for nine years, and for nine years we sat in 

this chamber and knew that there was something out there that had to be 

done. It is the law, and maybe we are going to get real ·great and be 

like Washington and challenge the Supreme Court. I don't appreciate 

everything it does, but I don't feel that we can challenge it. It is 

the law; it is the high court of the land. 

I woul(f not ask anyone to support anything that says, "Let's 

stop it," or "Let's put it on a referendum," because if you really want 

to put a vote on a referendum we could rally the urban cities and 

probably defeat it, that is if we really wanted to. But, I think it is 

an excuse we use when we really do not want to do something. 

I sat and listened today. I didn't prepare a statement 

because I am usually best at saying what I feel. Sometimes when I 

write something I don't like it after I have written it. One of the 

things that Mount laurel speaks to is affordable housing. When we talk 

about affordable housing, everyone thinks about the poor. I heard a 

statement made here this morning that a man was paying $4,500 on a 

$45,000 house. Let me tell you something, and Senator Stockman is here 

to tell you too. I pay $5,200 on my house a year, and I live in the 

City of Trenton. I have· lived here ever since· I was a young girl, in 

the neighborhood where Senator Stockman lived. So, the taxes are not 

just way off somewhere in upstate New York. We are payihg them in the 

City of Trenton. It is about time that the State.1':~f New Jersey, and 

the country, share some of the burdens of the urban cities. 

Do you know why the cities are in decay? They are in decay 

because you took everything from them and you ran. You left nothing 

but bad housing and people were forced to buy it. The houses were 

ready to .fall when people were paying exorbitant prices for them. 
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People could not meet the mortgages. I'm saying to each and every one 

of you that when you talk about change and what it is going to do to my 

neighborhood-- Someone just said there is a difference between the 

higher class, the middle class, and the lower class. Let me tell you 

something. A well-known person who I knew from going to school with 

him is presently Dean of the University of Hawaii. He lived on 

Princeton Avenue. So, it isn't what you are, where you live, where you 

came from, or what you are going to be. It is what we do with what we 

have, and whether we are true Americans reaching for a dream. I have a 

right to a dream. If I want to live in suburbia, I want to live 

there. Personally, I don't want to live there. I chose to stay in 

the City of Trenton because I believe in its survival. 

In yesterday's paper there was an article, and I think the 

builder hit on it a little bit. The average house in this country 

today costs $100,000. When you say average housing-- l have it right 

here in front of me. last year, the average house purchased in this 

· . .country cost $89,000. Today you will find that ,-e are forcing young 

. ;people to buy ho.using far above their means. They are living in hou!res 

- that they cannot afford. Today we have one of the greatest foreclosure 

rates and bankruptcy rates; we are in a grave state of economy. Those 

of you in real estate should know this. I happen to be in real estate 

on the side. I.have a license. 

The point is, those of you who are here who are representing 

constituents who say that your constituents are not for change, I 

daresay you don't even know what your constituents are thinking about 

because most people in the suburbs of Trenton commute back and forth to 

New York and leave their wives and children home. When they c:ome in 

late at night. is when they are really home and, if you pan' t believe 

it, come in from New York on some of the commuter trains.that are going 

in all different directions in New Jersey. 

The Mount laurel decision was another decision like the one 

in 1954. You said it wasn't going to work. Let me give you an example 

of what happened .in the decision of 1954. At West Virginia State 

College -- and Senator Lipman may know this the whites had to travel 

past two black colleges to go to college. But, when the desegregation 
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law of 1954 came along, within two roonths white students stopped going 

100 miles to another school, and West Virginia, which was predominantly 

black, became predominantly white. It was a necessity for them. It 

was an economic problem for them to travel 100 miles to school, and it 

didn't work. 

I'm saying that the Mount Laurel court decision can work if 

· the people who are elected give it an opportunity to• work and try to 

make it work. Stop listening . to cries from the various communities. 

You know, it's sad, because some of the things I heard here today 1 

would attribute to Alabama and Mississippi, but not to the State of New 

Jersey. I can't conceive that we have gone back in time to where we 

think that people cannot live together. You know, it does not 

necessarily mean black folks. It can mean any kind of people. Black 

people are not the only people who are poor. We are a small percentage 

of the poor. There are 225 million people in this country, and we 

represent about 35 million. 

1 heard something else t.hat is traditional when t.here is a 

change, "We will need more policemen." I feel the first thing they 

think of is that poor people will come in and they will begin to rob. 

That is not true. Poor people want to live good; poor people want to 

raise their children; poor people want a better education; and, poor 

people want to survive. They· are tired of being put down by those 

persons who hav.e been elected to defend this country and this State. 

I do not have much more to say. I am weary. I am. a little 

tired, so I have lost many of the things I was going to say to you. 

But, I will say one thing. If you look at Newark, if you look at 

Trenton-- I was in Trenton when I was very young, and I can remember 

it. And, you can remember Newark. Newark wasn't always what Newark is 
. I 

today, and Trenton wasn 't al ways what Trenton is today. · Urban renewal 
,{\ ,!f' I 

projects came in and gave the other people the opportunity and. the 

money to roove, and the poor people who were left in these cities had to 

stay. They didn't own anything. They had houses on contract for 

sale. They thought they owned them, but they didn't. People stepped 

in and collected their money for houses that had been lived in for 20 

years. So, there are many sad tales to an urban city, but the urban 
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city is going to survive. I know our City is going to survive because 

there are those of us who are going to fight together to make it 

survive. Right across State Street here, there were some old houses 

that you could have bought for .about $10,000 five years ago. They just 

recently sold for $150,000 and $200,000 after they were renovated. We 
I . 

do have a minority in one of those houses which cost $150,000 or more. 

I 'm saying that there are those of us who feel dedicated 

enough to stay here in this conmunity to fight for this City. We are 

also saying that suburbia is nothing but-'"" You zone your property for 

apartment buildings, for office buildings. You are taking the 

businesses out of the City. You have office buildings, and I don't 

know what is any different about the parking problem with office 

buildings coming in than with more housing coming in. You have offices 

from one end of this country to the other, right through the suburban 

areas. 

I think what we need. to do is really face the cold facts of 

what we are trying to do •. We are not just talking about people living 

·· next-"door to each other. Just ride in your car and look· at the 

· -apartments· that are going up, up, up, and up. I don't think I would 

like to wake up and see 1 , 000 • apartments around me. Just go down 1-95 

and look at the apartment buildings. They are going up and they are 

going up with someone '.s permission. But, the Mount Laurel decision 

just managed to mention the poor, and everyone gets frightened when 

they hear the word "poor." I think that most of us have been poor at 

sometime in our lives. 

I daresay that those of you who · are sitting listening to 

people today paid a whoie lot of money for your houses. H fteen years 

ago no one was paying $75,000 to $100,000 for· a house that was only 

worth $25,000. That is what is happening now. W~ are 'paying triple 

the price for a house. We have to build something that people can 

afford. Affordable housing does not necessarily just mean for the poor 

minority. It means for .your son, or my son, or. your daughter, who is 

maybe graduated from college and is making a $21,000 a . year salary, who 

wants a decent house in which to live. 

$100,000 house. 
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I am saying to each one of you that the :kind of Jegislation 

you came in here with today . smacks, · to me, of a return to Jim Crow ism. 

• .I am referring to 5~1913 and SCR ... 24. One is saying let's halt it for a 

few .days. · That - is no answer.· The other one is sayin9 let's. give it 

· back 'to the· municipalities. :well, you know, that should have · a 

,, familiar 'ring to you. and ~e~ 'Let's give' states I rights. back.',' You know 

what states' rights did· to this country. I am si;.anding firm 'and 

fighting fc,r salvation. I know . that the NAACP will cont-inue its fight 

• to see that the Mount Laurel decision is carried out. 

Thlink you very much -for iistening to me. .A little earlier l 
' ' ' 

might not 'have' been quite' BO emotional, hut l am very tired. 

SENATOR . LIPMAN: Ms •. Graham, we are glad to hear you, 

emotional or not. That is what it is all .about· really. We thank you 

so much for your testimony. Are there any questions for Ms. G:,;aham7 

·· (negative response) Thank you again, and we're sorry we had you so · 
, I 

late in the day • 
.. MS. G~AHAM: That's perfectly all right; 

SENATOR _LIPMAN: ls Phyllis Salowe-Kayj:! here? . (rio response) 

Committeeman William. Cherry from Princeton Township •. You've been. here 

···.for-a long time, haven't you,· Mr. Cherry? · 

IIILLIAM DIERRY-: Thank you very much, Madam .·Chairman. · Senators, 

· ladies, and gentlemen: It is very kind of you to listen to me. ·_ It was 

a .. great privilege to hear Ms. Graham a moment ago.· I · was very 
' ' ' 

impressed and ··moved. I second · her basic emotional desires. I am 
' . 

sp~aking now informally, or. extemporaneously, if· you will,· on behalf of 

the Princeton -Township. Committee and, in a certain sense, on behalf of 
' ' ' 

. Princeton Borough also, because, 
' ' 

Princeton which l call the City 

forth in a moment~ -. 

in fact, we are all one community in 

.of Princeton for reasorn~ l will br,ing 

,,. 
The best thing for me to. do is to speak·;;,;on a specific and 

. rather. na:rrow. topic b~cause, in· my mind,· it is .the niost important one 

·. which binds the general coverage·· of the bill you '&re working mo~t hard 

on and is a direct concei'l'l which you can influence the most. That is 

the matter of the density bonus· technique for funding the affordable 

housing. let me say this.· On Tuesday night, the. Princeton Township 
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Committee passed a resolution affirming their intention -- which has 

been sustained for decades and decades, if not for a century or more --

to provide affordable housing. This has been a concern of · the ' 

Princeton community, for many, many. years, for as long as I can 

remember, and I came during the im.mediate sequel to World War JI. 

let me say this abolJt Princeton, and I am going to make you 

sort of angry because I am talking Et>out c:>ne town. It · is not a town 

and, above all, it is not a suburban conmunity~ · Sure, we· send some 

commuters to New York City, but so· does Newark, Madam Senator. In 

1666 when the British overwhelmed the Dutch in New Amsterdam, which 

then became the Colony of New York, the Princeton area was sparse}y 

settled with · English and Dutch farmers. They lived side-by;..side in 

peace for two centuries with the Lenni le nape Indians, who, 

.unfortunately, have gone now. 

In 1756, the College of New Jersey, later Princeton 

University, moved into Princeton· and subsequently, · in 1811, the 

.Princeton Theological Seminary, the oldest Presbyterian seminary in the 

United· States, moved into Princeton. from then on, subsequent 

institutions arrived which are of national\ and worldwide consequence, · 

and formed the indigenous industry of Princeton. So, Princeton is a 

city unto itself, with its own industry. It differs only froo,, the 

other cities of the State of New Jersey in that that industry has not 

yet collapsed economically, for which I am very gr.ateful. 

Now, during the course of the development -- .which is 

continuing to · this very day ~- this industry of higher and specialized 

education,· research, and related services provided literally thousands 

of subsidized dwelling units for various types of households, ~s you 

can imagine, dormitories for undergraduates, special housing .for 

married graduate students, for junior 'faculty, for .:,,~eni'?! faculty, f~r 

professors emeritus, and so on, all of the different. economic levels, 

to be sure, some of them right down at the bottom because, you know, 

some folks who are graduate students don't have a nickel to their 

names. I was one once, so. I can tell you. 

In any case, that was the broad subsidized housing in 

Princeton as a result of its main industry, which ,was, and is, higher 
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. 
education. Princeton, of course, is. a city in another respect. When 

the United States first became a free and independent nation, Princeton 

was its first capital. Princeton was the first capital 'of the State of 

New Jersey, but the education business the industry -- has persisted 

all along. 

In addition to the dwelling units which were subsidized at 

various levels by the industry itself in relative! y recent years, the 

last three decades -- or maybe a little more, since World War II -- the 

municipalities, with the help of Federal and State subsidies, and also 

with the help of very charitable private persons and institutions, have 

built a large number of· units too. Therefore,· these have always 

represented to· the war ld that Princeton never was exclusionary. We 

are, and were, . the nost cosmopolitan town, certainly in the State of 

New Jersey, and I daresay pretty much in the whole United States of 

America.· Nevertheless, we are still looked. on by folks in Trenton 

-and I'm sorry about that -- as a rich suburb. Yes, we do have rich 

people there, quite a lot of them, and they are very rich. But, we 

• have some very, v13ry poor people there. Nevertheless, those folks who 

are currently residing in the denser areas -- now, I'm speaking 

specifically about Princeton Township, which I represent explicitly-

We have a zoning area which is seven units to the acre. It is made up 

of housing which is in many cases old. One of my very, very .dearest 

colleagues in politics lived in a house which was assessed at $120,000 

a few years ago. It's probably more now, I don't know. But, -my point 

here is, it seems as though no matter how dense you make the housing, 

the selling price .is very, very high. 

We are going to do this affordable housing again, as we have 

in the past, although we cannot engage in the type of f~nancing which 

has been suggested in the Mount Laurel II decision qf usi_ng the density 

bonus technique. You are all familiar with that ab no one needs an 

explanation of what I am talking rt>out, the density bonus thing. You 

know that in the early 1970's, Princeton began to construct a new 

master plan. Either we invented, or certainly reinvented the concept 

of the density bonus as a mechanism for providing affordable housing at 

a time when there was no mandatory powers invested in the 
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, municipalities; as the.re are now by virtue of the Mount Laurel. II 

decision. The Supreme Court'· of .the ·state, in · reviewing the 

consequences. of its Mount Laurel I decision, · and. then, of course, 

.. Oakwood versus Madison' .and .. in studying' filing, and -Chief Justice .· 

Wilentz 's writing the Mount Laurel II decision, noted that Princeton 

-·. had discussed and, indeed, put; forth in its m~ster plan the i'tlea of 

density bonuses in order· to provide for .what-- .. they called "internal 

·subsidization of affordable housing." ·So, ,in· the.· course of ·--discussing 

_ what . the Supreme Court calls "affi~mative -._ measures" that,·-. iii fact, 

provide a realisti~ · opportunit)' for the construction · o_f affordable 

housing-- I might say -they are a marve'lous set of words which require 

. more than the wisdom of·· Solomon to truly interpret. I do not mean to 
. . 

be' a little ~rcastic~ it really is a difficulty, 'a serious one. They 

quoted· Princeton in two different places with respect ·to· thiE; 

proposition of the density born.Js, which the· court · mentioned as a 

conceivable affirmative measure • 

. But·_ now, .Senators, ladies, and gentlemen, Princeton only 

proposed that as an experiment. We were . going to do it in terms of . -
developing a very limited numbe:r: -of affordable housing lnits. However 

many We could get,' fine, but we had no· numerical goal, certainly no 

goal anything -like the size that is now ·appearing to be what the court · 

requires of us ·and others in their fair share. 

You know, -of course, the consequences of what turns -out to be 

the economic reality.of the-density bonus. Fi:i:-st and. foremost, it is a 

source of enormous profit for landowners and developers, and it seef!'ls 

to lead to a five to one consequence of development density far more 

. than w~s to be expected in any reasonable master plan. l am not<going 

to tell you that Princeton would be ruined .more seriously ~•u•n other -. . e . . . 

municipalities. I happen to be a little bit famil_!ar · with the J'pwn .of 
,.,, :,:-' 

Cranbury, which is a little town of 700 dwelling iffl1ts. · It :has now · 

. been suggested in·· court testi~ny that·. they build ·4; 110 dwelling· 

units. My goodness, ladies and gentlemen, that.is almost six times. the 

siie of the existing town. In regard to the preservation of farmland, · 

the court showed a great concern, in its writings at least, that the 

protection of the environment should be a major conside·ration. 
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l suggest to all of you that the court never meant bonus 

density f\,Jnding as a requirement. Even if all .other techniques of 

funding should fail and you do not get the affordable housing you seek, 

or the numbers that, you seek, I.urge upon you my interpretation that -

and I can assure you.that I have. s-tudted this decision, as you can well 

understand, for many, many, many long hours, as probably you have too 

-- that is not a requirement. However, it was seized upon by the 

developers and, quite frankly, some of the legal fraternity are perhaps 

not quite as honorable as the · folks present here. I call your 

attention to the gentleman, who when referring to filing a. case against 

Princeton Township, Teferred to the municipalities as .little baby harp 

seals, which squirm and shriek for a few minutes, but soon roll over 

dead when you get through with them. Do you remember that member of 

your fraternity, Senator Stockman? 

Anyhow, this density bonus, if it is obligatory, means, 

frankly I feel, the murder of my co11111unity. I can't support that. I 

am willing to tal<e all kinds of taxes, especially if you give me the 

opportunity to have graduated taxes, in some sense, and the alJility to 

pay. 1 am speaking now just for myself. Or, a graduated real estate 

tax, if you will, but, look, if you merely say apply real estate taxes, 

raise the "cap," and things like that-- Again 1 tell you, ladies and 

gentlemen, we have very poor people in our hometown,. and to dri,ve · them 

out in order to bring others in doesn't seem to be the right way to go. 

Thanks a lot. I think that is really my message to · you. I 

appreciate.your hearing me. 

SENATOR LIPMAN: Mr. Cherry, we appreciate the historic 

tour. Senator Stockman reminds me that he represents the first c~ital 

of New Jersey,· and also the present capital, so that should give him 

some special standing with this Committee. Do you haie a question, 

Senator Stockman? 
"{0_ 

SENATOR STOCKMAN: No, I have not. I j.ust want to say hello 

and thank you, Bill, for coming down to share your thoughts with us. 

COMMITTEEMAN CHERRY: Thank you very much. 

SENATOR LIPMAN: Senators, are there any further questions? 

(negative response) Okay, thank you very much. 
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COMMITTEEMAN CHERRY: Please make the density bonus thing 

external to your legislation, and rule it out. Thank you very much. 

SENATOR LIPMAN: That is a point well taken, Mr. Cherry. We 

have one last speaker, Committeeman Thomas Weidner of Cranbury 

Township. Mr. Weidner? 

TID4AS NEIDtER: I have copies of my statement here if you would like 

to have them. I guess they say the last shall be first and the first 

shall be last. I think if I had a preference, I would take it the 

other way around, but that's okay. 

Mr. Cherry mentioned what the court"."appointed expert in 

Cranbury Township's case had recommended. That is now the decision of 

the court as of two or three days ago. I would like, if I may, to just 

talk to you to some extent about what that decision means. 

My name is Tom Weidner. I am a former Mayor and currently a 

Committeeman in Cranbury Township, Middlesex County, New Jersey. I 

speak on behalf of the entire Township Committee, Republicans and 

Democrats. Cranbury is currently in the midst of a Mount Laurel trial 

in which the court recently ruled that Cranbury must provide sufficient 

· ''housing 'for ·lo~ and noderate-income persons such that its population 

will increase nearly sevenfold by 1990. That decision will destroy our 

· efforts to preserve farmland and protect our . village area, which is 

designated both a national and State historic district. 

let me just say what my conclusion is first before I continue 

on and also say at the outset that I am not trying to say that the 

cities in New Jersey don't have a problem and, certainly, whatever 

efforts can be made to help those cities I think should be made. That 

is not really the focus of my testimony here though. My conclusion is 

that whatever bill is introduced should limit the amount of growth a 

municipality has to absorb either through whatever planning commission 

is established, or through Mount Laurel litigatio~'t'.,, The suggestion I 

have is 100%, .but I am certainly not tied to any speci fie number. 

However, a sevenfold increase is ridiculous and absurd in a five-year 

period. 

Secondly, I think that a builder's remedy, if we are going to 

continue with this type of litigation, should be limited to being 
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consistent with mund planning principles when the builder has been 

denied relief on a bona fide applicati,on to the planning board. If you 

did nothing more than that I would be satisfied, whether you have a 

planning commission or you don't have a planning commission. 

Thirdly, I think that in whatever legislation you pass you 

should reaffirm the other planning goals that the Legislature has set 

up under. the . municipal land-use law. I think you have to be careful 

when passing whatever legislation you pass, that housing doesn't become 

the only priority in the State of New Jersey at the sacrifice of other 

.important goals such as farmland preservation and historic preservation 

··- - at least they are important as far as Cranbury is concerned. 

I will go along with my statement and I will try, instead of 

reading it verbatim, to highlight as much as I can because I have gone 

.through some planning board meetings and I sympathize with your 

perseverance. 

Cranbury is a town of less than 2,000 people and less than 

750 housing units. Nearly three-quarters of our land is prime farmland 

in active agricultural use. 

Prinr to the last Mount laurel decision, we enacted a new 

master plan and that plan would permit 1,500 additional housing units, 

of which 300 would be low and moderate income, which could be erected 

over the life of the master plan. In addition, our ordinances were 

designed to preserve approximately 3,500 to 4,000 acres of prime 

agricultural land and, at the same time, protect the village area of 

the Township. The 218 houses in our central village, as I said, are on 

the national and State historic registers. It is apparent, based upon 

the court decision that says that our population must increase 

sevenfold, that these efforts are not enough and that the Town's 
\t 

attempt to preserve far~land and to protect its historic area are to be 
, .... 

sacrificed in order to provide builders' remedies . and unreasonable 

numbers of housing t.11its t.11der court edict. 

The preservation of farmland has been specifically recognized 

by this Legislature. I am not going to read to you the law that you 

passed, L. 1981, Chapter 276, other than to highlight your recognition 

that the retention of . farmland is important and that the future of 
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agriculture ·has wen threatened by suburban development of the State's 

prime farmland, which has resulted .. in significant direct loss of 

agricultural land. That is a law which you have passed. You passed 

similar laws in 1976 and 1983, and those are cited in the statement 

which I have provided. Similarly, with respect to. the Town's 

designation as a national and State historic district again, I am 

not going to quote that entire verbiage there which has been approved 

by both the national and State governments, other than to point out 

that they indicate that Cranbury is the best preserved nineteenth 

century village in Middlesex County. Indeed,. it is one of the finest 

preserved nineteenth century towns in the entire State of New Jersey. 

let me 91'!JPhasize that Cranbury is ready, willing, and able to 

provide substantial numbers of low-income housing lllits, even tripling 

the Town's population, to comply with Mount Laurel, preserve farmland, 

and protect the historic village. The court ruled, according to what I 

conceive to be their Alice in Wonderland formula, that Cranbury must 

provide 4,080 housing units by 1990, es 1 indicated a sevenfold 

increase. 1n fact, in order to provide those numbers, builders would 

have to erect more houses than currently exist · in Cranbury each year 

for the next five years. Overall, these "fair share" numbers are two 

to two and a half times what the private market can construct. 

Unfortunately, any single municipality may be fully develope_d with 

these numbers. 

We have been advised that the six builder/plaintiffs may well 

be entitled to a builder's remedy. Let me point out that in our 

lawsuit the Urban League started as the plaintiff and, after the remand 

as a result of Mount Laurel II litigation, we had six builders come 

into the lawsuit. They have never proposed to build one house, while l 

have been on the Township Committee, for low or .moderate '1ncome and, as 
·~~. ,, 

far as I am concerned, they are using Mount laur~1 as a sword of 

Damocles to raise their profits at the expense of the Town's efforts to 

preserve its farmland and its historic village. These builders are 

located in every corner of the Township. Rough estimates indicate that 

they stand to gross an additional $16 million if successful. To 

provide a builder's remedy to all or most of these individual 
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plaintiffs will necessarily result in the destruction of our efforts to 

preserve our Town's farmland and will undermine, and perhaps destroy, 

our efforts to protect the national and State historic area. 

Accordingly, I support legislation that would place a limit 

on how much growth a municipality must absorb -- and, again, I just 

suggest a figure of 100% '-- and deny a. builder's remedy unless it is 

consistent with sound planning principles .. and the builder has been 

denied relief on a bona fide applic1;1tion to the planning board•} 

failure to so limit Mount Laurel litigation will place municipalities 

at the mercy of land speculators who can make millions of dollars at 

the expense of other sound planning goals, such as farmland and 

historic preservation. If the courts fail to uphold such legislation, 

the only alternative is a constitutional amendment to undo Mount 

Laurel, which · frankly and conceptually I am not too anxious to do. 

But, when the courts go about their formulas, use these formulistic 

approaches, create unrealistic numbers, and in the process destroy our 

efforts to try to preserv~ farmland and protect our historic district, 

and then tell us we have to increase sevenfold by 1990., we are really 

at· :our wit •s end. 

Thank you very much for heating me. I know the hour is late, 

but I would be happy to answer any questions if anyone has any. Thank 

you, Senator. 

SENATOR LIPMAN: Senators, are there. any 

(negative response) Mr. Wiedner, I ·just want to say we 

questions? 

understand 

Cranbury' s particular difficulty and we appreciate your testimony very 

much. Senator Stockman? 

SENATOR STOCKMAN: I want to second that, but I am not going 

to say anything more -- something privately, but nothing more. 

SENATOR LIPMAN: Okay, if there are no ,oore questions and no 
. . 'ii't. ·>· 

more testimony, I declare this hearing ended, for 'tile time being. I 

should remind the Committee members that we will · .have a follow-up 

hearing tentatively scheduled for August 30. We hope the Committee 

will be present, as well as anyone else who wishes to present testimony 

about the Mount Laurel II decision. 

Thank you all very much for comirig. 

SENATOR STOCKMAN: You do not want a motion to move S-2046? 
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SENATOR LIPMAN-: No, this is a hearing, Senator. 

Unfortunately, we cannot move the bills out today. 

(HEARING mtcLll£D) 
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TESTIMONY OF THE NEW JERSEY. 

DEPARTMENT OF . TIIE PUBLIC ADVOCATE 

ON SCR 24, S. 1913 AND S. 2046 

BEFORE THE SENATE COMMITTEE ON 

STATE GOVERNMEN.T, FEDERAL AND INTERSTATE 

'RELATIONS AND VETERANS AFFAIRS 
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THANK YOU FOR~· OPPORTUNITY TO APPEAR BEFORE YOU ON THE 

IMPORTANT SUBJECT OF THE MT. LAUREL DECISION AND THE PROVISION OF 

LOWER INCOME HOUSING.>' I AM HERE TODAY TO REGISTER THE PUBLIC 

ADVOCATE'$ STRONG OPPOSITION TO SCR 24 AND S-1913 BECAUSE THEY 

COMPLETELY UNDERMINE THE ASPIRATIONS OF THE LOW AND MODERATE INCOME 

.HOUSEHOLDS OF THIS STATE WHO SEEK DECENT, AFFORDABLE HOUSING. IN 

CONTRAST, S-2046 REPRESENTS THE FIRST SERIOUS COMPREHENSIVE LEGJS

LATIVE ATTEMPT EVER TO RESPOND TO THE MT. LAUREL DECISION •. WHILE 

THE DEPARTMENT BELIEVES THAT SOME CHANGES IN IT ARE NECESSARY, WE 

SUPPORT 'THE GENERAL FRAMEWORK OF IBIS BILL. A REPRESENTATIVE OF 

-OUR DEPARTMENT HAS BEEN PARTICIPATING IN MEETINGS OF THE AD HOC 

HOUSING COMMITTEE WHICH IS ATTEMPTING TO REVISE AND STRENGTHEN THE 

BILL. IN THIS TESTIMONY, I WOULD LIKE TO EXPLAIN WHY WE OPPOSE 

SCR-24 AND S-1913. I WOULD ALSO LIKE 1TOOFFER SOME COMMENTS ON S-204E 

WHICH MAY BE HELPFUL IN DEVELOPING AMENDMENTS TO S.::_2046. 
·. ' ' . ' . ·4- -

-V.-.... • .... 

\ 
SCR 24 IS A PROPOSED CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENT·WHICH PROPOSES TO 

OVERTURN THE MT. LAUREL DECISIONS. THE MT. LAUREL DOCTRINE IMPOSES Ali 

AFFIRMATIVE CONSTITUTIONAL OBLIGATION UPON NEW JERSEY MUNICIPALITIES 

TO PROVIDE A REALISTIC OPPORTUNITY FOR THEIR FAIR SHARE OF LOW AND 
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MODERATE INCOME HOUSING. ACCORDING TO 'MT. LAUREL, THE LAND IN THIS 

STATE MUST BE OPEN TO THE FOOR AS WELL AS THE RICH. LOW AND MODERATE 

INCOME PEOPLE CANNOT BE KEPT OUT OF THE SUBURBS BECAUSE, THEY DO NOT 

EARN EXECUTIVE LEVEL SALARIES. OF EQUAL IMPORTANCE, MT. LAUREL REQUIRES 

THAT TOWNS WHICH ZONE FOR COMMERCE OR INDUSTRY MUST RESPOND TO THE 

HOUSING NEEDS OF EMPLOYEES WHO WILL WORK IN THOSE INDUSTRIES. 

AFTER "YEARS OF FRUSTRATING DELAYS AND LEGAL EVASIONS, THE MT. 

LAUREL DECISION l.S NOWl'AYINGDlVIDENDS. IN BEDMINSTER T.HEDEVELOJ>ER 

OF "THE HILLS" IS CONSTRUCTING 260 UNITS OF-LOW AND MODERATE INCOME 

HOUSING AS l>ART.OF ITS PLANNED UNIT DEVELOPMENT. THE LOW INCOME UNITS 

WILL SELL FOR $26,500 FOR A ONE BEDROOM UNIT AND $33,500 FOR A'THREE 

BEDROOM UNIT. THE MODERATE INCOME UNITS WILL SELL FOR $47,000 TO 

$55,500. THE FIRST LOWER INCOME RESIDENTS BE SHOULD MOVINGIN BY· 

LATE FALL, AND ALL 260 UNITS SHOULD BE OCCUPIED BYNEXT SPRING. 

IN MT. LAUREL TOWNSHIP 92 UNITS OF LOW ·A@· MO_I)ERATE INCOME -

HOUSING ARE UNDE:R CONSTRUCTION IN ".TRICIA MEADOWS," A MOBILE HOME 

·PARK. THE LOW INCOME PURCHASERS CAN PURCHASE A MOBILE HOME FOR 

$13,500 PLUS PAD RENTAL, WHILE MODERATE INCOME PURCHASERS CAN 

ACQUIRE A UNIT FOR $18,500. 
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MOST IMPORTANT OF ALL, THE PUBLIC ADVOCATE HAS JUST REACHED 

SETTLEMENT WITH ALL TWELVE DEFENDANTS. IN THE MORRIS COUNTY 

. - . . 

EXCLUSIONARY. ZONING SUIT.·· THE. SETTLEMENT WILL PRODUCE 7,078 UNITS 

OF LOW AND MODERATE INCOME HOUSING OVER THE NEXT SIX YEARS, 5,300 

THROUGH NEW CONSTRUCTION BY .PRIVATE DEVELOPERS AND 1,778 THROUGH 

. PUBLIC SUBSIDIES,. REHABILITATION OR· AGREEMENTS WITH EXISTING 

LANDLORDS . 

. · . UNDER THE TERMS OF THESE SETTLEMENTS, THESE UNITS MAY BE 

OCCUPIED ONLY BY LOWER. INCOME HOUSEHOLDS. HALF OF THESE UNITS 

WILL BE AVAILABLE TO LOW INCOME HOUSEHOLDS; · IN MORRIS COUNTY A . 
\ . . ' . ' ., . ' , 

FAMILY OF FOUR WITH AN INCOME OF LESS THAN $16,350, WHICH IS 50% 

OF THE REGION'S MEDIAN INCOME, IS LOW INCOME. THE REMAINDER ARE · 

~SERVED FOR MODERATE INCOME HOUSEHOLDS; A FAMILY OF FOUR WITH 

AN INCOME OF ·l.ESS THAN $27,750, WHICH IS 80% OF MEDIAN, IS 

MODERATE-INCOME. FURTHERMORE ALL OF THE SETTLEMENTS CONTAIN RE-

SALE 'CONTROLS TO ENSURE.THAT THE UNITS REMAIN AFFORDABLE TO LOWER 

INCOME HOUSEHOLDS OVER TIME. 

ALL OF.THESE SETTLEMENTS ARE CONDITIONED UPON THE DEFENDANTS 

RECEIVING A SIX YEAR JUDGMENT .OF REPOSE FROM THE COURTS .. MORRIS 
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·. . ,· . ·. ·. ··. .• . 
. . ·. 

TOWNSHIP· AND HANOVER 'TOWNSHIP., HAVE ALREADY RECEIVED SUCH A JUDGMENT .. 

WHICILPROlUBITS A DEVELOPER FROM CHALLENGING THEIR ZONING FOR SIX 

YEARS. THE COURT WILL DETERMINE IN.SEPTEMBER WHETHER THE OTHER: TEN . . . .. . . . . . · .. 

MUNICIPALITIES RECEIVE SIMILAR JUDGMENT$ OF REPOSE. 

WHAT HAPPENED IN MORRIS COUNTY·IS BEGINNING TO ~_PEN THROUGH

OUT THE STATE~ > FIVE r,nnjlCIPALITIES . JUST ENTERED INTO SETTLEMENTS IN 

.MII)D.LESEX . COllNTY. A NUMBER OF O'l'HER SETTLEMENTS TBROUGHOlJT: THE 

. i ::mE FlBS1'. TlllE. : XO :OPEN THE DOOR OF :-nmsE MUNI:CIPALlTIES :TO LOWER . . . . .• . ' . . . . . . ' .. 

_.· · ··•·'"·lNCom:.: 110USEHOLDS. 

.fi 
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SCR 24 

SCR,24 WOULD SLAM THESE DOORS.SHUT AND LEGITIMIZE THE EXCLUSION 

OF LOWER INCOME PEOPLE. A MUNICIPALITY WOULD BE GIVEN THE CONSTI-

TUTlONAL RIGHT TO EXCLUDE ALL LOW INCOME PEOPLE.FROM THE TOWN EXCEPT 

FOR THOSE PERSONS IIRESIDING IN THE MUNICIPALITY OR WHO WILL BE 

EMPLOYED IN THE MUNICIPALITY AS A RESULT OF ZONING OR PLANNING 

DETERMINATONS MADE BY THE MUNICIPALITY ON OR AFTER THE ADOPTION OF 

THIS AMENDMENT. ff UNDER nus AMENDMENT' THE NEW JERSEY CONSTITUTION 

WOULD DECLARE.THA'l' AN EMPLOYEE WHO WORKS IN·THE COMMUNITY AS A RESULT 

OF A PLANNING DECISION MADE PRIOR TO PASSAGE OF THIS AMENDMENT COULD 

LEGALLY BE PREVENTED FROM LIVING IN THE COMMUNITY WHERE HE OR SHE WORK 

UNDER THIS AMENDMENT, THE NEW JERSEY CONSTITUTION WOULD DECLARE THAT 

EACH MUNICIPALITY IS A SEPARATE ISLAND. AN EMPLOYEE WHO WORKS IN 

ONE TOWN COULD LEGALLY BE BARRED FROM LIVING IN A NEIGHBORING TOWN. 

A SENIOR CITIZEN WISHING TO MOVE TO A SMALLER .. RETIREMENT HOME COULD 
~~i- -

LIKEWISE .BE EXCLUDED; SO TOO COULD PERSONS LOOKING FORWORK WOULD 

LIKE TO MOVE NEAR EMPLOYMENT CENTERS. 

MT. LAUREL ESTABLISHES THE PRINCIPLE THAT LAND USE CONTROLS. 

MUST CONSIDER THE NEEbS OF RICH AND POOR ALIKE. SCR 24 WOULD SUB-
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STITUTE CONSTITUTIONAL "KEEP-OUT" SIGNS ON THE BORDERS OF EVERY 

SUBURBAN MUNICIPALITY. SCR 24 WOULD BE A TRAGEDY TO THE 40% OF NEW 

JERSEY HOUSEHOLDS WHO HAVE LOW AND MODERATE INCOME HOUSEHOLDS. IT 

WOULD AFFECTIVELY DESTROY THE HOPES OF MANY BLUE COLLAR WORKERS, 

YOUNG MARRIED COUPLES JUST ENTERING THE JOB MARKET, AND SENIOR 

CITIZENS FOR DECENT, AFFORDABLE HOUSING. SCR 24 SHOULD BE REPUDIATED. 

' 1,;.,· 
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5 ... 1913 

-nm-- DEPARTMENT\ C>PPOSES: s ... 1913 NOT ONLY . BECUASE __ IT REPRESENTS AN 

UNWISE POLICY, BUT :ALSO BECAUSE WE ARE CONVlNC:ED THAT THE BILL, _IF 

- . . . . . 

· ENACTED, WOULD BE DECLARED UNCONSTITUTIONAL! - THE KEY PASSAGE ls 

- - -

PARAGRAPH 4,- WHICH PROVIDES: 
.- - -. - -- -- - -- - - _- - - - _-- - - -- - -

A .MUNICIPALITY WHICH IS UNDER A COURT ORDE.R lSSUEI> -
. _·. . . . . ·. -- . 

BETWEEN ;ANUARY 1, 1983 AND DECEMBER 31, 1986, - IN ... --
' ' . . . .- ·. . ,·. _·. . : .·.. , . 

CLUSIVE. TO P:E:RM.IT OR.PROVIDE FOR THE CONSTRUCTION 

OFHOUS1NGUNlTS SHALL NOT BE REQUIRED TO PERMIT 

OR PROVIDE FOR THE CONS_TRUCTION OF MORE THAN 10_%. 

OF.TBEWiTSWrrHIN THE TWO ... YEAR PERIOD COMMENCING 

WITH THE-EFFECTIVE DATE OF THIS ACT OR WITHIN TWO 
. -~- . 

·YEARS OF THEDATE OF. THE ORDER, WHICHEVER IS LATER. 

THIS BILL SEEKS TO RATION -- CONSTITUTIONAL REMEDIES AND REWARDS 

·-1 

MUNICIPALITIES FC)R -DEFYING THE CONSTITUTlON. - JJNDQ ITS TERMS, A 

- - - MUNICIPALITY HAS -NO OBLIGATION FOR LOWER INCOME HOUSING SO -LONG AS 

- · IT CAN DELAY LITIGATION.. FOR EXAMPLE, IF A -MUNICIPALITY IN LI'l'IGATION 

CAN DRAG OUT A LAWSUIT UNTIL AUGUST 1986, THEN IT-MUST MEET ONLY 10% 

- - OF ITS CONSTITUTIONAL HOUSING OBLIGATION BETWEEN NOW AND AUGUST 1988. 
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IN MANY INSTANCES TIIE FORMULA WOULD GUARANTEE THAT NO LOWER INCOME 

HOUSING IS BUILT. THIS IS NO JUSTIFICATION FOR PERMITTING ONLY 10% 

OF A MUNICIPALITY'S FAIR SHARE TO.BE PHASED IN OVER A TWO YEAR 

PERIOD. BEDMINSTER TOWNSHIP HAS ENTERED INTO AN AGREEMENT WITH US 

PROVIDING FOR 650 UNITS. TWO HUNDRED SIXTY OF THESE ARE NOW UNDER 

CONSTRUCTION. UNDER S-1913 BEDMINSTER WOULD NEED TO APPROVE ONLY 

65 lJNITS IN TilE NEXT TWO YEARS. SUCH A RESTRICTION WOULD CRIPPLE 

. DFORCEMENT OF NT •. LAUEEL RI GETS • 

.IN SOUTHERN BURLINGTON COUNTY V. MT. LAURELTP. I, 67N.J".;J.51, 

. ·1.aa (1975), "THE SlJPREME COURT 1)ECLINED 'TO DECIDE WHETHER TIMED GROWTH 

LAWS WERE CONSTITUTIONAL .... ''THE COURT DID COMMENT: 

WE NOW SAY ONLY THAT ASSUMING SOME TYPE 

OF TIMED GROWTH IS l?ERMISSIBLE, IT CANNOT 

BE UTILIZED AS AN EXCLUSIONARY DEVICE OR 

TO STOP ALL FURTHER DEVELOPMENT AND MUST 
.;,,":~ 

INCLUDE EARLY PROVISION FORLOWAND MODERATE 

INCOME HOUSING. 

MEASURED BY THIS STANDARD, S-1913 IS CLEARLY UNCONSTITUTIONAL. A 

LAW WHICH POSTPONES ALL LOW AND MODERATE INCOME HOUSING OBLIGATIONS 
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.· UNTIL THE MUNICIPALITY'S ORDINANCE IS DECLARED UNCONSTITUTIONAL, 

. . ,• .. . 

•. AND THEN PERMITS ONLY 10% OF ITS FAIR SHARE TO BE PHASED IN OVER . 

TWO YEARS, IS "AN EXCLUSIONARY •DEVICE AND DOES NOT INCLUDE EARLY 

PROVISION FOR LOW AND MODERATE INCOME HOUStNG. ti . THIS COMMITTEE 

SHOULD ,REJECT S-1913 •. 

:', ... , 
"'I"' . 
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S-2046 

IN MT. LAUREL II, THE SUPREME COURT ONCE AGAIN URGED THE 

LEGISLATURE TO DEVELOP A METHOD OF IMPLEMENTING THE CONSTITUTIONAL 

OBLIGATION TO PROVIDE REALISTIC HOUSING OPPORTUNITY FOR LOWER 

INCOME HOUSEHOLDS. THERE IS NO DOUBT THAT SUCH A _COURSE OF ACTION1 

· lS HIGHLY DESIRABLE. THE TEST OF ANY PROPOSED LEGISLATION IS 

WHETHER IT HEDPS, _RATHER THAN .HINDERS,· 1'HE PROVISION OF THIS HOUS!NG. 

I 13EL!EVE ·.'Tiilcr S-204~, WITH CERTAIN AMENDMENTS, HAS THE POTENTIAL :I'D 

BE A MAJOR H£LP. RATHER !rHAN. FOCUS ON.nm ENTIRE .BlLL, l WOULD LI.KE 

. . 

TO DISCUSS CERTAJ:N· CRITlCAL··--PARTS . OF TT .• 

ANY BILL WHICH SEEKS 'TD COM!:'REHENSIVELY "RESPOND• TO TEE MT. LAUREL 

DECISIONS AND TO THE NEED FOR LOWER INCOME HOUSING SHOULD CONSIDER AT 
I 

LEAST FIVE ELEMENTS: .PHASING, FAIR SHARE, RESALE CONTROLS, .:FINANCING, 

HOUSING SUBSIDY; I WOULD LIKE TO DISCUSS EACH'OF THESE IN TUBN. 
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PHASING 

ONE OF THE MOST CONTROVERSIAL ISSUES IN S-2046 IS SECTION 22, 

WHICH CONCERNS THE ISSUE OF PHASING - DETERMINING THE PERIOD OF 

TIME IN WHiCH A MUNICIPALITY MUST PROVIDE ITS FAIR SHARE OF LOWER 

INCOME HOUSING. SECTION 22 GIVES SOUND GUIDANCE TO A COURT IN DRAFTIN1 

A PHASING ORDER. IN ADDITION, HOWEVER, IT ESTABLISHES A SPECIFIC 

.FORMULA: MUNICIPALlTIES SHALL NOT BE REQUIRED TO PHASE-IN LOWER 

INCOME HOUSING ·"AT A RATE GREATER THAN 25%.AS SOON AS POSSIBLE BUT 

NO LATER THAN ONE YEAR AFTER ENTRY 'oF JUDGMENT AND 15% AT TWELVE 

MONTH INTERVALS THEREAFTER. 11 

WE BELIEVE THAT NO SUCH FORMULA CAN BE FAIR IN ALL INSTANCES AND 

THAT IT WILL PRODUCE A NUMBER THAT IS TOO HIGH IN SOME CASES, AND 

TOO LOW IN OTHERS. FOR EXAMPLE, ASSUME A MUNICIPALITY HAS A FAIR 

SHARE OF 2,500 (WHICH IS PROBABLY AS HIGH AS ANY IN THE STATE). 

UNDER THIS FORMULA IT WOULD HAVE TO ABSORB 625 UNITS WITHIN 

TWELVE MONTHS OR LESS, VERY POSSIBLY MORE THAN IT CAN HANDLE. THE 

FORMULA, DEPENDING UPON INDIVIDUAL CIRCUMSTANCES, MIGHT WELL BE 

UNFAIRLY HIGH FOR THAT TOWN. c:ON THE OTHER HAND, PLAINTIFFS NEGOTIATED 

A PHASING AGREEMENT WITH HANOVER TOWNSHIP IN WHICH ALMOST J./2 OF ITS 
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250 FAIR.SHARE UNITS WOULD BE APPROVED IMMEDIATELY, AND ALL OF THEM 

WOULD RECEIVE FINAL APPROVAL BY MARCH, 1987. THE PHASING SCHEDULE OF 

PARAGRAPH 22 WOULD UNDULY AND UNNECESSARILY PROLONG THE CONSTRUCTION 

OF LOWER INCOME HOUSING IN HANOVER. 

IN SHORT, ANY LEGISLATIVE PHASING FORMULA WOULD BE TOO BURDEN

SOME TO MUNICIPALITIES IN SOME CASES, AND TOO RESTRICTIVE TO HOUSING 

ADVOCATES IN OTHERS. THE AD HOC HOUSING GROUP IS TRYING TO REPLACE 

. A RIGID FORMULA APPROACH WITH A LIST OF FLEXIBLE CRITERIA FOR A. COURT 

TO APPLY IN ESTABLISHING A PHASING SCHEDULE.. I RECOMMEND THAT .S-2046 

BE AMENDED.TO ADOPT SUCH AN APPROACH. 
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CALCULATION OF FAIR SHARE 

ANY CONSIDERATION OF FAIR SHARE SHOULD BEGIN WITH A REVIEW OF 

RECENT DEVELOPMENTS. THIS SPRING JUDGE EUGENE SERPENTELLI ASKED A 

GROUP OF 22 PLANNERS HEADED BY CARLA LERMAN, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR FOR 

THE BERGEN COUNTY HOUSING AUTHORITY, TO TRY TO DEVELOP THE BEST 

POSSIBLE FAIR SHARE PLAN. OVER A THREE MONTH PERIOD THEY UNANI-

MOUSLY AGREED UPON A METHOD OF ESTABLISHING HOUSING REGIONS, 

DETERMINING HOUSING NEEDS AND ALLOCATING THOSE NEEDS AMONG MUNI-

CIPALITIES. THE CONSENSUS PLAN WHICH THEY D.EVELOPED WAS JUST 

· J\DOPTED BY .JUDGE SERPENTELLI IN Tim WARREN TOWNSHIP DECISION. 

__ lN THE MORRIS COUNTY CASE, JUDGE SKILLMAN ASKED CARLA LERMAN TO 

BE THE. COURT'S EXPERT AND USE THE CONSENSUS FAIR SHARE FORMULA 

TO DETERMINE THE-FAIR SHARE NUMBER OF THE MORRIS DEFENDANTS. 

ALTHOUGH JUDGE SKILLMAN MADE CLEAR THAT HE WOULD NOT DECIDE UNTIL 

AFTER A TRIAL WHETHER HE WOULD APPROVE THE FORMULA, 11 THE LERMAN 

NUMBERS SERVED AS A BASIS FOR NEGOTIATION AND SETTLEMENT. 

THE LERMAN REPORT CONTAINS AN IMPORTANT CAVEAT. THE FAIR 

SHARE NUMBER FOR A PARTICULAR MUNICIPALITY IS COMPUTED ON THE BASIS 

-
OF A UNIFORM FORMULA WITHOUT ANY LOOK AT THE UNIQUE CHARACTERISTICS 

I 
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·. . '. . ·' .· . 

·oF, THE . MUNICIPALITY~ ,AS THE REPORT STATES: 

CLEARLY, WijEN·A MUNICIPALITY IS ASSIGNED 

' ITS' FAIR SHARE NUMBER, ,THERE WILL BE JIBED ' 
.... , . ·. '::, ·... . 

.AND,OPPORTUNITYTO EVALUATE.THAT SHARE!N' 

.. LIGHT oF PARTICULAR eoNrirTIE>Ns winrrN THAT··· 

.TOWN; .THAT WILL ··BE' THE·. APPROPRIATE' TIME' TO ... . . .· . . ' .·· : ' '. . . . . 

AAISE QUESTIONS OF FEASIBILITY, PREVIOUS 

EFFORTS .. AND ACCO~LISBMENTS,· STAGING' AND .. · . 

AL~ATlVE Us OF MEETING GOALS .. 

. !l?BE MORRIS COUNTY sE!TtEMENTs ·· ILLUSTRATE THE·•.At>PLlCATION. ·OF.THIS · 

CAVEAT •. FOR EXAMPLE, THE FAIR SHARE'NOMBER·OF ROXBURYTOWNSHIP .UNDER 

·THE LE~ PLAN 'Is 102s. · ROXBURY TOWNSHIP .DEMONSTRATED ±o us, HOWEVER, 
. . :. ·. ' ·. ~ ' . . . . •· . . . . . -'. 

. ·. . .. - ' . 

THAT' IN LIGHT OF ITS LACK OF SEWERCAPAClTY AND OTHER LOCAL-FAC;:TOltS; . .'. . . .. . . . . . .. . _ _. , .. 

: ', ·. -. . J~ .. : :_ . . . . . ·.· . . ; . 
ITS FAIR SHARE SHOULD. BE ONLY 602 .. BASED UPON THIS INFORMATION, 

«:J..-' . . .. , .. 

nm PUBLrc ~vocATE AccEPTED A sETTLEMENTF6R.602UN1Ts AND THE ±ow~ 
. .. : ' . . . . . ~ . -. . ". . ~-. . . . . .. , . . . . . . - .. ·, . ;. . . ·: .. 

. SHIP'S APPLICATION .FOR A JUDGMENT OF REPOSE ON'TBE B,Asis OF A 

SHOWINGTHAT THE TOWNSHIP.WOULD PROVIDE 6O2HOUSING UNITS. 
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I HAVE GIVEN THIS HISTORY TO RAISE THE QUESTION OF WHAT THE 

ROLE OF THE COUNCIL ON AFFORDABLE HOUSING SHOULD BE. UNDER S-2046 

ITS ROLE IS TO REDO WHAT THE LERMAN PLANNERS AND JUDGE SERPENTELLI 

IN THE _WARREN DECISION HAVE ALREADY DONE. THE COUNCIL IS DIRECTED 

I 

TO ESTABLISH HOUSING REGIONS, ESTABLISH PRESENT AND PROSPECTIVE NEED, 

·PROVIDE POPULATION AND HOUSEHOLD PROJECTION, AND ESTABLISH CRITERIA 

~OR ALLOCATING THE NEED AMONG MUNICIPALITIES IN THE REGION. THE 

MUNICIPALin WILL THEN DETERMINE ITS FAIR,SHARE AND ·'THE FAIR SHARE 

.lT CAN REASONABLY ACCOMMODATE. THE COUNCIL -WILL REVIEW THE. MUNI CI PAL 

"DECIS10N AND APPROVE, REJECT. OR MODIFY IT. 

· 1 WOULD SUGGEST THAT TIIE COUNCIL SHOULD NOT. UNNECESSARILY REDO 

EVERYTHING THE LERMAN REPORT DID. INSTEAD THE LEGISLATION SHOULD ADOP~ 

THE LERMAN REPORT AS ITS STARTING POINT. EACH MUNICIPALITY SHOULD BE 

FREE TODO WHAT ROXBURY TOWNSHIP DID, DEMONSTRATE TO THE COUNCIL WHAT 

. . 

PART OF THE LERMAN NUMBER IT CAN REALISTICALLY_ .. ACCO:MMODATE. THE 
. ' -~--,'· ' ,., 

COUNCIL CAN ,THEN APPROVE A FINAL FAIR SHARE NUMBER, JUST AS THE COURT 

DID IN THE MORRIS COUNTY CASE. 

THIS PROPOSAL WOULD SAVE A GREAT DEAL OF STATE MONEY AND 

EFFORT-'. MORE IMPORTANTLY, IT WOULD AVOID UNNECESSARY DELAY IN 
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ACTUALLY PROVIDING LOWER INCOME HOUSING. IT AVOIDS THE UND.ESIRABLE 

SCENARIO OF MUNICIPALITIES DELAYING UNDERTAKINGMT. LAUREL STUDIES 

AND REZONING, AND DEVELOPERS BEING PREVENTED FROM HAVING THEIR 
' . 

APPLICATIONS CONSIDERED FOR NINE MONTHS OR MORE WHILE THE COUNCIL 

REINVENTS THE WHEEL. THERE HAS BEEN TOO MUCH DELAY ALREADY AND 

THERE IS TOO GREAT A HOUSING NEED TO UNNECESSARILY DELAY TBE 

PROCESS FOR AN ADDITIONAL NINE MONTHS~ 
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HOUSING SUBSIDY 

THE.FEDERAL GOVERNMENT HAS CUT BACK UPON HOUSING SUBSIDIES AT A 

TIME WHEN THEY ARE MOST NEEDED. THERE IS AN URGENT NEED FOR A STATE 

PROGRAM TO MAKE UP FOR AT LEAST PART OF THE FEDERAL DEFAULT. SEVERAL 

BILLS, A-974 AND S-2046, SEEK TO PARTIALLY FILL THAT NEED BY 

.. ESTABLlSHING ~ HOUSING TRUST FUND. WE STRONGLY SUPPORT THAT CONCEPT. 

ONE QUEST! ON, HOWEVER, THAT MUST BE ANSWERED IS THE ALLOCATION 

OF SUCH A FUND BETWEEN URBAN AND SUBURBAN AREAS. SECTION 20 OF 
' 

.s:...2046 l>ROVIDES THAT "A REASONABLE PERCENTAGE" OF THE TRUST FUND 

ESTABLISHED ~y THE ~CT SHOULD GO TO ''URBAN AID MUNICIPALITIES WHICH 

HAVE A DISPROPORTIONATELY HIGH PERCENTAGE OF LOW AND MODERATE IN-

COME RESIDENTS." I SUGGEST THAT THE LEGISLATURE SHOULD ESTABLISH 

A MUCH MORE SPECIFIC STANDARD FOR ALLOCATION THAN MERELY "A REASON-

ABLE PERCENTAGE." 

THE GREATEST NEED FOR DECENT, AFFORDABLE HOUSING IS lN THE 
. .';,,~ 

.CITIES. IF WE DO NOT MAINTAIN AND REHABILITATE OUR URBAN HOUSING 

BEFORE IT IS TOO LATE, WE WILL HAVE LOST A SOURCE OF HOUSING THAT Is· 

IRREPLACEABLE. FOR THESE REASONS, WE AGREE WITH THE LEAGUE OF MUNI-

CIPALITIES THAT THE MAJORITY OF ANY TRUST FUND SHOULD GO TO THE CITIES 
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NEVERTHELESS THERE IS A,LSO A REAL NEED FOR SUBSIDY ASSISTANCE 

: . . . . . 

IN THE SUBRUBS. EVEN·"lF WE REPEALED ALL ZONING BARRIERS IN EVERY 

SUBURB. AN MUNICIPALITY'AND PERMITTED ANY.DEVELOPER TO BUILD ANY· 

DEVELOPMENT THAT HE WANTED CONDITIONED SOLELY ON PROVIDING 'l'WENTY 

. PERCENT LOWER INCOME HOU.SING, WE COULD NOT MEET A:C.L OF THE STATE., S 

.FAIR SHARE; NEED •. FURTHERMORE, WH~LE INCLUSIONARY DEVELOPERS WITHOUT . 

GOVERNMENTAL ASSISTANCE CAN PROVIDE.HOUSING FOR HOUSEHOLDS WITH 

1NCOMES AS LOW AS FORTY TO FIFTY PERCENT OF MEDIAN,. IT IS NOT REAL

ISTI C ·. TO EXPECT THAT THEY -CAN PRODUCE HOUSING. AFFORDABLE TO BOUSE-

.. ·HOllJS ,wrm TNCOJmS qF U:SS TSAN TORTY PERCENT OF MEl)IAN. SUCH 

BOUSEHOtDS MUST RELY UPON SUBS.IDIES IF .THEY ARE ''TO HAVE THE 

OPPORTUNITY TO LIVE IN THESE DEVELOPMENTS.· 
' 

THE.PUBLIC ADVOCATE RECOMMENDS THAT THE LEGISLATURE RESPOND TO 
. . . . 

NEW JERSEY'S HOUSING:NEED$ BY APPROVING A-974, AN_ACTTO CREA~ THE 

FUND FOR HOUSING REHABILITATION, SHELTER FOR THE HOMELESS AND HOUSING. 
. . . . .. . ...... ~ ~ . 

. . . . . . . . . . 
. . . . 

ASSISTANCE. THIS WOULD PROVIDE APPROXIMATELY $20,000,000 WHICH THE 

PUBLIC ADVOCATE BELIEVES SHOULD BE TARGETED.SOLELY TO-URBAN MUNI--

. CIPALITIES. THE FUNDS WOULD BE RAISED BY APPLYING THE STATE'S SHARE . · 
. . 

. . 

OF THE REAL ESTATE TRANSFER TAX TO THESE HOUSING·PROGRAMS~- OUR 
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.. . . 

DEPARTMENT BAS-A'.LREADY TESTIFIED IN SUPPORT OF THIS BILL WITH ONE 

·. CAVEAT •. SECONDLY, THE LEGISLATURE SHOlJLD ·. INCREASE 'THE REALTY 

. TRANSFER FEE AS PROPOSED IN ·S-2046 AND A-2360 AND USE THESE INCREASED . . . . . .. .. . . . . - . 

· FUNDs TO HELP SUBURBS MEET THEIR FAIRE sQ ~ THE MONEY couLD BE usED 

_ TO INCREASE THE PERCENTAGE OF LOWER INCOME HOUSEHOLDS · IN INCLU-
.. .· ·•.. . ,: . . .· .· .· . '. . . . ·., .. . . . -.:·.. .. . 

. . . . - . 

SlONARYDEVELOPMENT.Sr TO PERMIT PERSONS OF LESS THAN 40%0F MEDIAN 

'TO ocCUPY 'TBE UNITS, OR ESTABLISH REHA131LITATON PROGRAMS-: · WE SUPPORT 

. - . 

. TEE FUNDING J?ROPOSALS OF B01'H. A-974 AND S-2046, BUT BELIEVE THAT THE 
.•.... ······, ·. ·. .· .· . . ·. ·. • ·.. . •. .•. . > ·.· ' ... •.· . 

. · :imc:wuucs FOR IMPLEMENTATION ON ,abm BILLS sHouLD BE MESHED TOGETHER. 

,, · lT TS 'IMPORTANT 'To·1:NSURE TFIA'T THIS ·FUNDING Is EST~LISHED AND 

.. ' .. ·.·. ·. . . . : . 

. : CONTINUES. OVER TIME. ' WE, RECOGNIZE 'THAT A REVENUE BILL CANNOT O'RlGINATI 

IN THE SENATE. -·. 5~2046. C011U> EASILY. BE AMENDEIJ TO PROVIDE THAT IT · 

' . 

· · .. DOES NOT TAKE. EFFECT UNTIL A-974 AND A-2360, BILLS WHICH HAVE THESE 
. . -- . 

. _··. : . : . ' .. : - : :· :· . ... ·: ' 

SUBSIDY PROVISIONS, ARE SIGNED INTO LAW. 

. . . - . 

. , t . .· .. 

A CRUCIAL FEATURE OF S-2046 IS PARAGRAPH 21, -WHICH SE~S TO 

· ASSURE THE CONTINUED :FUNDING OF THE HOUSING SUBSIDY PROGRAM. THE -

... PARAGRAPH PROVIDES THAT CERTAIN PARTS OF THlS ACT WIUCH IMPOSE 

.. · LIMITATIONS -~ON THE COURTS IN ENFORCING MT.' LAUREL RIGHTS AUTO

. MATICALLY EXPIRE IF THE HOUSING FUNDING IS NOT CONTINUED FOR .. 
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SIX YEARS .. THIS IS A CRUCIAL LINK BETWEEN THE FAIR SHARE PROVISIONS 

OF THIS BILL AND THE HOUSING SUBSIDIES TO ENSURE THAT THE FUNDING 

FOR HOUSING CONTINUES EVEN IF THE GOVERNMENTAL INTEREST WHICH IS NOW 

BEING FOCUSED ON HOUSING IS DIVERTED TO OTHER ISSUES. 
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TAX EXEMPT FINANCNG·AND RESALE CONTROLS 

THERE ARE TWO OTHER IMPORTANT ROLES WHICH THE STATE SHOULD UNDER-

TAKE IN PROMOTING LOWER INCOME HOUSING, .FINANCING AND RESALE CONTROLS. 

· .. SECTION 23 WOULD REQUIRE THE NEW JERSEY HOUSING AND MORTGAGE FINANCE 

AGENCY TO EXPEND AT LEAST 50% OF THEPR.OCEEDS OF ITS TAX EXEMPT BONDS 

_TO ASSIST IN THE FINANCING OF LOWER INCOME HOUSING. THE AGENCY MADE 

A.MAJOR CONTRIBUTION IN PROVIDING TAX EXEMPT FUNDING FOR THE 260 

LOWER INCOME UNITS WHICH ARE BEING CONSTRUCTED IN BEDMINSTER.. DESPITE 

THIS,. FEDERAL LAW PERMITS SUCH FUNDING TO BE USED FOR EITHER LOWER 

INCOME. OR MIDDLE INCOME ROUS ING, AND THE AGENCY HAS NOT COMMITTED 

ITSELF AS TO WHETHER IT WILL CONTINUE TO FINANCE LOWER INCOME HOUSING_ 

DEVELOPERS SUCH AS BEDMINS.TER. YET SUCH TAX EXEMPT FINANCING MAY 

DETERMINE WHETHER A DEVLEOPER. CAN POSSIBLY CONSTRUCT THIS HOUSING. 

SECTION 23 IS AN ESSENTIAL PART OF THE LAW. 

THE AD HOC HOUSI~G COMMITTEE ALSO AGREED TO REQUEST AN 

AMENDMENTONRESALE CONTROLS. MT. LAUREL II REQUIRES THAT 

. . 

· MUNICIPALITIES. TAKE STEPS TO GUARANTEE THAT LOWER INCOME UNITS 

REMAIN AFFORDABLE TO LOWER INCOME HOUSEHOLDS OVER. TIME. IN 

BEDMINSTER, A NON-PROFIT CORPORATION HAS BEEN ESTABLISHED.TO CARRY 
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OUT. THIS ROLE. NUMEROUS OTHER MUNICIPALITIES ARE EXPECTED 'l'O DO THE 

SAME THING. IT WILL, HOWEVER, BE EXTREMELY CUMBERSOME AND WASTEFUL 

TO.ESTABLISH EIOHTY SEPARATE NON-PROFIT CORPORATIONS THROUGHOUT 

THE STATE. THE AD HOC HOUSING COMMITTEE INSTEAD PROPOSES THAT THE 

. . , , 

DIVISION OF HOUSING, D.C.A., BE GIVEN THE RESPONSIBILITY FOR 

. .ADMINISTERINGRE..;.SALE CONTROLS ON A STATEWIDE BASIS, JUST AS THEY 

. NOW .ADMINISTER SECTION 8 BOUSING ELIGIBILITY DETERMINATIONS STATEWlDE. 

UNDER THE PROPOSED AMENDMENT, .D.C.A. WOULD ENTER INTO LONG nRM 

CONTRACTS WITH THE MUNICIPALITY OR DEVELOPER$TO ADM.INISTER·Ilm 

.. ··m:sALE··coNTRoL!:i"TOR 'THEIR DURA~ION. WE SUPPORT. THAT AMENDMENT. 
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CONCLUSION 

IN SUMMARY, WE SUPPORT THE BASIC FEATURES OF S-2046. WE HOPE 

.THAT .OUT·COMMENTS ARE HELPFUL IN.DETE:RMING WAYS ·TO STRENGTHEN.THE 

BILL. WE OPPOSE SCR 24, S-1913 AND URGE THIS COMMITTEE TO REJECT 

THIS LEGISLATION. 

I 
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.. StJBMI'ITED BY LISA DiGIULIO 

Recanmendation in regard to section 14. 

14b. Any matter not adjudicated prior to June 1, 1984, insofar 

as builders remedies or mandatory zoning pursuant to 

Nount Laurel II shall upon motion.by either party be 

referred by the Court to the Council in order t:o exhaust 

.the mediation and review procedure-establishedlin Section 

13 of this Act. The purpose of this Section is to afford 

municipalities presently under zoning challenye to have 

,.Jtn.opp.ortunity for a wliform application of fair share 

numbers. and egual treatment with those municipalities 

who would be subject to this act subsequent to the date of 

enactment.· 

In rega~d to the construction of inclusionary developments 

of which at least 20% are low and moderate income ur,its,.said 

development must be constructed in· a manner that the low and 

moderate< uni ts are equally disbursed wi thir{;,a id •development. 

It shall be required that if the development is built in 

sections, that ·there be no more than 20% low and moderate income 

units in each section. The purµose of this prov5~i~n ~s ~0 

section 20f. 

· Reimbursement to munieipalit.ies for any shortfall or 

additional expenditures caused by the instal!ation of imprr,vement~ 
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such as roads or municipal utilities which are not roimbursible 

by the developer pursuan~ to the law as set forth in Mt. Laurel 
/ 

in regard to municipal subsidy in behalf of such low and moderat 

income housing construction · 
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